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Summary
Morphogenesis is an apparent yet complex process: emergence of a plant shape is the result of an intricate interplay
between genetic regulation, cell physiology and mechanical processes at the tissue scale. Morphogenesis spans three
levels of biological organisation, forming a nested complex system. Genes, which form the lowest level of the system,
are arranged into networks that control properties of cells. Cells, which form the middle level of the system, are
arranged into geometric networks, and their mechanical and chemical interactions give rise to the morphology of
a whole organism. Therefore, the study of plant morphogenesis relies on understanding how genetically-driven
cellular interactions in￿uence the formation of a plant shape.
Clonal propagules of Marchantia polymorpha (Marchantia), also known as gemmae, are an attractive system for
studying these interactions. Gemmae are small, have a simple disk-like shape and are resilient to environmental
conditions. As such, they are well-suited for ￿uorescent microscopy and the collection of gene expression data.
These features create an opportunity to study the processes of gemma morphogenesis at tissue, cellular and genetic
levels through ￿uorescent microscopy in a single assay.
In order to enable the engineering of morphogenesis in Marchantia gemmae, tools and frameworks for obtaining,
storing and analysing the observations from the three levels of biological organisation should be put into place. The
work presented in this thesis focuses on the development of such tools and their application in studying the role of
phytohormone auxin in Marchantia development.
I introduced novel sample preparation and time-lapse imaging assays for Marchantia gemmae along with image-
processing methods for the estimation of tissue expansion rates with sub-cellular resolution. These methods allowed
me to hypothesise a mechanism behind the regulation of cell proliferation in Marchantia and the role auxin plays in
controlling this process.
Together with Bernardo Pollak, I developed MarpoDB, a gene-centric representation of the Marchantia genome
that enables the search and preparation of Marchantia genetic parts for assembly into synthetic DNA constructs.
I used MarpoDB to extract parts and build ￿uorescent reporters, providing proxies for auxin biosynthesis and
signalling. The reporters were then introduced into the Marchantia genome, and the gemmae of the transgenic lines
were imaged to estimate the average patterns of the reporters’ expression.
The collected patterns were then overlaid on the patterns of relative tissue expansion to validate the proposed
role of auxin as an inhibitor of cell proliferation and the mechanism behind its transport in Marchantia.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Plant growth and engineering
Members of the plant kingdom demonstrate great diversity in the shape of their organs: leaves, ￿owers, fruits, seeds,
etc. What makes them stand out from the members of other kingdoms is a rigid cell wall, which provides sti￿ness
to the plant tissue and resilience to external forces. The cellulose, deposited into the cell wall, allows trees to reach
heights of tens of metres without collapsing under their own weight and withstand the forces generated by the wind.
Being tough yet mouldable, plant tissue has been used as a construction material for many thousands of years.
From the developmental perspective, the rigid cell wall prevents cell motility and so the process of shape formation
relies on the precise coordination of cell expansion and division. This feature makes plants attractive candidates for
the creation of programmable multicellular organisms. Developing tools for predicting the plant shape based on
its DNA sequence opens up possibilities for the precise engineering of crop traits as well as a new manufacturing
paradigm, where wooden structures can be naturally grown without the need for traditional processing methods.
The state of the art for arti￿cial shape design is computer graphics programs[1–3], where three-dimensional (3D)
shapes can be modelled through the iterative subdivision and deformation of polyhedral meshes. These systems
allow for the precise manipulation of shape through speci￿cations of the topology and geometry of the meshes, but
also include artistic sculpting tools like 3D brushes[4]. In essence, these brushes apply local pre-de￿ned deformations
to a user-speci￿ed location on a mesh and are analogous to using physical sculpting tools on clay or other modelling
substrate. The basic principle behind plant morphogenesis is a di￿erential expansion of tissue, which leads to its
deformation. On a fundamental level, the di￿erential expansion that drives plant growth can be thought of as a
deformation applied by a 3D brush, where the sculpting logic is driven by the biological processes inside the living
plant.
Processes that control tissue expansion, and thereby contribute to plant morphogenesis, span three levels of bio-
logical organisation: genetic, cellular and tissue-wide. Being such a broad topic, plant morphogenesis has attracted
scientists from various branches of biology, e.g., theoretical biology, systems biology, biophysics, biomechanics, cell
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biology, genetics, physiology, molecular biology. Over the past hundred years, the scienti￿c community has aggreg-
ated a large amount of data and many models, describing the details of plant development at di￿erent scales and from
the perspective of di￿erent scienti￿c disciplines.
Bringing details from all of these ￿elds into a single multi-scale model of plant morphogenesis for the purpose of
engineering plant shape is a challenging task. An alternative approach is to aim to produce a minimal viable model
that would not explain morphogenesis to its ￿nest details, but would be su￿cient for the practical modi￿cation of
the plant shape. Then the main challenge is to choose the right abstraction with the right subset of details that would
result in a satisfactory model.
The approach taken in this thesis is not aimed at any particular question in the world of plant morphogenesis. It
rather presents an attempt to create a certain abstraction of the knowledge in the ￿eld, and to develop the methods,
that would be suitable for engineering the plant shape.
Section 1.2 of the Introduction reviews themain aspects of plantmorphogenesis at various scales, while section 1.3
reviews the main tools and techniques that were used in this thesis.
1.2 Hierarchical view of morphogenesis
1.2.1 Mathematical notations
scalars not bold font, lower case a
vectors bold font, lower case v
tensors bold font, upper case A
inner product . v.u = viui
outer product ⌦ (u⌦ v)a = (v.a)u
divergence r. r.v = @vi@xi
trace tr trL = Lii
gradient @@x
@u
@x =
@ui
@xj
1.2.2 Tissue level
Morphogenesis is a dynamic process that results in the formation of the characteristic shape of an organism. The
ultimate goal of engineering morphogenesis is to be able to control the geometry of plants at the tissue level in a
predictable way. From this perspective, growth can be represented as a time-dependent transformation function
  : B0 ! Bt that maps coordinates of the tissue points (x) at an initial con￿guration B0 to coordinates of the same
points (X) at some later con￿guration Bt at time t, such that:
x =  (X, t), 8X 2 B0
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This parallel between the development of biological shape and geometric transformations was laid out more than
a hundred years ago by D’Arcy Thompson[5]. Since then, the mechanics and mathematics behind tissue deformation
under di￿erential expansion have been formalised by a theory of morphoelasticity [6–8].Many aspects of plant tissue
kinetics are analogous to those in compressible ￿uid ￿ows[9], and hence some analytical and experimental methods of
￿uid dynamics can be applied directly to the study of morphoelasticity. The key di￿erence between the problems in
￿uid dynamics and those of morphoelasticity is that the law of mass conservation does not hold in a classical sense.
Without taking into account plant physiology and metabolism, and focusing on sheer observation, it may appear
that growth goes in violation of the conservation of mass as, by de￿nition, growth is an increase of the mass of the
organism. Therefore, instead of a classical equation of mass conservation
@⇢
@t
+ ⇢r.v = 0
where ⇢ is tissue density and v is velocity ￿eld in the Eulerian frame of reference, morphoelasticity deals with a
more general problem
@⇢
@t
+ ⇢r.v =  
where   is tissue growth rate. The physical and biological meaning of   is that it shows how fast a small volume
element of tissue expands over time.
.
The gradient of the velocity ￿eldrv has a special meaning in morphodynamics. It is called a growth tensor (L) [10]
and under the condition of incompressible material its trace is equal to the tissue growth rate ( ):
trL =  
Apart from information about the rate of growth, the growth tensor contains information about anisotropy of
the growth and rotation of the tissue. Hence, to have a complete description of tissue expansion it is su￿cient to
calculate its velocity ￿eld.
Estimation of the velocity ￿eld of a growing tissue can be achieved by tracking natural landmarks on its surface,
e.g. the intersection of the cell walls in apical meristems[11], veinal junctions on the leaf surface[12] or repetitive organs
on the scale of the whole organism. In addition, arti￿cial landmarks like ￿uorescent particles [13] or ink dots [14] have
been previously used for this purpose.
The complication of the morphoelastic models comes from the fact that the resultant deformation tensor (F = @ @X )
of the tissues comes from two processes: the pure growth of individual tissue elements or cells, and the onset of
mechanical consensus. The di￿erence between the two can be visualised in the following thought experiment. An
imaginary piece of tissue consisting of several joined cells grows due to the expansion of its individual cells. At the
same time, the physical constraints the cells impose on each other deform the geometry of the tissue as a whole.
The same resultant deformation could have been achieved by ￿rst separating the cells and allowing them to grow
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independently from each other, and then stitching them back together and allowing mechanics to deform them into
the ￿nal shapes. The details of this independent growth can be summarised in the tissue expansion tensor G, while
the onset of the mechanical consensus during stitching in the elastic response tensor A (Figure 1.1A). The central
postulate of morphoelasticity is that the resultant deformation can be decomposed as
F = AG (1.1)
while the connection between F and L is as follows:
@F
@t
= LF
In practice, this means that although it is possible to estimate the growth rate of the tissue by recording its velocity
￿eld, it is hard to distinguish between the e￿ects of pure tissue expansion and tissue mechanics on the resultant tissue
deformation. In order to make an educated guess about this distinction, it is important to understand how both A
and G are controlled physiologically within the plant tissue on the scale of individual cells.
.
1.2.3 Cell level
Cells are discrete units of plant tissue; it is their rate and anisotropy of division and volumetric expansion that
de￿nes the resultant growth of tissue[15]. Therefore, it is essential to consider the mechanics and physiology behind
cell expansion in order to build realistic and predictive plant tissue models.
The basic physiological principle behind cell expansion is well understood[16]. A cell’s volume increases as a
result of the net in￿ux of water into the cell protoplast. The water ￿uxes going in and out of the cell are driven by
the di￿erences in water potential ( W ) inside and outside of the cell:
 W = Wout  Win =  p  ⇧
where  ⇧ = ⇧out   ⇧in is the di￿erence of osmotic pressure outside and inside of the cell and  p = pout  
 pin is the di￿erence in hydrostatic pressure outside and inside of the cell. The former results from an increased
concentration of cell-membrane-impermeable solutes inside the cell and can be considered as a driver of water in￿ux.
The latter is a result of mechanical constraints imposed by a cell wall on a cell membrane during cell expansion and
can be considered as a suppressor of water in￿ux.
Water always ￿ows through the tissue from high to low water potential, so the positive  W values correspond
to a net in￿ux of water into the cells and resultant expansion. The process of osmotic-pressure-driven expansion is
depicted in Figure 1.1B. The di￿erence in osmotic potential between neighbouring cells, or between a cell and the
environment, creates water ￿uxes, which lead to the accumulation of water inside cells with local water potential
minima. The in￿ux of water into a protoplast makes the cell membrane push upon the cell wall. The reaction force
in the cell wall generates a hydrostatic turgor pressure, which increases the water potential, slowing down the water
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in￿ux. The water keeps ￿owing into the cell until its water potential equilibrates with that of its neighbours. If the
cell wall stress exceeds the yield stress, stress-relaxation and loosening of the cell wall [16,17] take place, leading to cell
expansion. As a result, the water potential drops, promoting further water in￿ux[18–21] and restarting the cycle anew.
An important thing to note is that although hydrostatic pressure inside a cell suppresses water in￿ux, it is the
driver of cell-wall loosening responsible for the non-reversible expansion of the cell. A resultant model combin-
ing these two opposing e￿ects of hydrostatic pressure on cell expansion was proposed by Lockhart [16]. It can be
summarised as
dV
dt
=
Kw 
Kw +  
 W (1.2)
where dVdt is a rate of volumetric cell expansion. Kw is the water permeability of the membrane determining how
fast the water crosses the cell membrane. Higher values ofKw would result in higher rates of water ￿uxes under the
given di￿erence in water potential.   is the cell wall expansibility rate determining how fast a cell expands, where
higher values of   would result in higher expansion rates under the given hydrostatic pressure. As seen from the
above equation, the cell expansion rate is driven entirely by the di￿erences in the osmotic potential and does not
depend on the hydrostatic pressure implicitly.
The physical and biological meanings the equation 1.2 are very similar to that of equation 1.1. The meaning of
1
V
dV
dt is similar to that of the growth rate   introduced in the previous subsection. Furthermore, the di￿erence in
water potential ( W ) and water permeability (Kw) accounts for the pure growth of the isolated cells, similar to
the tissue expansion tensor G, while the cell wall expansibility ( ) accounts for the mechanical constraints, similar
to the elastic response tensor (A). Another important conclusion from equation 1.2 is that the biological processes
responsible for controlling the rate of cell wall stress-relaxation and water ￿uxes across the cell membrane are key
to understanding and engineering plant morphogenesis.
The loosening of the cell wall cannot be entirely accounted for by its viscoelastic properties [22], which can only
explain a short-term response to the applied stress. Early studies on the mechanical properties of plant cell walls
uncovered that the irreversible cell wall extension can be induced by soaking plant tissue in a bu￿er with a low
pH[23,24]. This phenomenon, termed ‘acidic growth’, was shown to be absent in heat-treated plant tissue, suggesting
that the loosening of the cell wall might be a result of enzymatic activity[25]. Two enzymes able to recover the
acidic growth of a heat-treated plant tissue were ￿rst identi￿ed in cucumber seedlings. They were named expansins
(EXP)[26] and were shown to bind to both the plant cell wall and puri￿ed cellulose[27]. Furthermore, expansins have
been shown to be expressed in the growing tissue[28,29] and promote cell expansion when applied exogenously[30,31].
In order to grow, cells should not only expand but also synthesise new cell wall material. The cellulose for
the new cell wall is synthesised by membrane-bound cellulose synthase (CesA) complexes, arranged in hexameric
arrays, or rosettes [32]. The local arrangement of the cellulose micro￿brils in the cell wall is important for de￿ning the
anisotropy of cell expansion. By aligning the micro￿brils, cells can promote expansion in a particular direction[33,34].
Thus, while the turgor pressure acts isotropically on the cell wall, the anisotropy of the cell expansion is controlled by
the orientation of the micro￿brils. The orientation of the cellulose micro￿brils deposition was shown to be controlled
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Figure 1.1: Expansion at the tissue and cellular level. Panel A depicts the central dogma of morphoelasticity. A
deformation of the tissue as a result of growth (F) can be decomposed into two components: imaginary unconstricted
growth of tissue elements or cells (G) and mechanical consensus between the tissue elements (A). The red lines
represent geometry of the cells when allowed to grow unconstricted. Black lines represent the original geometry
of cells before growth. Blue lines represent the geometry of cells after growth. Panel B depicts the osmosis-driven
expansion of a plant cell. a: Water (blue arrows) ￿ows into the cell with rate f0 following the di￿erence in water
potential outside (W ) and inside (W0) of the cell. b: As a result of water in￿ux, hydrostatic pressure (p) increases,
lowering the water potential inside the cell and, therefore, the rate of water in￿ux (f1). c: Subsequent water in￿ux
increases the hydrostatic pressure until the water potential inside and outside of the cell equilibrates. d: Cell wall
loosens while releasing the hydrostatic pressure and lowering the water potential inside the cell below that outside
the cell.
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by the cortical microtubules, such that the orientation of the microtubules is parallel to the direction of the micro￿bril
deposition[35]. The orientation of the cortical microtubules has in turn been shown to respond to tissue stress, aligning
parallel to the direction of the principal stress both within the tissue and externally applied[36,37], thus creating a
feedback loop between growth dynamics at the tissue and cellular levels.
Water permeability of plant cell membranes is known to be controlled by a family of membrane channels called
aquaporins. They are the only known membrane proteins that allow transport of water molecules and their expres-
sion level has been shown to be higher in expanding cells [38–41].
The challenge of plant morphogenesis at the cellular level is to identify the fundamental principles behind the
genetic and physiological control of the enzymes involved in cell wall expansion and water permeability. Success-
ful engineering of plant morphogenesis will rely on the ￿ne control of the temporal and spacial activities of these
enzymes by rewiring the endogenous and introducing novel gene circuits.
1.2.4 Gene level
All processes inside a plant cell are dependent on and regulated by its genotype. As discussed in the previous section,
control of the cell expansion rate and anisotropy as well as water transport is achieved via the action of particular
proteins. Proteins are synthesised using ribonucleic acid (RNA) templates in a process known as translation. These
messenger RNA (mRNA) molecules are polymers that consist of four types of monomers: adenine (A), thymine
(T), guanine (G) and cytosine (C). Each consecutive triplet (codon) in the stretch of an mRNA molecule encodes
one of 20 amino acids that are the building blocks of proteins. The mRNA molecules are in turn synthesised using
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) templates, which are long polymers carefully packed into several chromosomes inside
each cell. This synthesis of proteins from DNA templates through the processes of transcription and translation is a
central dogma of molecular biology (Figure 1.2A).
Every plant cell has a limited amount of resources and several thousand genes, encoding proteins and enzymes
of di￿erent functions. Synthesising all of the proteins constantly might not be e￿cient, since every protein is only
useful at a particular stage of plant development. Therefore, cells should be able to regulate precisely which proteins
to synthesise at any given moment based on local environmental cues. Proteins that control the expression of genes
fall into a special class and are called transcription factors. They can be thought of as master regulators that orchestrate
cell function and response.
The way transcription factors mediate the expression of their target genes is by binding to DNA downstream of
the transcription start site, inside the promoter regions of the target genes. By doing so, transcription factors can
either promote or repress the initiation of the transcription of the corresponding genes. The interaction between
a transcription factor and DNA happens through the transcription-factor-speci￿c binding DNA motifs; i.e. each
transcription factor prefers to bind to its own set of small DNA motifs inside the promoter region (Figure 1.2A).
A functional separation between the promoter regions and the protein-coding regions decouples the regulation
of a gene expression from its function. This means that the promoters and the protein-coding regions can be treated
as modular building blocks that can be mixed and matched to program the desired behaviour of a cell.
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Figure 1.2: Regulation of tissue expansion at the gene level. Panel A shows the central dogma of molecular
biology with arrows representing a process of transcription and translation on the way from a DNA template to a
protein on an example of cellulose synthase (CesA), which is involved in the synthesis of new cell-wall material and
expansin (EXP), which is responsible for cell-wall loosening during expansion. The panel also shows a transcription
factor (TF), which binds to the promoter region of CesA via an interaction with the ‘CCCT’ motif to regulate its
transcription rate. Panel B depicts the details of the auxin signalling pathway. Auxin response factor (ARF) is a
transcription factor with a wide range of genes. In the absence of auxin it is bound to Aux/IAA, which represses
the initiation of transcription of the target gene, via DIII domain. In the presence of auxin, Aux/IAA binds to TIR1,
which tags Aux/IAA for degradation (?). Auxin can be actively imported into the cell by an action of AUX/LAX
proteins or actively exported out of the cell by PIN proteins. Panel C shows the auxin-dependent regulation of auxin
concentration inside a cell.
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1.2.5 Cell communication and auxin transport
The coordination of processes within cells is orchestrated by gene interaction, while the coordination of the processes
between cells happens via hormonal regulation. The classical model of hormonal regulation, known as the French
￿ag model [42], states that the di￿erence in cell behaviour can be explained by the response of the cells to di￿erent
concentrations of hormones, or morphogens. For example, a particular morphogen might signal cells to promote ex-
pansion. Then the cells exposed to high concentrations of such a morphogen would expand more actively than those
exposed to low concentrations. According to this model, the spatial patterns of cell phenotypes must be correlated
to the spatial pattern of the morphogens.
A theoretical mechanism on how patterns of morphogens might be self-organising in living organisms was pro-
posed by Turing[43]. The model, known as the chemical basis of morphogenesis, relies on two di￿usible chemicals
that are allowed to react with each other.
The role of phytohormone auxin in cell elongation is well known. In relation to the theory of acidic growth, it
has been demonstrated that auxin triggers the activation and tra￿cking of the H+-ATPase to the plasma membrane
in Zea maize coleoptiles [44], lowering the apoplastic pH to levels favourable to the expansins. In Arabidopsis thaliana
(Arabidopsis) roots, however, endogenous application of auxin has been shown to increase the pH of the apoplast,
inhibiting cell expansion[45]. Therefore, although the role of auxin in controlling cell expansion is well-established,
the precise action of auxin varies depending on tissue type.
Apart from controlling apoplastic pH, the endogenous application of auxin has been shown to cause upregulation
of expansins and cellulose synthases in seedlings of Arabidopsis [46,47], thus not only promoting cell wall loosening
but also activating machinery for the reorganisation and synthesis of cellulose micro￿brils.
Finally, it has been demonstrated that the polarisation of the membrane localisation of the auxin e￿ux transporter
PIN1 is aligned with the orientation of cortical microtubules in the shoot apical meristem of Arabidopsis [48]. The
analysis of this alignment led to the conclusion that the ￿uxes of auxin might also be controlled by tissue stress
patterns.
Together, these pieces of evidence suggest that auxin plays a vital role in controlling cell expansion and creating
a feedback loop between growth at the tissue and cellular levels in plant shoots. Therefore, auxin transport might be
a good target for achieving control of plant morphogenesis.
Auxin response includes a well-characterised signal transduction pathway (Figure 1.2B). The interaction between
auxin, Aux/IAA, TIR1/ABF and protein degradation machinery takes the central role in auxin signalling[49]. Aux/IAA
is a transcriptional repressor, the sequence of which features three functional domains. Domain I contains an EAR
motif, responsible for transcriptional repression and the recruitment of co-repressors [50]; domain II contains a DII
degron motif, responsible for the auxin-sensitive degradation of the Aux/IAA[49]; domain III facilitates interaction
with auxin response factors (ARFs) and self-dimerisation[51].
The auxin response factors bind to the AuxRE motifs [52,53] in the promoters of auxin-responsive genes. When
the concentration of auxin is low, the Aux/IAA oligomerises with itself and dimerises with the ARFs, repressing
the transcription of auxin-responsive genes. When present, auxin facilitates the binding of the Aux/IAA to the F-
box TIR1/ABF auxin co-receptor through the DII motif of the Aux/IAA. The binding of the TIR1/ABF mediates the
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ubiquitination of the Aux/IAA-TIR1/ABF complex and its further degradation. The resultant drop of the Aux/IAA
concentration liberates the ARFs, allowing for the transcriptional activation of auxin-responsive genes.
It has been shown that intracellular auxin controls its own transport by inhibiting the endosomal compartmental-
isation of auxin e￿ux proteins (PINs) in Arabidopsis [54]. This leads to the localisation of PINs at the plasmamembrane
and an increase in the auxin export rate. The distribution of the PINs on the plasma membrane is not homogeneous
and is responsible for the polar auxin transport, which has been a basis for plant development models [55].
Two mechanisms for the polarisation of the PIN proteins have been proposed. According to the concentration-
based models, the PIN proteins predominantly localise to the section of the plasma membrane that faces a cell with
the highest auxin concentration in its neighbourhood (Figure 1.2C). Such models have been used to explain the
emergence of auxin maxima and the corresponding organ positioning during phyllotaxis [56,57]. In contrast, ￿ux-based
models propose that the distribution of PIN proteins on the plasma membrane is proportional to the distribution of
the total auxin transported through a particular region of the cell membrane. These models are used to explain the
self-organisation of leaf venation[58,59].
Apart from e￿ux, auxin has been shown to be involved in controlling its own in￿ux, e.g. during lateral root
emergence in Arabidopsis [60], by activating transcription of the LAX gene, encoding auxin importers.
Another known feedback is between auxin and its biosynthesis. It has been demonstrated that the activity of some
YUCCA genes, which encode an enzyme involved in tryptophan-dependent auxin biosynthesis, is transcriptionally
down-regulated upon the external application of auxin in Arabidopsis [61] as well as other species [62].
These forms of feedback in auxin transport demonstrate the complexity of the regulation behind cell expansion,
which should be taken into account when designing systems for the control of plant morphogenesis.
1.2.6 Summary
Plant tissue expansion can be studied at di￿erent scales and hierarchical levels. At the tissue scale, tissue expansion
can be represented by a physical model o￿ered by the theory of morphoelasticity. At this scale, no consideration
is given to the physiological or genetic origin of plant growth and the purpose of such a model is to describe the
physical aspect of growth derived from the laws of mass and momentum balance.
At the cell scale, physiological e￿ects start to matter. The Lockhart equation (1.2) shows a physiological origin of
cell expansion, i.e. interplay between water transport between the cells and extensibility of the cell walls. The model
of morphoelasticity and the principle behind the Lockhart equation can be merged by acknowledging that the tissue
growth rate ( ) and rate of cell volume change (dVdt ) share similar meaning. For example, as shown in Appendix C,
these models can be combined through the following relationship:
  =   Kw 
Kw +  
r2⇧ (1.3)
where all variables can be, in principal, functions of time and space. This combined model boils down the reg-
ulation of tissue growth (in an unrestricted imaginary sense of morphoelasticity) to two parameters: Kw – water
permeability of the membrane and   – extensibility of the tissue, i.e. its ability to grow under hydrostatic pressure.
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At the genetic level, the e￿ects of individual genes become apparent. The most relevant set of genes for the
model in equation 1.3 are those related to modi￿cation of cell-wall properties, and hence those that in￿uence   and
those that are related to water transport, and hence in￿uence Kw . Among the former group are expansins, which
regulate the loosening of the cell wall and cellulose synthases, which deposit new cell-wall material. The genes of
both proteins have been shown to be controlled by phytohormone auxin, which itself has a sophisticated regulatory
mechanism that has been attributed as being central to plant development at genetic, cell and tissue scales. The work
presented in this thesis has a particular focus on auxin transport and its involvement in the regulation of plant tissue
expansion.
1.3 Tools
1.3.1 Synthetic biology
As mentioned in the previous section, the genes and their regulation are the intrinsic drivers of shape development
in plants. Over millions of years of evolution, plant shape has changed under the in￿uence of random mutations and
natural selection[63]. Later, the domestication of plant species led to the arti￿cial selection of favourable traits [64],
demonstrating that small genetic perturbations can lead to signi￿cant changes in plant shape. For example, there
have been reports of a plant with a teosinte-like phenotype acquiring a maize-like phenotype in only 18 years of
selective breeding.
As science has progressed, new tools for more direct modi￿cation of plant DNA have become available. The
discovery of the restriction enzymes[65,66], which are capable of cutting DNA at a precise recognition sequence, and
DNA ligases [67], which can repair the DNA molecule after being cut, in the late 1970s enabled the modi￿cation of
DNA sequences in vitro. Around the same time, it was demonstrated that the species of soil bacteria Agrobacterium
tumefaciens can be exploited to deliver foreign DNA into plant cells [68]. Other methods for transferring DNA into
plant cells were also invented, including electroporation[69,70], microinjection[71] and biolistics [72], which involves the
bombardment of plant cells with gold nanoparticles covered in DNA. Together, these methods allowed the arti￿cial
deletion and introduction of new genes into plant tissue and produced a series of genetically modi￿ed crop species
with novel traits, like resistance to herbicides [73], resistance to insects [74] or longer shelf life [75].
All of these early-days genetic modi￿cations were introducing constitutively expressed genes, i.e. they were al-
ways ‘on’ in all the cells of the plant. Such strategy is arguably insu￿cient for engineering plant-shape development,
as the process relies on orchestrated and di￿erential behaviour in di￿erent cells. For the engineering of morphogen-
esis, the temporal and spatial e￿ects of the introduced genes should be considered in a predictable fashion.
Synthetic biology builds on classical genetics with the addition of engineering principles, creating a heavily
model-driven approach to modi￿cation of living systems. The implementation of analogs of simple electric circuits
like a latch[76] or an oscillator [77] showed that it is feasible to build predictive models of genetic interactions. Since
then, more advanced electronics-inspired biological systems have been implemented, e.g. logic gates [78] [79], memory
elements [80], analog computers [81], an oscillator with independent control for the modulation of frequency and amp-
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litude[82]. In addition, genetic circuits for the generation of spatial and temporal patterns have been built [83,84]. The
prospect of automating biological logic circuitry design has also been explored, e.g. by building a compiler that trans-
forms digital logic de￿ned using hardware description language Verilog into the corresponding DNA sequence[85].
The majority of the genetic circuits described above rely on the modularity of promoter and coding regions, as
described in subsection 1.2.4. This modularity allows the linking together of two genes by making the product of the
coding region of one gene regulate the promoter activity of the other. The product of the ￿rst gene can either be a
transcriptional regulator that activates or represses the activity of a particular promoter, or a protein that catalyses
the production of a chemical to which the promoter of the second gene is sensitive, whether directly or with the help
of additional genetic machinery.
Together with a growing repertoire of genetic parts, the methods of DNA assembly have become more e￿cient
and now allow the stitching together of DNA fragments of increasing lengths and numbers of components. Early
strategies for DNA assembly relied on restriction enzymes and DNA ligases [86]. The next wave of strategies al-
lowed DNA to be assembled without restriction enzymes by using either the overlap assembly method[87] or DNA
recombination[88]. The state of the art method for DNA assembly uses the next generation of restriction enzymes
Type IIS [89,90]. The bene￿t of the Type IIS assembly is that a single restriction enzyme can be used in one reaction
to combine multiple DNA parts. However, the ability to do this relies on establishing standards. In particular, the
de￿nition of the pre￿x and su￿x sequences for each di￿erent type of DNA part – e.g. promoter, coding region –
is required. Attempts to establish such standards have been made in both bacterial [91] and plant synthetic biology
communities [92].
1.3.2 Genomic resources
The ability to introduce new traits into plants, in particular those related to morphogenesis, will depend on the
comprehensive characterisation and isolation of plant genetic parts, i.e. the coding regions and the corresponding
regulatory elements. Genomes of an ever-increasing number of plant species are being sequenced and stored at
public resources like Phytozome[93]. A recent initiative aims to sequence 10,000 plant genomes[94]. These genomic
data create a valuable resource for themining of relevant DNAparts and the transfer of knowledge for the engineering
of new species from well-established plant systems[95].
The process of discovery of genetic parts relies on the data generated from genomic (DNA) and transcriptomic
(mRNA) sequencing. The mRNA sequence can be used to predict the protein sequence it encodes. Protein-coding
regions always start with an ‘ATG’ codon and end with a ‘TAA’, ‘TAG’ or ‘TGA’ codon. One approach to estimate the
protein-coding regions within a given mRNA sequence is to ￿nd the longest subsequence that starts with an ‘ATG’
codon, ends with a stop codon and has only one stop codon, i.e. has no intermediate stop codons[96]. Selection of
the longest sequence is justi￿ed by the assumption that if one of the shorter potential coding sequences was the true
one, the longer one would have disappeared in the process of evolution, i.e. that the shorter sequences with the same
function are advantageous and would be naturally selected.
This direct approach can be improved upon by leveraging information from the comparative analysis of the tran-
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scriptomes from various species. During the process of evolution, the sequence of the mRNA may change, however,
certain functional motifs of the corresponding amino-acid sequence remain highly conserved. Many databases of
these conserved domains and their corresponding functions exist, e.g. Pfam[97], SUPERFAMILY[98,99], PROSITE[100].
The central resource InterPro[101,102] combines protein motifs from a total of 13 databases and provides tools for an-
notating potential coding sequences with known protein motifs. Not only does this allow an insight into the function
of a coding sequence, it also helps identify the coding regions of previously uncharacterised mRNA sequences. For
example, a long potential coding region, identi￿ed by the direct approach described above, but containing no known
protein motifs is unlikely to be correctly identi￿ed as being truly coding.
The non-coding regions, also known as untranslated regions (UTRs), upstream (3’ UTRs) and downstream (5’
UTRs) of the coding regions have an important role in the regulation of translation and hence are an important
addition to the toolbox of plant genetic parts.
Since the sequence of the transcribed DNA region and the resultant mRNA molecule are the same, it is possible
to predict from which stretch of the DNA it originated. In eukaryotes, like plants, this task is complicated by the fact
that the primary transcripts are spliced, i.e. some of its regions (introns) are cut out, producing the mRNA molecule
composed of the remaining regions (exons). Several computational algorithms exist that can map a given mRNA
sequence to the genome of interest [103–106].
Information about the origin of the mRNA on the genome allows the promoter and terminator regions of the
corresponding gene to be de￿ned as the sequences upstream and downstream from the mapped mRNA. Promoter
regions are responsible for regulating the initiation of the gene transcription, while terminator regions signal the
transcription machinery to stop the process.
The information about the coding region prediction and annotation with functional protein motifs, as well as
information about the mapping of the transcripts to the genome, is stored in public genomic databases.
1.3.3 Fluorescence microscopy and image analysis
Studying the DNA sequence of plant genes may reveal important information about their cellular function and reg-
ulation, however, in order to understand the role of a particular gene in plant development, information about the
time and location of its expression is required. One way to gain this information is through ￿uorescent microscopy.
Fluorescent microscopy exploits the ￿uorescent properties of materials to create imaging contrast. During image
acquisition, a sample is illuminated by a light source with a narrow bandwidth, e.g. a laser or broad-spectrum lamp in
combination with a narrow-band-pass ￿lter, with wavelength matching the excitation wavelength of the ￿uorophore
under study. The ￿uorophore then reemits the light at a longer wavelength and is collected either by the eyepiece
or a sensor through another narrow-band-pass ￿lter with the matching wavelength. By doing so, it is possible to
achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio during the imaging of the ￿uorophore.
The identi￿cation[107] and cloning[108] of the green ￿uorescent protein (GFP) from Aequorea jelly￿sh saw an
opportunity to create ￿uorescent reporters for highlighting cellular processes and studying biological patterns using
￿uorescent microscopy. More than 50 di￿erent variants of ￿uorescent proteins are currently known, with emission
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wavelengths covering most of the visible spectrum[109].
Two major strategies are used for exploiting ￿uorescent proteins for in vivo plant imaging. The ￿rst involves the
introduction of arti￿cial DNA into plants containing the coding sequence of the GFP downstream of a promoter of
interest. This allows the expression pattern of the promoter to be studied. For example, a synthetic DR5[110] promoter
containing several copies of an auxin response factor binding motif was developed to study patterns of auxin singling
and was successfully used in combination with GFP to study auxin signalling in Arabidopsis roots [111,112].
Alternatively, the coding sequences of the ￿uorescent proteins can be fused to the coding sequences of endo-
genous proteins to study their intracellular localisation or highlight other cellular features. For example, ￿uorescent
proteins have been fused to microtubule-associated proteins to highlight the cortical microtubules [113] or the coding
sequence of the PIN1 gene in the study of auxin transport [114].
Fluorescencemicroscopy in combinationwith ￿uorescent reporters allows the capture of spatio-temporal patterns
of plant development. The subsequent analysis of the captured data relies on the image processing algorithms that
allow, for example, the segmentation of the features of interest [115] or tracking of anatomical structures in time[116].
These methods allow patterns of growth and gene expression to be extracted and can be used as inputs for the
models of plant development. An example of such an approach, termed in planta cytometry, has been introduced
in Arabidopsis roots for the simultaneous recording of tissue expansion rates and auxin signalling[112] using the
combination of a ￿uorescent membrane marker and ￿uorescent promoter fusion.
1.3.4 Computational models of plant development
A useful tool for gaining intuition about the relationship between di￿erent levels of hierarchical organisation is
computational modelling[117].
One type of numerical simulation combines the mathematical description of plant tissue growth, as outlined in
subsection 1.2.2, with the hypothetical regulation of the tissue growth ( ) by genetic and hormonal processes. One
common approach is to assume that   is dependent on the concentration of a morphogen, which is synthesised,
degraded and transported across the tissue according to the proposed hypothesis [118,119]. For example, this approach
was used to model the development of ￿owers[120], petals [121] and pollen tubes[122]. While these types of simulations
do not account for tissue cellularity, it is possible to introduce physiological aspects of growth to this continuous
representation of the plant tissue. Such an approach, integrating the physiology of cellular water movement and
turgor-driven expansion into a continuous tissue model, was applied to model the development of tomato fruit [123].
To capture the cellular aspects of plant growth, vertexmodels [124–127] can be used. The vertexmodels represent the
geometry of individual cells as polygons with shared edges, or cell complexes[128], which are generic representations
of geometric structures related to each other through common boundaries. Such cellular models capture the mech-
anical properties of the cell walls and the cell expansion driven by hydrostatic pressure. An alternative approach for
modelling the cellularity of the plant tissue is through particle-based simulations[129], where the precise geometry of
the cells is ignored. Instead, the cells are modelled as spherical or circular particles with a set of equations modelling
forces for physical cell–cell interactions.
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1.3.5 Marchantia as a model organism
Engineering morphogenesis is challenging because of the number of individual components and types of interac-
tions involved in the development of plant shape. One way to reduce this complexity is to use a model system that
is inherently simple. The thalloid liverwort, Marchantia polymorpha (Marchantia), o￿ers a simple shape advant-
ageous for morphogenetic studies [130].Among other bene￿ts, Marchantia can propagate asexually, producing small
(⇠ 1mm diameter), ￿at clonal propagules, the development of which can be studied at a sub-cellular resolution using
a microscope equipped with a low-power objective (Figure 1.3).
These propagules, or gemmae, have been previously used for the quantitative analysis of cell expansion[130] and
gene expression patterns[131] through ￿uorescent microscopy.
Analysis of the Marchantia genome revealed low genetic redundancy in the most regulatory pathways[132]. For
example, the auxin transcriptional response system in Marchantia contains only one TIR1/AFB gene, one Aux/IAA
gene and three ARF genes, compared to 29 Aux/IAAs, 6 TIR1/AFBs and 23 ARFs in Arabidopsis [133,134].
A variety of powerful genetic tools and techniques has been assembled in Marchantia [135]. Among them are sev-
eral nuclear [136–142] and plastid [143,144] transformation methods, CRISPR/Cas9-mediated targeted mutagenesis [131,145],
transactivation using GAL4-VP16[134] , heat-shock and chemically-inducible systems[131,146] and laser-induced gene
expression[131].
The morphological and genetic simplicity of the Marchantia gemma, along with the diversity of the genetic tools,
were the main factors for choosing it as a model system for this work.
1.4 Aims
The biggest challenge on the way to engineering morphogenesis is to aggregate the data from various sources, e.g.
growth dynamics, mechanical properties of a tissue, activity of genes, into a single model, and to identify the minimal
set of key components and interactions that would be su￿cient for understanding and controlling the development
of plant shape.
Following Richard Feynman’s quote, "What I cannot create, I do not understand", the ability to engineer plant
morphogenesis not only o￿ers an exciting opportunity to design living structures, but would also test our understand-
ing of the complex mix of biological, chemical and mechanical processes behind the development of plant shape.
Themain goal of this work is to establishmethods and approaches that would allow one to link key developmental
processes across the levels of biological organisation in Marchantia, from genes to cells and from cells to tissue. The
key objectives are to:
1. Develop a novel data model for the Marchantia genome Although the Marchantia genome is publicly
available, it is based on a physical representation of the genome, rather than functions encoded into it. Because of this,
it is not e￿cient for the extraction of genetic parts and high-throughput analysis of annotation data. A computational
tool for the storage, mining and export of Marchantia genetic parts would simplify the design of synthetic constructs
and enable access to the genomic data for multi-scale models of morphogenesis.
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Figure 1.3: M. polymorpha gemma development. The ￿gure shows four confocal microscopy images of a gemma
during ￿rst three days of development. During the ￿rst two days, the cells of the apical region (green) expand
and divide, with the resultant growth being polarised along the axis connecting the two apical notches (AN). The
rhizoid precursor cells (RP) start developing into rhizoid cells after the day one on both dorsal and ventral surfaces
of the gemma. By the day three, gemma splits in dorsal-ventral orientation and the repetitive cellular structures, air
chambers (AC), start developing on the internal walls of the split.
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In order to establish such tools, the Marchantia genome should be reduced to the collection of genes and corres-
ponding functional annotations. Furthermore, splitting the gene records into the functional elements, i.e., promoters,
untranslated regions, coding sequences and terminators, would create a direct link with the standard representation
of plant DNA parts [92] for the design of synthetic gene constructs.
2. Design ￿uorescent constructs for recording genetic, cellular and tissue-wide processes A database of
Marchantia genetic parts would facilitate the extraction of parts and the assembly of ￿uorescent constructs for track-
ing the genetic, cellular and tissue-wide processes of Marchantia gemmae. A particular interest is the design of
reporters for genes involved in auxin signalling and cell wall modi￿cation.
In order to assemble these constructs, the promoter regions of the genes of interest can be ampli￿ed from the
Marchantia genomic DNA, and domesticated for Type IIS restriction enzyme assembly[92,147]. These promoters can
then be fused to the coding sequences of nuclear-localised ￿uorescent proteins and reintroduced into the Marchantia
genome, creating a visual representation of the expression patterns of the target genes.
3. Develop imaging and image-processing tools Although the methods for sample preparation, imaging and
quantitative analysis of gemmae development have been previously reported[130,131] simultaneous recording of tissue
dynamics and gene expression has not yet been achieved. A major practical challenge is to establish an assay for con-
tinuous time-lapse imaging of gemmae, which has previously been limited to less than 12h; an analytical challenge
is to develop methods for the comparison of gene expression and tissue growth patterns from di￿erent gemmae.
The practical challenge can be addressed by developing a growth chamber specialised for imaging purposes.
It should be small enough to ￿t under a microscope, have a su￿cient supply of water and nutrients, and prevent
gemmae movement throughout the period of a time-lapse acquisition. In order to standardise the description of gene
expression and tissue expansion patterns in gemmae, the patterns can be represented relative to the closest apical
notch and normalised by the distance between the two notches[130]. This will allow comparison and calculation of
average patterns from several recoded samples. In order to do this automatically for every frame of a time-lapse
image, a notch tracking algorithm should be developed.
4. Measure and correlate patterns of ￿uorescent reporters with patterns of resultant growth The develop-
ment of continuous imaging assays will enable the simultaneous measurement of both the dynamic patterns of tissue
expansion and the output of the ￿uorescent reporters. Such observations will allow verifying whether the underlying
genetic and cellular processes, are su￿cient to explain and predict the kinetics of tissue expansion.
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Chapter 2
Materials and Methods
This chapter contains information about the main materials and methods used for this work. Online supplementary
information and ￿les can be found at the GitHub repository[148]:
https://github.com/Haselo￿Lab/MihailsDelmansThesis
2.1 Marchantia methods
2.1.1 Chassis
Marchantia plants (male Cam-1 and female Cam-2) were isolated in Cambridge by Prof. Jim Haselo￿, and were used
for the work presented in this thesis.
Marchantia is a relatively new plant model system with actively developing methods and community. Therefore,
the complete protocols for the most critical methods were summarised in the Appendix A: Marchantia protocols, and
are referenced in the main text of this chapter.
2.1.2 Tissue culture
Marchantia plants/sporeswere grown on solid 1% (w/v) agar 1/2Gamborg B5medium (Duchefa Biochemie, 0.51mM
CaCl2 · 6H2O, 12.36mM KNO3, 0.5mM MgSO4, 0.55mM NaH2PO4, 0.5mM (NH4)2SO4) in 90⇥ 15mm
petri dishes sealed with 3M 1.25 cm Micropore tape (Protocol 1.1). Approximately once a month, the explants were
transferred to fresh media plates.
Gemmae were propagated to a fresh plate using micropipette with 20µl tip. The tip was ￿lled with sterile water,
and one or several gemmae were picked up from the gemma cup and transferred to the surface of the solid media
with a drop of water formed by pushing the pipet plunger. The plants were grown under ￿uorescent lamps with a
24h light cycle at 22  24  C .
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2.1.3 Production of spores
In order to produce spores for Agrobacterium-mediated transformation, apical regions (⇠ 1 cm2) of Marchantia Cam-
1 and Cam-2 thalli were excised and grown on Levington Advance M2 Potting & Bedding Compost (ICL) in trays
with transparent lids, segregated by sex. The plants were grown inside growth cabinets under white LED lamps with
16/8h light–dark cycle at 23  C and irrigated daily.
After two weeks of growth, the trays were placed under white LED lights supplemented with far-red LEDs (Duch-
efa GreenPower LED) to induce the development of antheridiophores and archegoniophores.
After a further two weeks, Marchantia sperm was collected from the young ⇠ 3 cm tall antheridia. A drop of
water was placed on top of the antheridia and collected after 1   2min of soaking in a 15mL Falcon tube. The
collected sperm was diluted 1: 3 with sterile water, and spread over the female Cam-2 plants using a ￿nger sprayer.
The collection of the sperm and insemination of the female plants were repeated three times over nine days.
Three weeks later, the emerged sporangia of the female plants (spore-heads) were cut and collected in 50mL
Falcon tubes half-￿lled with self-indicating silica gel (Fisher Chemical), left to dry at room temperature for two days
and transferred to a  80  C freezer for storage.
2.1.4 Agrobacterium-mediated transformation
The original protocol for transforming Marchantia spores [137] modi￿ed by the members of the Haselo￿ Lab (Nuri
Purswani, Bernardo Pollak, Susana Sauret-Gueto, Linda Silvestri, Mihails Delmans) was used to introduce synthetic
DNA constructs into the Marchantia genome.
On day one, the spores of Marchantia were extracted from the sporangia, sterilised, plated on 1% (w/v) agar 1/2
Gamborg B5 medium (each plate containing spores from individual sporangia) and left to germinate in the inverted
orientation to promote rhizoid growth away from the solid medium to make it easier to scrape it from the plate
during the following protocol steps(Protocol 2.1). On the same day, Agrobacteria GV2260 carrying pSoup plasmids[149]
were transformed with a binary vector, containing the level 2 construct of interest (Protocol 3.1, protocol 3.2). The
transformed Agrobacteria were plated on solid LBmedium (Protocol 1.4) supplemented with rifampicin, carbenicillin,
tetracycline and spectinomycin, and left in a 30  C incubator.
On day four, a single colony was picked from the transformed Agrobacterium plates using a sterile loop, and used
to inoculate 5mL of the liquid LB medium (Protocol 1.4) supplemented with rifampicin, carbenicillin, tetracycline
and spectinomycin (Protocol 1.2) in 14mL Falcon round-bottom tubes. The tubes were placed into a shaking 28  C
incubator at 150 rpm.
On day six, the liquid Agrobacterium cultures were spun down for 15min at 3000 g. The supernatant was dis-
carded, and the bacterial pellets were resuspended in 5mL of 1/2 Gamborg B5 medium supplemented with sucrose,
N-Z amine A, L-glutamine (Gamborg B5 Supplemented, protocol 1.3) and 100µM ￿nal concentration of acetosyrin-
gone (5µL of 100mM stock in DMSO). The tubes were then returned to the shaking incubator for 6h. At the end
of the sixth hour, the spores were collected from the plates and resuspended in 7.6mL of 1/2 Gamborg B5 Supple-
mented medium per plate (Protocol 2.2). The suspension of spores was aliquoted into a six-well plate, 3.8mL per
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well, and supplemented with 100µM of the ￿nal concentration of acetosyringone (4µL of 100mM stock in DMSO).
The Agrobacterium suspensions were removed from the shaking incubator and added to the six-well plate, 200µL
per well. The six-well plate was sealed with the micropore tape and left under continuous white light on a shaking
incubator at 200 rpm, 22  24  C .
On day eight, the spores, co-cultured with Agrobacterium, were washed with 1/2 Gamborg B5 Supplemented
medium + cefotaxime by adding 4mL of the media into each well and mixing by pipetting until a homogeneous
consistency was achieved. The spores were then separated from the Agrobacterium by ￿ltering through a 70µm
strainer (EasyStrainer, Greinerbio-one) into a 50ml Falcon tube. Finally, the spores were transferred into 1% (w/v)
agar 1/2 Gamborg B5 plates supplemented with hygromycin by inverting the strainer and ￿ushing with 1mL of the
1/2 Gamborg B5 Supplemented medium.After a week of selection on hygromycin, the transformants were examined
under a Leica M205 FA ￿uorescent microscope (Subsection 2.3.2). Twelve living sporelings with a strong ￿uorescence
signal of expected wavelengths and localisation were transferred to fresh 1% (w/v) agar 1/2 Gamborg B5 medium
plates and grown under tissue culture conditions (Subsection 2.1.2).
2.1.5 Surgical assay
For surgical assay, young gemmae were removed from the gemma cups and transferred to a 1% (w/v) agar 1/2
Gamborg B5 plate. From there, individual gemmae were moved onto the plastic lid of a 65mm petri dish set up
under a Leica stereo microscope. The apical regions of the gemmae were excised using a scalpel (Swann-Morton)
using aNr.10 surgical blade (Swann-Morton). The separated apical and central regions were then transferred onto a
1% (w/v) agar 1/2Gamborg B5 plate or into the well of a growth chamber (Subsection 2.3.1) using a 0.1mm tungsten
needle.
2.2 Construct Design
The synthetic DNA constructs for transforming Marchantia were built using Loop Assembly[147], a variant of a Type
IIS assembly. The assembly mix is prepared by combining the DNA parts with restriction enzymes and DNA ligases in
a single tube. The tube is then loaded into a thermocycler, which cycles between 37˚C, favourable for the restriction
enzymes, and 16˚C, favourable for the DNA ligases. During the 37˚C phases, the restriction enzymes ‘chew o￿’
the ends of the DNA parts exposing the 4 bp-long overhangs that are identical between the ends of consecutive
parts, hence allowing the DNA parts to bind to each other. During the 16˚C phase, the DNA ligase joins the bound
ends of the DNA parts. The two DNA constructs that were eventually used to transform the Marchantia spores
were assembled in two steps. First, the genetic parts (level 0 parts) – promoters combined with 5’ untranslated
regions (PROM5); coding regions (CDS); and terminators combined with 3’ untranslated regions (TERM3) – were
combined into gene assemblies (level 1 parts). The assembly schema, compliant with the common syntax for plant
DNA assembly, was used to standardise the overhangs between level 0 parts (Figure 2.1). Then, the gene assemblies
were combined into the multi-gene constructs (level 2).
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Promoter + 5’UTR (PROM5)
CDS1 CDS2 CTAG
Terminator+ 3’UTR (TERM3)
CDS- CTAG
Coding sequence (CDS)
GGAG CGCTAATG GCTT
TTCG
AGCC TTCG
AATG GCTT
GCTTAATG
Figure 2.1: Assembly schema. Rectangles denote di￿erent genetic, level 0, parts, the nucleotide quadruplets denote
standardised overhangs for the Type IIS assembly, exposed by the BsaI restriction enzyme digestion.
The summary of the parts is presented in table 2.1, while their sequences and plasmid maps can be found in the
online supplementary resources [148,150].
The level 0 parts (Table 2.1: Level 0) were either taken from the previous work of Bernardo Pollak[131,147], ampli￿ed
from the Marchantia genome (Protocol 4) or produced via DNA synthesis.
2.2.1 Domestication of parts ampli￿ed from the Marchantia genome
The sequences of the promoters of theMpARF3 andMpY UC2 genes were extracted from MarpoDB (Chapter 5)
and used to design primers for the ampli￿cation of the 2 kb regions upstream from the translation start site and
including 40 bp homologous overhangs with the cloning vector. The primers also included the sequence of the BsaI
recognition sites and the corresponding overhangs (Table 2.2). The primers were used to domesticate parts for the
Loop Assembly by PCR ampli￿cation from the genomic DNA(gDNA) (Protocol 4).
The amplicons were checked to have the expected size by gel electrophoresis, puri￿ed using a Gel Extraction Kit
(Qiagen) and cloned into the modi￿ed pUDP2(BBa_P10500) [147] plasmid by the Gibson assembly (Protocol 5.1).
2.2.2 Assembly of the Level 1 and Level 2 constructs
Level 0 parts were assembled into the gene constructs using the Loop Assembly and further into level 2 multi-gene
constructs (Protocol 5.2, table 2.1: Level 1, Level 2).
The parts were cloned into pOdd[147] or pCk plasmids for level 1 assemblies and pEven [147] or pCs plasmids for
level 2 assemblies. pCk plasmids are derivatives of pDGB3_Omega1[158] with a modi￿ed selection marker, restriction
enzyme sites and overhangs matching the speci￿cation of the Loop assembly level 1 plasmid. They were built and
kindly provided by the members of the Patron Group (Earlham Institute). pCsA plasmid is a derivative of the pCk
plasmid with modi￿ed restriction enzyme sites and overhangs matching the speci￿cation of the Loop assembly level 2
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Level 0
Part name Type Description Plasmid
proMpEF1↵ PROM5 Promoter of the Marchantia translation elongation factor
MpEf1↵ that encodes a protein essential for
translation[151] (mpdb.gene.56948/Mapoly0024s0116)
pL0_MpEF1↵[LA]
mTurquoise2 CDS- A variant of a cyan ￿uorescent protein[152] pL0_mTurquoise2-[LA]
V enus CDS- A variant of a yellow ￿uorescent protein[153] pL0_Venus-[LA]
N7 CTAG A nuclear-localisation tag[154] pL0_N7[LA]
nosT-35ST TERM3 A fusion of the nosT[155] and 35sT[149] terminators pL0_nosT-35ST [LA]
eGFP-Lti6b CDS Membrane-localised green ￿uorescent protein[156] pL0_eGFP-Lti6b[LA]
hygR CDS Hygromycin B resistance marker[149] pL0_HygR[LA]
pro35S PROM5 35S promoter of a Cauli￿ower mosaic virus[157] L0-35S[BP]
proMpARF3 PROM5 Promoter of the Marchantia auxin response gene
MpARF3 (mpdb.gene.51957/Mapoly0043s0098)
pL0_prom5ARF3[gDNA]
proMpY UC2 PROM5 Promoter of the Marchantia gene encoding an enzyme
involved in auxin biosynthesis (MpY UC2,
mpdb.gene.8238, Mapoly0063s0040)
pL0_prom5YUC2[gDNA]
DII CDS1 A synthetic part containing DII region ofMpAUX/IAA
gene (mpdb.gene.52065, Mapoly0034s0017)
pL0_cds1DII [syn]
VenusCDS2 CDS2 A variant of a yellow ￿uorescent protein[153] with a
poly-A N-terminus linker
pL0_cds2Venus[syn]
Level 1
Construct Backbone PROM5 CDS / CDS1 CDS2 CTAG TERM3
35s:HygR pOdd-1[LA] pro35s hygR - - nosT-35ST
ARF3:Venus pOdd-4[LA] proMpARF3 Venus - N7 nosT-35ST
YUC2:mTurquoise2 pOdd-2[LA] proMpYUC2 mTurquoise2 - N7 nosT-35ST
EF1:eGFP-Lti6b pCk-4[*] proMpEF1 eGFP-Lti6b - - nosT-35ST
ARF3:DII-Venus pCk-3[*] proMpARF3 DII Venus N7 nosT-35ST
ARF3:mTurquoise pCk-2[*] proMpARF3 mTurquoise - N7 nosT-35ST
Level 2
Construct Backbone Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4
mDYUC2 pEven-1[LA] 35s:HygR YUC2:mTurquoise2 L1.3-EF:GLt[BP] ARF3:Venus
mDDII pCsA[*] L1.1-RKD:Hyg[BP] ARF3:mTurquoise2 ARF3:DII-Venus EF1:eGFP-Lti6b
Table 2.1: List of parts and constructs. The source of the plasmid is shown in square brackets. LA - plasmids from
the Loop Assembly collection[147]; BP: plasmids from the work of Bernardo Pollak[131]; gDNA: parts were ampli￿ed
from the Marchantia genomic DNA; syn: parts obtained through DNA synthesis service.; *: pDGB3_Omega1[158] -
derived plasmids build by the members of the Patron Group, Earlham Institute (pCk) and Haselo￿ Lab, University of
Cambridge (pCsA).
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Part name Sequence Orientation Tm,  C
proMpARF3 AATTCGCGGCCGCTTCTAGAGCGATGAGT GGTCTCAggagGTAGTTGGGAAGCCATGC Forward 53.5
proMpARF3 TGCAGCGGCCGCTACTAGTCGCGATGAGT GGTCTCGcattCCCAAACAGAAAGGAGCC Reverse 53.3
proMpY UC2 AATTCGCGGCCGCTTCTAGAGCGATGAGT GGTCTCAggagTACCTCGGACGGGTTCT Forward 54.2
proMpY UC2 TGCAGCGGCCGCTACTAGTCGCGATGAGT GGTCTCGcattTGTCGACGAAATCAGCA Reverse 51.7
Table 2.2: Primers for genomic PCR. Underlined sequence denotes the BsaI recognition site; lowercase sequence
denotes the assembly overhang sequence; highlighted sequence is homologous to the left and right borders of the
insert site of the modi￿ed pUDP2(BBa_P10500) plasmid[147]; unformatted sequence corresponds to the homologous
region of the genomic DNA. Tmdenotes the melting temperature of the primer.
plasmid. They were built and kindly provided by the members of the Haselo￿ Lab, Susana Sauret-Gueto and Eftychis
Frangedakis (Department of Plant Sciences, University of Cambridge).
The assembly reactions were used to transform E. coli TOP10 cells (Protocol 3.3). After transformation, the cells
were plated on LB agar plates supplemented with kanamycin for level 1 and spectinomycin for level 2 (Protocol 1.2,
protocol 1.4), and incubated at 37  C overnight.
Two colonies were picked per plate and grown in 5mL of liquid LB media with the corresponding antibiotic
in 14mL Falcon round-bottom tubes overnight in a 37  C incubator shaking at 120 rpm. The plasmid DNA was
extracted from the cell cultures using QIAcube (Qiagen) following themanufacturer’s instructions. The concentration
of the extracted plasmids was measured and 1µg of the DNAwas digested using a FastDigest enzyme (Thermo Fisher
Scienti￿c) in a FastDigest Green Bu￿er (Thermo Fisher Scienti￿c) following themanufacturer’s protocol. A restriction
enzyme that was expected to cut the plasmid in at least three parts was chosen. After digestion, the DNA was subject
to gel electrophoresis using 1% (w/v) agarose gel together with the 1 kb DNA Ladder (HyperLadder, Bioline) for
reference. The digestion pattern was compared to the one expected to verify the success of the assembly.
2.3 Microscopy
2.3.1 Sample preparation
For the time-lapse imaging a custom chamber (Figure 3.1A) was designed using OpenSCAD, and 3D-printed using
Ultimaker 2 (Ultimaker). The chamber was cuboid in shape (36⇥25⇥10mm) with 24 3.5⇥3⇥9mmwells in 6⇥4
array. The design ￿les can be found in the online supplementary resources [148].
Two adhesive 125µl Gene Frames (Thermo Fisher Scienti￿c) were attached to the top and bottom of the chamber.
The bottom of the chamber was attached to a 75⇥26mmmicroscope slide. The wells of the chamber were ￿lled with
⇠ 90µl of molten 3% (w/v) agar 1/2 Gamborg B5 medium (Protocol 1.1) and allowed to cool for 30min. Marchantia
gemmae were picked from the gemma cups of the mature plants and transferred to the wells of the chamber, one per
well. Finally, the chamber was sealed with a 0.16   0.19mm-thick 22 ⇥ 50mm coverslip pretreated with B-Clean
anti-fog spray (Bollé Safety).
For time-course imaging, gemmae were grown on the 1% (w/v) agar 1/2 Gamborg medium in 65mm gridded
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plates with closed lids sealed with Micropore Medical Tape (3M). The lid was removed during imaging.
2.3.2 Fluorescent stereo microscopy
Stereo-microscopic observations were made using a Leica M205 FA ￿uorescent microscope. The set of ￿lters is
summarised in table 2.3. The images were captured using a Leica DFC465 FX camera using LAS X software.
Signal Filter excitation wavelength
(band centre/band width)
Filter emission band (band
centre/band width)
GFP 470/40nm 525/50nm
CFP 436/20nm 480/40nm
YFP 500/20nm 535/30nm
Chlorophyl auto￿uorescence 480/40nm 610nm long pass
Table 2.3: Overview of Leica M205 FA ￿lters
2.3.3 Laser-scanning confocal microscopy
A Leica SP8 confocal system based on a DM6 microscope and con￿gured with a white light laser, 442nm laser diode
(Leica CTR6 DIODE), four 8-bit hybrid detectors and HC PL APO 10x 0.4 CS2 DRY objective was used for the confocal
microscopy.
For multispectral 3D imaging of the gemmae, z-stacks with 5µm step were collected using sequential imaging
(Table 2.4). Three-dimensional stacks were reduced to two-dimensional images using maximal intensity projection
along the z-axis. The resultant multispectral, two-dimensional time-lapses were used to calculate the average tissue
expansion rates and the average signals of theMarchantia lines transformed withmDY UC2 andmDDII (Table 2.1:
Level 2).
Sequence Excitation wavelength,
nm
Emission collection
band, nm
Fluorophore Channel
1 470 501 - 519 eGFP Membrane
470 650 - 680 Chlorophyll Chlorophyll
2 422 465 - 483 mTurquoise2 CFP
3 518 570 - 588 mVenus YFP
Table 2.4: Summary of image acquisition settings.
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2.4 Image processing
2.4.1 Image-processing pipeline
The acquired multispectral time-lapses, containing recordings of individual gemmae during the ￿rst 50h of devel-
opment, were passed through an image-processing pipeline (Figure 2.2). The aim of the pipeline was to ￿nd the
correlations between the patterns of tissue expansion and the patterns of gene expression.
The time-lapse processing pipeline was implemented in Python[159] using the generic image-processing func-
tions of the SimpleITK library[160] and the image registration methods of the SimpleElastix library[161]. The source
code of the Python scripts that implement the pipeline is available in the online supplementary resources [148] in the
timelapseProcessing directory.
The pipeline consisted of three steps. During the ￿rst step (Figure 2.2 A), the signal from the membrane channel
was used for estimating tissue transformations between the consecutive time frames of the time-lapse using the
image registration methods of SimpleElastix (Algorithm IP.2). Noise in the image background can negatively impact
the image registration algorithm. In order to exclude the background noise, the signal from the chlorophyll channel
was blurred and converted into a binary mask (Algorithm IP.1), giving an estimate of the image foreground. The YFP
and the CFP channels were used for detection of the nuclei and sampling the expression levels of the nuclei-localised
￿uorescent markers (Algorithm IP.3).
These image-processing steps were applied iteratively for each time frame of a time-lapse. The calculated masks,
transformations and signal samples were grouped together with the original channels into a single processed package
for each original time-lapse. Since the ￿rst step of the pipeline was the most time-consuming, preparation of these
processed packages allowed the saving of time while optimising the remaining steps of the pipeline.
During the second step (Figure 2.2 B), the calculated transformations were used to estimate the velocity ￿elds of
the gemma tissue. This in turn allowed for the calculation of the tissue expansion rate as a divergence of the velocity
￿eld (Algorithm IP.4).
In order to aggregate the patterns of tissue expansion and gene expression from several time-lapses the coordinate
frames in the time-lapses should be aligned with a biologically-relevant origin. In this pipeline, the coordinate frames
were then transformed relative to the positions of the apical notches and normalised by the size of a gemma at a
corresponding time frame (Algorithm IP.5). This allowed for the representation of the patterns of gemma growth
and gene expression in relation to the distance from the apical notches. The coordinates of the apical notches were
manually assigned at the ￿rst time frame and calculated using the estimated velocity ￿eld for every consecutive time
frame.
Finally, during the last step of the pipeline, the normalised patterns of the reporter signals and relative tissue
expansion rates, collected from six gemmae ofmDYUC2 and six ofmDDII,were averaged to produce themean patterns
(Figure 2.2 C).
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Figure 2.2: Summary of the image-processing pipeline. A. Processing step. B. Normalisation step. x0y0 corres-
pond to the positions of the apical notches. C. Averaging step. The normalised samples originating from the gemmae
of bothmDDII andmDYUC2 were averaged (A) and rendered (R). The pipeline follows the direction of arrows. Square
stacks represent stacks of time frames. White squares with IPx correspond to image-processing algorithms, summar-
ised in subsection 2.4.2.
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2.4.2 Image-processing algorithms
Algorithm IP.1 Masking
F
Gaussian filter
F
Connected
threshold 
F Closing
F
Dialation
I
Inversion
var=0.5 px
Disk
r=10 px
Seed = [0,0] 
Background
Binary mask
Chlorophyll
Binary mask
Chlorophyll channel is used to produce a binary mask separating the gemma tissue from the background. An image
is processed with a Gaussian ￿lter to eliminate noise in the image background. The background is then detected
using a connected threshold ￿lter that assigns the value 1 to all pixels with intensity values below 2, connected to
an upper-left corner of the image. The application of a closing ￿lter, followed by the application of a dilation ￿lter,
removes small artifacts and smoothes the edge of the background region. Finally, the image is inverted, thus pixels
with value 0 denote background, while those with value 1, regions of interest. F denotes the SimpleITK ￿lters,
I denotes the signal inversion operator. Circles denote kernel elements used for theClosing and theDilation operators.
Operator Simple ITK ￿lter (itk::simple) Parameters
Gaussian ￿lter DiscreteGaussianImageFilter MaximumKernelWidth: 32; Variance: 0.5
Connected
threshold
ConnectedThresholdImageFilter Lower: 0; Upper: 1; ReplaceValue: 1;
Connectivity: 0; Seed list: [0,0]
Closing BinaryMorphologicalClosingImageFilter ForegroundValue: 1; SafeBorder: 1;
KernelRadius: [ 10, 10, 10 ]; KernelType: Ball
Dilation BinaryDilateImageFilter BackgroundValue: 0; ForegroundValue: 1;
BoundaryToForeground: 0; KernelRadius: [
10, 10, 10 ]; KernelType: Ball
Inversion (i)! 1  i -
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Algorithm IP.2 Registration
Membrane Binary mask
R
Registration
R
Registration
Transformations
SourceTarget
Source Target
t t+1t-1
Reverse transformation (Tr)
Forward transformation (Tf )
An image registration algorithm of the SimpleElastix package is used to estimate forward and reverse transforma-
tions (T f and T r). R denotes the registration operator. The binary images are used to exclude the image background
from the calculation of the transformations. Image registration works by ￿nding a transformation function T that
should be applied to a source image Is(x),such that it minimises the di￿erence with the target image It(x). Mattes
mutual information between the images was used as an objective function to minimise during solving an optimisa-
tion problem.The transformation functions were constrained to B-spline transformations with an additional bending
energy penalty term. The stochastic gradient descent algorithm was used to optimise the transformations. The for-
ward transformation contains information about displacement that should be applied to material points, sampled at
each pixel location, for them to match the locations of the corresponding material points in the next time frame. The
reverse transformation contains analogous information, but relative to the previous time frame.
Operator Function Parameters
Registration ElastixImageFilter
DefaultPixelValue: 0; FinalBSplineInterpolationOrder: 3; FinalGridSpacingInPhysicalUnits: 8; FixedImagePyramid:
"FixedSmoothingImagePyramid"; GridSpacingSchedule: 2.80322: 1.9881: 1.41: 1; ImageSampler:
"RandomCoordinate"; Interpolator: "LinearInterpolator"; MaximumNumberOfIterations: 512;
MaximumNumberOfSamplingAttempts: 8; Metric: "AdvancedMattesMutualInformation":
"TransformBendingEnergyPenalty"; Metric0Weight: 1; Metric1Weight: 1; MovingImagePyramid:
"MovingSmoothingImagePyramid"; NewSamplesEveryIteration: "true"; NumberOfResolutions: 4;
NumberOfSamplesForExactGradient: 4096; NumberOfSpatialSamples: 2048; Optimizer:
"AdaptiveStochasticGradientDescent"; Registration: "MultiMetricMultiResolutionRegistration";
ResampleInterpolator: "FinalBSplineInterpolator"; Resampler: "DefaultResampler"; ResultImageFormat: "nii";
Transform: "BSplineTransform";
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Algorithm IP.3 Signal extraction
F
Gaussian filter
F
Otsu Filter
FLabeling
F
Distance
filter
+
Sum
var=0.5
CFP/YFPCFP
YFP
x y s
Signal sample
I Invert
F
Watershed
segmentation
M
Masking
x y s
Signal sample
F
Statistics
filter
0.05
1.0
Mask
S
Signal processing
The nuclear-localised signal is used to sample the reading of the reporters (YFP channel for the mDYUC2 construct
and CFP channel for the mDDII construct) using the threshold-based segmentation and separation of joined nuclei
through the distance ￿lter. An image is smoothed by passing it through a Gaussian ￿lter. It is then subject to a
segmentation using an Otsu[162] threshold. The result of the segmentation is a binary image, where pixels with
value 1 correspond to nuclear regions. The binary image is then labelled by assigning a unique pixel value to each
closed region, i.e. to every segmented nucleus. If nuclei in the original image are close together, they might be joined
into a single region during the Otsu segmentation step. In order to segment apart these joined nuclei, an additional
step, based on the watershed segmentation, is used. The image is subject to a distance ￿lter, which assigns pixel
value based on the distance to the closest pixel with value 1. The distance image is then combined with the original
image multiplied by 0.05 to create sharper boundaries around the nuclear regions. Finally, the resultant image is
subject to a watershed segmentation. The labels of the watershed segmentation are then transferred to the nuclear
regions identi￿ed by the Otsu segmentation, resulting in the separation of joined nuclei. Finally, the average signal
is recorded in the region of each segmented nucleus. F denotes the SimpleITK ￿lters, I denotes the signal inversion
operator, M denotes the masking operator, S denotes the signal processing operator.
Operator Simple ITK function/￿lter Parameters
Gaussian ￿lter DiscreteGaussianImageFilter Variance: 0.5; MaximumKernelWidth: 32
Otsu ￿lter OtsuThresholdImageFilter NumberOfHistogramBins: 128; MaskOutput: 1;
Labelling ConnectedComponentImageFilter FullyConnected: 0; ObjectCount: 0
Distance ￿lter SignedMaurerDistanceMapImageFilter InsideIsPositive: 0; SquaredDistance: 0;
Watershed MorphologicalWatershedImageFilter Level: 1; MarkWatershedLine: 0; FullyConnected: 0
Masking Mask -
Statistics ￿lter LabelStatisticsImageFilter -
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Algorithm IP.4 Estimation of growth
Transformations
Forward transformation
Reverse transformation
F
To displacement
F
To displacement
A
D
Forward displacement
Reverse dispacement
Velocity field
Relative expansion rate
Average
Velocity field Relative expansion rate
Divergence
uf
ur
The velocity ￿eld is calculated as a di￿erence between the forward and reverse displacements, normalised by the
time step (A). The forward displacement is the di￿erence in material point locations between the following and
the current time frame, i.e. uf (t) = x(t + 1)   x(t). The reverse displacement is the di￿erence in material point
locations between the previous and the current time frame, i.e. ur(t) = x(t  1)  x(t). The divergence of the velo-
city ￿eld (D) is used to calculate the relative tissue expansion rate at each time frame. F denotes the SimpleITK ￿lters.
Operator Function/￿lter
To displacement TransformToDisplacementFieldFilter
Average (uf , ur)! uf ur2dt
Divergence (vx, vy)!VectorIndexSelectionCast( Gradient(vx), 0) +VectorIndexSelectionCast(
Gradient(vy), 1)
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Algorithm IP.5 Normalisation
Velocity field
Relative expansion rate
x y s
Signal sample
S
x y v e
x y s
T T N
xryr v e
sxryr
Dx0 y0
xryr v e
sxryr
Normalised signal sample
Normalised velocity/expansion
Velocity field
Relative expansion rate
Signal sample
Move origin
Rotate
coordinate frame
Estimate size
d
Normalise
Mask
Sample
Each pixel in the velocity ￿eld and relative expansion rate channel, covered by the mask, is used as a sample (S). The
coordinates of the sampled growth parameters are transformed relative to the position of the closest apical notch
(x0y0) and rotated so that the x-axis matches the direction of the velocity ￿eld at the closest apical notch (T ). The
size of the gemma (d) is calculated as a distance between the two apical notches at the corresponding time frame (D).
The coordinates of the sampled signal and velocity/expansion rates are normalised by the gemma size (N ).
Operator Function
Move origin (x, y)! (x  x0, y   y0)
Rotate coordinate frame (r, ✓)! (r, ✓   arg(v(x0, y0)))
Normalise (x, y)! (x/d, y/d)
2.5 MarpoDB
The core and the server modules of MarpoDB were written in Python[159], while the frontend was implemented as a
JavaScript [163] web application. The source code of MarpoDB is hosted at GitHub[164], while the public version of the
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database is available at www.marpodb.io.
The database schema was implemented in a PostgreSQL[165] database that allowed the records to be stored and
queried using a Structured Query Language (SQL). Graphical representation of the tables (Figure 5.2) was generated
from MarpoDB database schema using pgModeler software[166].
For communicating with the PostgreSQL database, an SQLAlchemy[167] library was used. For the DNA sequence
operations, the Biopython[168] library was used.
Visualisation of the genemodels was implemented using Scribl [169]; visualisation of the sequence using Sequence-
viewer[170]; copy to clipboard using clipboard.js [171].
The server module was built with the help of the Flask[172] library.
Isolated DNA and RNA libraries of Cam-1 were sequenced using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform and assembled
de novo using Meraculous 2.0 [173] for genome, and Bridger [174] for transcriptome. CDS prediction was accomplished
using Transdecoder[96]. The predicted CDSs were translated into the protein sequences and compared to a collection
of Viridiplantae protein sequences, extracted from Uniprot [175], using a protein BLAST[176] algorithm. The BLAST
hits with at least 35 % identity and 20 % coverage were considered positive. In addition, the translated CDSs were
analysed using the InterProScan[101] pipeline to ￿nd conserved protein motifs that pass gathering thresholds[97]. The
mapping of the transcript to the genome was done using Splign[103].
Alignment of the genomic Cam reads against the Tak 3.1 genome assemblywas done using the Burrows –Wheeler
Aligner[177]. Duplicated reads were removed from the alignment using MarkDuplicates tool from the Picard pack-
age[178]. SNP and indels were called using The Genome Analysis Toolkit [179] featuring a variant quality score recal-
ibration algorithm[180].
2.6 Simulating auxin transport
The simulation of the auxin transport model was implemented in Python. Partial di￿erential equations were solved
using the DOLFIN library[181], released as a part of the FeniCS project. The source code is available in the online
supplementary resources [150] in the /morphosolver directory.
2.6.1 Generation of the gemma meshTo simulate the geometry of a day 0 gemma, a
polygon with an outline governed by the following equation was extruded by 0.1
arbitrary units:
r = a · cos(±✓ + 0.5⇡)0.25 + b
with a = 0.5, b = 0.7.
2.6.2 Numerical solution of the reaction–di￿usion equation
Reaction–di￿usion of a chemical on the generated mesh was simulated using the following numerical approach.
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Let c(x, t) be the concentration of a chemical at time t and position x inside a domain ⌦, de￿ned by the 3D
mesh. Then the reaction–di￿usion equation for the chemical can be described using the following partial di￿erential
equation:
@c(x, t)
@t
= Dr2c(x, t) +R(c, t)
where D is a di￿usion coe￿cient and R is a generic reaction term.
The reaction–di￿usion equation can be solved by applying an implicit Euler discretisation in time, leading to the
following form:
c(t)  c(t   t)
 t
= Dr2c(t) +R(c(t), t)
where  t is an arbitrary time step.
In order to solve the discrete equation using the ￿nite element method, it should be presented in a variational
form. Setting c(x, t) as an unknown trial function, the variational form can be obtained by multiplying both sides of
the discretised equation by a test function e(x) and integrating both sides over the domain ⌦:Z
⌦
ec(t)  ec(t   t)dx =
Z
⌦
eDr2c(t)dx+
Z
⌦
eR(c(t), t)dx
where dx is a di￿erential element for the domain ⌦. In order to get rid of the second-derivative in the di￿usion
term, integration by parts can be applied, leading to the following form:Z
⌦
ec(t)  ec(t   t)dx =
Z
⌦
Dre.rc(t)dx 
Z
@⌦
r.nc(t)ds+
Z
⌦
eR(c(t), t)dx
where ds is a di￿erential element for the domain boundary  ⌦, and n is a vector perpendicular to the domain
boundary. Assuming there is no di￿usion allowed across the domain boundary,
R
@⌦r.nc(t)ds = 0 and the problem
can be set as ￿nding c(t) such thatZ
⌦
ec(t)  ec(t   t)dx 
Z
⌦
Dre.rc(t)dx 
Z
⌦
eR(c(t), t)dx = 0
For the simulation in chapter 6, the above equation was solved iteratively for c(t) using the DOLFIN library[181]
starting with an initial condition c(x, 0). The pseudocode for the one iteration step is presented in algorithm Al-
gorithm 1, while the pseudocode for the simulation of auxin transport is presented in algorithm Algorithm 2. The
detailed description of these methods can be found in the FeniCS book[182].
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Algorithm Algorithm 1 Update of concentration
function ￿￿￿￿￿￿(c0, D,R,  t)
c trialFunction
e testFunction
derivativeTerm e ⇤ (c  c0)
diffusionTerm dt ⇤D ⇤ inner(grad(c), grad(e))
reactionTerm  dt ⇤R ⇤ e
F  derivativeTerm+ diffusionTerm+ reactionTerm
c FeniCS.solve(F = 0)
return c
end function
Algorithm Algorithm 2 Simulation of auxin transport
ci  0
co  0
sf  state function
p 0.05
ke  0.5
ki  0.5
D  1.0
t 0
 t 0.1
tfinal  300
while t < tfinal do
Ri  sf ⇤ p  sf ⇤ ke ⇤ ci + (1  sf)
Ro  sf ⇤ ke ⇤ ci   (1  sf) ⇤ ki ⇤ co
ci  ￿￿￿￿￿￿(c0 = ci, R = Ri, D = D,  t =  t)
co  ￿￿￿￿￿￿(c0 = co, R = Ro, D = D,  t =  t)
t t+  t
end while
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Chapter 3
Growth dynamics of Marchantia gemmae
3.1 Introduction
A natural ￿rst step towards understanding the regulation of growth is to collect observations of the spatiotemporal
patterns of tissue expansion. This chapter presents the work on recording and analysing the growth dynamics of the
gemmae during the ￿rst two days of their development.
According to the theory of morphoelasticity[6], tissue growth results in the divergent movement of material
points. Therefore, expansion of the tissue can be quanti￿ed by tracking notable features on its surface. To the best
of my knowledge, two attempts to quantify the spatial patterns of tissue expansion have been previously made in
Marchantia. The ￿rst [183] relied on imaging of the mature thallus and using regularly-spaced air pores as ￿xed-place
tissue landmarks. The drawback of this method is that it can only be applied to gemmae older than ￿ve days, as the
air pores do not develop until then. Furthermore, the spatial resolution of the measurement is limited by the number
of and distance between air pores. This is especially problematic in the areas surrounding the apical notches, where
air pores do not develop fully.
The second study[130] used an alternative approach, which exploited an image registration method[184] and as a
result provided a much ￿ner spatial resolution. Image registration is a numerical algorithm that ￿ts a transformation
that should be applied to a source image for it to match the target image. In this way, every pixel of a source image
is a landmark for tracking. In the study, an image registration-based method was applied to microscopy images in
order to estimate the expansion rates of individual cells during the ￿rst 72h of gemma development. However, the
measurements were done with a low temporal resolution (12  24h time step) and were not able to capture the ￿ne
details of the tissue movement.
Both approaches led to the conclusion that tissue expansion rates are the highest around the apical notches and
decay exponentially as a function of the distance from the closest apical notch.
The challenge of collecting the patterns of tissue expansion with higher spatial and temporal resolution lies
primarily with the ability to develop an imaging and image-processing assay that would allow continuous data col-
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Figure 3.1: Image acquisition and preprocessing. A. Assembly of the imaging chamber. B. Examples of the signal
collected using the two channels on the laser-scanning confocal microscope. C. The chlorophyll channel was used
for separating foreground (red) from the background (white). AN denotes the apical notches.
lection and reliable analysis of tissue movement. In particular, imaging the live gemmae for several days requires
growing them on a solid medium in a contained environment that prevents evaporation of the media and the res-
ultant focus drift. The use of a growth chamber, sealed with a transparent coverslip, accomplishes this but is prone
to collecting moisture condensation on the internal side of the coverslip, which obstructs the view of the gemmae
beneath it. Furthermore, the coverslip should not touch the gemmae, as doing so would introduce a mechanical
constraint to growth.
An additional challenge for analysis is that in order to obtain reliable and statistically-signi￿cant results, the data
from multiple gemmae should be collected and averaged. However, due to the natural biological variation in the
shape and size of the gemmae, direct comparison of the signal collected from di￿erent gemmae is not possible.
The work presented in this chapter addresses these challenges and results in a dataset that summarises the data
collected from six individual gemmae over 35 time frames spanning the ￿rst two days of gemma development.
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3.2 Image acquisition
The accuracy of the image registration, and hence the accuracy of the measurement of tissue expansion, relies on the
type of landmarks used for tissue tracking. For example, tracking organelles would result in noisy measurements,
because the organelles actively relocate inside the cells and their displacements do not represent the actual movement
of the tissue. Cell walls, on the contrary, are rigid, do not move within the tissue and have been previously used for
measuring expansion rates in Marchantia [130].
To acquire a signal from the cell walls, a transgene encoding a membrane-localised green ￿uorescent protein
(GFP) was introduced into the genome of Marchantia via Agrobacterium-mediated transformation (Subsection 2.1.4).
The localisation to the membrane was achieved by fusing a peptide sequence encoding a Lti6b small membrane
protein to the C-terminus of the GFP[156]. The Lti6b tag does not facilitate localisation of the fused ￿uorescent
protein to the cell wall itself, but instead directs the protein to the cell membrane. The thickness of the plant cell wall
is ⇠ 1 µm, similar to the resolution of the collected images, and under normal osmotic conditions the membrane is
tightly pushed against it. Therefore, the localisation of theGFP  Lti6b signal is indistinguishable from the position
of the cell walls. The gene was driven by the proMpEF1a promoter [151], which has a pattern of constitutively high
expression in the young gemma tissue (Section 2.2).
Twelve transformants with bright green ￿uorescence in the membrane were selected and grown until they de-
veloped gemma cups (Subsection 2.3.2, subsection 2.1.2). Young gemmae were picked from the gemma cups of mature
plants and examined under a stereo microscope to verify the presence of the ￿uorescent signal and absence of tis-
sue damage. Gemmae that passed the examination were placed into a custom-made imaging chamber (Figure 3.1 A,
subsection 2.3.1). The imaging chamber had a cuboid shape with 24 wells in a 6 ⇥ 4 con￿guration. The wells were
￿lled with ⇠ 90µl hot media agar and left to cool for ⇠ 30min. Once the media solidi￿ed, the gemmae were placed
into the chamber, one per well. If left uncovered, the water from the agar would evaporate, causing the drying of
the media and resulting in focus drift during microscopy. To prevent evaporation, the chamber was sealed using a
double-sided adhesive frame and a coverslip treated with an anti-fogging solution. A 0.5mm gap was left between
the gemmae and the coverslip to avoid mechanical constraints on gemmae growth.
The chamber was ￿xed onto a 75 ⇥ 26mm microscope slide using a double-sided adhesive frame and mounted
onto the stage of a laser-scanning confocal microscope. The gemmae were imaged every 72min for 35 cycles using
470nm excitation laser. Signals from two bands of the emission spectrum were collected. The 500  520nm band,
contained the signal from the membrane-localised GFP, while the 650   680nm band contained the chlorophyll
auto￿uorescence signal (Figure 3.1 B, subsection 2.3.3). For each gemma at each time point, a 1024⇥ 1024⇥ 60 3D
image with a voxel size of 1.5⇥ 1.5⇥ 5µm was collected.
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3.3 Image processing
3.3.1 Preprocessing
Expansion of gemmae tissue during the ￿rst two days of development mainly occurs in the horizontal plane[130].
Therefore, the three-dimensional images were projected along the vertical axis using a maximum intensity function,
and the subsequent analysis of growth was done in two dimensions.
The image background did not contain valuable information and could create artefacts during the image pro-
cessing. Therefore, it was necessary to create a binary mask, that would separate the foreground from the back-
ground. For this purpose, the channel containing chlorophyll auto￿uorescence was used. To convert the signal to a
binary mask, a Gaussian ￿lter, followed by the background detection algorithm was applied (Figure 3.1 C, subsec-
tion 2.4.2: IP.1).
3.3.2 Quantifying tissue expansion
The collected time-lapse images contained information about the evolution of gemmae shapes during the ￿rst two
days of development. In order to calculate the relative tissue expansion rates, the time-lapse images were processed
in a two-step pipeline.
During the￿rst step, the velocity￿eldwas estimated using the image registration algorithm (Subsection 2.4.1: IP.2).
Two relative deformation functions, forward T ft and reverse T rt , were ￿tted such that they warped the signal of the
membrane marker at time frame t for it to match the corresponding signal at the previous and the following time-
frames at time t  1 and t+ 1 (Figure 3.2 A). These relative deformation functions contained information about the
displacements, uf and ur , that should be applied to each pixel in order to minimise the di￿erence between the signal
of the current and either a following or a previous time frame (Figure 3.2 B). The velocity ￿eld was then approximated
as an average of these displacements, normalised by the time step between the two time frames (Model 3.1 A).
In the second step, the divergence of the velocity ￿eld was calculated as an approximation for the relative tissue
expansion rate (Model 3.1 B, subsection 2.4.1: IP.4).
3.4 Normalisation and averaging
As a result of the image processing, spatiotemporal patterns of relative tissue expansion rates were calculated for the
six gemmae over ⇠ 50h.
In agreement with the previous research[130,183], the rates of tissue expansion were higher around the apical
notches compared to that in the central part of a gemma(Figure 3.3 A).
Since the division and expansion rates of a gemma are clearly dependent on the distance from the notch[130,183],
it has been a common approach to describe spatial aspects of gemma development by placing the origin of the
coordinate system at the apical notches. From a practical perspective, this requires labelling notch positions at every
time frame (Subsection IP.5). In order to do so, the positions of the notches were manually assigned at the last
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Figure 3.2: Quantifying tissue expansion. A. An example of image registration between two consecutive time
frames. A time frame at time t is shown in red, the following time frame at time t +  t is shown in green. A
forward relative transformation function, T ft , is found by using the image registration algorithm between the two
time frames. The transformation is then applied to the time frame at time t to obtain a transformed image, shown in
blue. Colocalisation of the green and the blue signal in the overlaid image demonstrates the accuracy of the estimated
transformation function. B. The details of the velocity estimation algorithm on an example of a single material point
with coordinate x(t). Image registration algorithm is applied between the current (it) and both the previous (it  t)
and the following (it+ t) time frames. As a result, two relative deformation functions are found, forward T ft and
reverse T rt . The deformation functions contain information about the displacements uf and ur that the material
point has moved relative to the previous and the following time frames.
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Model 3.1 Quantifying relative tissue expansion rates
A) Estimating velocity ￿eld
An approximation of the velocity ￿eld can be found by applying an image registration algorithm[184] between con-
secutive pairs of the time frames. The image registration algorithm ￿ts the relative deformation functions T ft (x)
and T rt (x), which contain information about the displacements uf (x, t) and ur(x, t) that should be applied to each
image pixel x in order to minimise the di￿erence in signal between the current and either following, or previous,
time frames:
T ft (x) = x+ uf (x, t)
T rt (x) = x+ ur(x, t)
The velocity ￿eld can be then estimated as
v(x, t) ⇡ uf (x, t)  ur(x, t)
2 t
B) Calculating relative tissue expansion rate
According to Lagrangian description of motion[9], deformation can be represented by a function   : B0 ! Bt that
maps coordinates of the tissue points at an initial con￿guration B0 to coordinates of the same points at some later
con￿guration Bt at time t, such that
x =  (X, t), 8X 2 B0
where X is a two-dimensional position vector of a material point in the initial con￿gurationB0, and x is the position
vector of the point at some later con￿guration Bt. In the context of the acquired images, the initial con￿guration B0
corresponds to the state of the gemma tissue recorded at the ￿rst time frame, whileBt corresponds to con￿gurations
of the gemma tissue states at all subsequent time frames.
The information about the tissue strain is captured in the gradient of the deformation function:
F =
@ 
@X
Arial expansion of the tissue, J , de￿ned as a ratio between the area of a tissue element at time t (At) to its original
area (A0), can be further expressed as a determinant of the deformation function:
J =
At
A0
= det(F)
Furthermore, from the law of mass balance, it can be shown that relative volumetric expansion rate,   = J 1 @J@t , is
equal to the divergence of the velocity ￿eld v:
  = J 1
@J
@t
= r.v = @vx
@x
+
@vy
@y
where
v =

vx
vy
 
=
@x
@t
can be estimated as shown in A.
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Figure 3.3: Alignment, normalisation and averaging of relative expansion rate patterns. A. Visualisation of
the estimated velocity ￿eld and relative tissue expansion rates for one time frame of a single gemma. Orientation of
the lines matches the direction of the velocity, while their lengths are proportional to the magnitude of the velocity.
B. Result of the notch tracking algorithm in Model 3.2. The closed contours denote outline of the growing gemmae,
while the circles denote location of the apical notches. C. The alignment of the origin of the coordinate system with
the apical notches. The points on the gemma are split into two domains based on the distance to the closest notch.
D. The alignment of the x-axis of the coordinate system with the direction of the notch movement. E. All material
points from all time frames are aligned with the same coordinate system, where the origin denotes the position of
the closest notch (AN), and the x-axis is aligned with the direction of the notch movement.
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Model 3.2 Tracking the notches
Let T ft (x)and T rt (x) be forward and reverse relative deformation functions that map coordinates of the material
points from frame at time t to the following and reverse time frames, respectively:
T ft (x(X, t)) = x(X, t+  t)
T rt (x(X, t)) = x(X, t   t)
Hence the coordinate of anymaterial point x(X, t), givenX, can be approximated as a composition of forward relative
deformation functions
x =  (X, n t) = T fn t   T f(n 1) t   ...   T f t(X), for n 2 [1, N ]
where  t is a time step, n is an index of a time frame and N is a total number of time frames. Therefore, in order to
identify position of the notch at every time frame it is only necessary to manually specify its coordinates at the ￿rst
time frame.
However, since the exact position of the notch is ambiguous at the ￿rst time frame, more accurate tracking is achieved,
when the location of the notch is speci￿ed at the last time frame and then is tracked backwards using compositions
of the reverse relative deformation functions:
x(X, (N   n) t) = T rN n+1   T rN n+2   ...   T rN (x(X, N t)) for n 2 [1, N ]
time frame of each time-lapse and were tracked backwards by using the pre-calculated velocity ￿elds (Model 3.2,
￿gure 3.3 B).
Next, the coordinate transformation was performed for every time frame by subtracting the coordinate of the
closest notch from the coordinate of every collected data point of the corresponding gemma at the same time frame
(Figure 3.3 C). In addition, the coordinate frame was rotated so that the x-axis was aligned with the direction of the
notch movement, as prescribed by the calculated velocity ￿eld (Figure 3.3 D).
As a result, the frames of reference for every time frame were centred at the notches, and the x-axis pointed in
the direction of the notch movement. Since each gemma has two apical notches, each time frame of each gemma
image produced two sets of data split based on proximity to the closest of the notches. In other words, the spatial data
from 12 apical regions from six di￿erent gemmae (two regions per gemma) were aligned to the single, notch-centred
coordinate system (Figure 3.3 E, subsection 2.4.1: IP.5). By doing so, di￿erential expansion of the tissue relative to the
notch can be studied on a larger sample.
The natural variation of gemmae sizes, however, posed a question whether the tissue expansion rates recorded
at the same coordinates, but originating from di￿erent gemmae, could be directly compared. Furthermore, due to
growth, the number of data points recorded was inversely proportional to the distance of the data points from the
closest notch.
In order to account for the biological variation in gemmae sizes and to distribute the recorded data more evenly
across the range, the coordinates were normalised by the distance between the apical notches at the corresponding
time frame.
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Figure 3.4: Average velocity and tissue expansion rates. A,B andC. The summary of the relative tissue expansion
rates, direction of tissue movement and the speed of tissue movement averaged across a sample of 24 notches. The
heatmaps show the spatial pattern of the measured parameters, and the graphs show the signal of the 1D slices
through the heatmaps. The distance (rn), and coordinates (xnand yn) relative to the apical notch were normalised by
the distance between the two apical notches of a gemma at the corresponding time frame. The colours of the traces
on the graphs correspond to the colours of the parallel lines on the heatmaps. The colour lines on the heatmaps are
in pairs and are parallel to the direction of the slices. The distance between the lines in a pair denotes the thickness of
the slice. The traces on the graph show the values of the parameters averaged perpendicular to the slice orientations,
e.g., the blue trace in A corresponds to the variation of the tissue expansion rate along the x-axis. AN denotes apical
notch.
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Model 3.3 Normalisation and averaging of the tissue expnasion rate patterns
A) Relative tissue expansion rate
Prior to normaliation and averaging, the relative tissue
expansion rate (g) was recorded as a function (  ) of co-
ordinates in the the image reference frame of gemma i at
time t (xi,t):
g =   (xi,t)),xi,t = (xi,t, yi,t)
B) Alignment relative to the closest apical notch
In order to normalise the reference frames across all
gemmae and all time frames, the positions of the closest
apical notches (xi,t0 = (x
i,t
0 , y
i,t
0 )) were subtracted from
the origincal coordinats (xi,t). Furthermore, the reference
frames were rotated such that the x-axis of the new co-
ordinate frame matched the direction of the velocity of
the apical notches. In result, the transformed coorditaes
(xi,tT ) can be represented as:
xi,tT = (r
i,t
T cos(✓
i,t
T ), r
i,t
T sin(✓
i,t
T ))
where
ri,tT =
q
(xi,t   xi,t0 )2   (yi,t   yi,t0 )2
✓i,tT = mod(
atan2((yi,t   yi,t0 ), (xi,t   xi,t0 ))
  arg(vi,t(x0, y0)) + ⇡
, 2⇡)  ⇡
C) Normalisation in relation to gemma size
To account for variation in gemmae size, the trans-
formed coordinates were further normalised by the dis-
tance between the apical notches at the corresponding
timeframe (di,t):
xi,tn = (xi,tn , yi,tn )
= (ri,tn cos(✓n), r
i,t
n sin(✓n)) =
xi,tT
di,t
The relative tissue expansion rate could be now expressed
as a function of the normalised coordinates:
g =  n(xi,tn )
D) Averaging
The average pattern of tissue expanison rate across all
time frames for each gemma (g¯i) can be then found as
g¯i =
P
t
 n(xi,tn )
ni
where ni is a total number of data-points for gemma i.
Similarly, the average pattern of tissue expansion rate for
each time frame (g¯t) can be found as
g¯t =
P
i
 n(xi,tn )
nt
where nt is a total number of data-points for time frame
t.
Then the average tissue expansion rate across all gemmae
and time frames was calculated as:
g¯ =  a(xn) =
P
i,t
 n(xi,tn )
ni,t
where ni,t is the number of data points collected for
gemma i at time frame t.
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The data from 12 individual notches were grouped by the normalised coordinates into 1000 ⇥ 1000 grid with
limits ( 1, 1) for both axes. The mean value for each group was calculated to obtain an average pattern of relative
tissue expansion rate (Figure 3.4). To assess the variability, the data was grouped by either gemma sample or time
frame followed by spatial grouping into 1000 ⇥ 1000 as before. The average patterns for each gemma sample and
each time frame are shown in ￿gure 3.5 and ￿gure 3.6.
3.5 Discussion
In this chapter, a method for quantifying tissue expansion rates was introduced. The method was applied to six
Marchantia gemmae to record an average pattern of tissue expansion rates relative to the apical notch. For this
purpose, a novel sample preparation and imaging assay was developed. The gemmae were grown under a laser-
scanning confocal microscope inside a 3D-printed growth chamber, sealed with a cover glass treated with a solution
to prevent the accumulation of condensate. This technique allowed for the collection of time-lapse images over the
period of two days with a temporal resolution of 1h.
The collected data were processed using an image-registration-based algorithm to extract the velocity ￿elds of the
imaged gemmae tissue. The divergence of the velocity ￿elds was then calculated to obtain patterns of relative tissue
expansion rates. Finally, the data from the six gemmae was normalised for the biological variation of the gemmae
shapes and sizes, and averaged to produce a mean pattern of relative tissue expansion.
In agreement with the previous reports, the tissue expansion rates were highest around the apical notches and
decayed gradually as a function of distance from the notch. The previous studies onMarchantia gemma tissue kinetics
modelled the pattern of relative tissue expansion rates as being radially symmetric around the notch. However, the
results of this work indicated that both the magnitude of the tissue movement and its relative expansion rates decayed
quicker along the proximal-distal axis of a gemma (x-axis in Figure 3.4).
In summary, the tissue expands around the apical notches and remains relatively static in the central region of a
gemma. For cells to exhibit such di￿erential growth in di￿erent regions of the gemma, one could hypothesise that
there exists a positional cue that informs the cells to either expand or be restrained from expanding. Hypothesis
about the nature of this positional signal and the mechanism behind its control is introduced in chapter 4.
The collected data indicated a region of low growth right around the location of the apical notch (rn < 0.1).
To the best of my knowledge, this observation has not been previously reported, however, it is not clear whether
this phenomenon has a biological origin. The numerical methods that were the base of calculation of relative tissue
expansion rates relied heavily on the assumption that the dorsal surface of the gemmae can be considered ￿at, i.e.
that it has a small variation in horizontal direction compared to the radius of a gemma. This assumption holds well
in general [130]: tissue in close proximity to the apical notch forms a sharp horizontal dip, which is a characteristic
trait of the notch itself. Due to this fact, the low recorded values of the relative tissue expansion rates in the close
proximity to the apical notch might be numerical artefacts.
The variability analysis of the data uncovered a pulsatile nature of gemma growth during the imaging experi-
ment (Figure 3.6). The pulsatile growth was present in all six gemma samples with a period ⇠ 20h. Whether this
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pulsatile growth is a normal developmental trait of Marchantia gemmae or is an artefact resulting from experimental
conditions, e.g. temperature variation in the microscopy room, was not determined. In￿uence of circadian-regulated
mechanisms on this kinetic pulsation is unlikely as both the gemmae and the mother plants from which they were
extracted had been grown under continuous light conditions both before and during microscopy.
Amajor limitation of the presentedmethod is that it only works reliably as long as the object of observation can be
considered ￿at, which does not hold for gemmae older than three days after their removal from the gemma cup. Even
for the earlier stages, the reduction of the depth axis (z-axis) and considering the problem in only two dimensions
results in up to 20% errors in the estimations of relative expansion rates [130]. This is because in reality, although
being relatively ￿at, the gemmae are not constrained to, and in general do not, expand in two dimensions only. To
address these issues, three-dimensional image registration can be employed. However, even in that case the signal
obtained by ￿uorescence microscopy will only cover the epidermal surface of the gemma, and the tissue dynamics at
the deeper layers will be inaccessible for observation. For precise three-dimensional registration, alternative imaging
methods can be explored, e.g. micro-CT or optical coherence tomography.
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Figure 3.5: Sample variability of tissue expansion rate. A. Normalised patterns of relative tissue expansion
averaged over all 35 time frames for each of the six gemma samples. The circles represent rn = 0.1,rn = 0.25 and
rn = 0.5. Each diagram represents cumulative data from both of the gemma notches. The numbers in the bottom-
right corner represent gemma index. B. Average expansion rate for each gemma sample. Grey circles represent
average per time frame, red stars denote the average across all time frames.
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Figure 3.6: Time variability of tissue expansion rate. A.Normalised patterns of relative tissue expansion averaged
over all gemma samples for each time frame. The circles represent rn = 0.25 and rn = 0.5. Each diagram represents
cumulative data from both of the gemma notches. B. Average expansion for each time frame. Grey traces represent
signals for each of the individual gemma samples, red trace is the average across all samples.
Chapter 4
Maintenance and reestablishment of the
apical regions in Marchantia
4.1 Introduction
The apical notches of Marchantia are the centres of cell division, similar to the central zone of a shoot apical meristem
in higher plants [185]. Most commonly, a Marchantia gemma has two apical notches that branch out during the course
of development.
As has been described in Chapter 3, the growth of a gemma during the ￿rst 48h is polarised along the axis
connecting the two apical notches; and the tissue can be conceptually separated into two types, with characteristic
growth properties in relation to the distance to the closest apical notch. The cells surrounding the apical notches form
apical regions,where they expand and divide. The remaining cells form a central region, where expansion and division
are restrained. In other words, the growth of a gemma is driven by the apical regions. Cells divide in proximity to the
apical notches, elongate in the apical regions, and as they leave the apical regions and enter the central region, cell
division and expansion ceases. A key question for understanding and controlling the development of a gemma is how
this growth pattern is established and maintained, i.e., what is the developmental mechanism behind the di￿erential
cell expansion and division between the apical and the central region.
In previous work[183], Solly et al. took a top-down approach and hypothesised a mechanism for the maintenance
of the apical regions. The proposed model explained the tissue expansion pattern during gemmae growth and its
correlation with the distance to the apical notch by hypothesising the existence of a growth-inducing di￿usible
morphogen, termed APEPROX, produced in the apical regions. According to the model, the expansion of the tissue in
the apical regions is driven by the high concentration of theAPEPROX, while the lack of tissue expansion in the central
region is explained by the degradation of the APEPROX as it di￿uses away from its sources in the apical regions.
Although the simulations of this transport mechanism were able to recapitulate the development of a gemma shape,
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no direct evidence of the existence of the APEPROX-like morphogen in Marchantia was demonstrated. Furthermore,
it was not clear whether any alternative transport mechanisms could explain the gemma growth pattern.
The authors proposed the phytohormone auxin as a candidate for the growth-inducing APEPROX. However,
earlier experiments suggested that auxin inhibits the growth of Marchantia when applied externally [186]. Further-
more, the depletion of auxin has been demonstrated to induce uncontrolled proliferation of tissue, similar to that in
the early stage of sporelings development[133]. Therefore, according to the experimental evidence, auxin, in contra-
diction to the model prediction, plays the role of the growth inhibitor.
In summary, there is a clear relationship between the cell proliferation and distance to the apical notch, suggesting
a presence of a positional cue that controls cell di￿erentiation. Therefore the mechanism, in which the positional
cue is created by a di￿usible morphogen deserves a further investigation. Considering that neither e￿ect on the
cell proliferation nor localisation of the morphogen production or accumulation are known, a systematic approach
considering several possible scenarios was taken in the work presented in this chapter.
4.2 Analysis of the transport model
In order to explore alternative mechanisms that might explain a phenotypical di￿erence between Marchantia cells
inside the apical and the central regions, a mathematical source–sink model was developed (Model 4.1). The model
described the transport of a morphogen between the two tissue types, source and sink, that were connected by a
transport channel. The source and the sink represented the intracellular space of the apical or the central regions, while
the transport channel represented the intercellular space connecting the two. The source produced and exported the
morphogen into the transport channel, while the sink imported the morphogen from the transport channel for its
further degradation.
According to the steady-state analysis, accumulation of the morphogen can be biased towards either the sink or
the source depending on the relative values of the model parameters. The concentration of the morphogen is higher
in the source compared to that in the sink when the degradation rate is higher than the export rate. This regime
was captured in the model proposed by Solly et al. [183], where the apically-produced morphogen accumulated in the
apical regions. However, when the degradation rate is lower than the export rate, the concentration of themorphogen
in the sink is higher than that in the source. An important conclusion from this analysis is that the production of a
morphogen in a particular region does not imply its function. For example, production of the morphogen in the apical
region does not imply its role as an inducer of cell proliferation, as the ￿nal pattern of the morphogen accumulation
would be determined by the relative values of the transport parameters.
Taking into account that either of the regions can act as the source or the sink of a hypothetical morphogen, as
well as the fact that the morphogen can, in theory, either induce or inhibit cell proliferation, there are four possible
scenarios regarding how the growth pattern in the intact gemma can be maintained. In other words, there are four
possible combinations of the transport parameters and type of morphogen action that could restricts cell proliferation
to the apical regions (See Figure 4.1 A). The model of Solly et al. is represented by a mechanismNr 1, i.e., an apically-
produced inducer of the cell proliferation that accumulates at the source.
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Model 4.1 Source–sink transport
Source Sink
∅ ∅
production
de
gr
ad
at
io
n
export import
transport
[co] [ci]
Transport channel
p
d
ke ki
[ct]
Description
The model de￿nes two separate compartments, a source and a sink, connected by a transport channel. The source
produces a morphogenwith the rate p and exports it to the transport channel following the ￿rst order kinetics with an
export parameter ke. The sink imports the morphogen from the transport channel following the ￿rst order kinetics
with an import parameter ki, where it is degraded or consumed with a degradation coe￿cient d. The following
system of di￿erential equations describes the dynamics of the morphogen concentrations in the source (co), the sink
(ci) and the transport channel (ct): 8><>:
dco
dt = p  keco
dct
dt = keco   kict
dci
dt = kict   dci
Steady-state
The system above is in steady state when 8><>:
co = p/ke
ct = p/ki
ci = p/d
The ratio of the morphogen concentration in the source to that in the sink is then equal to
co/ci = d/ke
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Figure 4.1: Possible mechanisms explaining the maintenance of the apical regions. A. Steady state of the
proposed mechanisms in the intact gemmae. No.1: An inducer of the cell proliferation is produced and accumulated
in the apical region. No.2: An inhibitor of cell proliferation is produced in the apical regions while being transported
to and accumulated in the central region. No.3: An inhibitor of the cell proliferation is produced and accumulated in
the central region. No.4: An inducer of cell proliferation is produced in the central region while being transported
and accumulated in the apical regions. B. Steady state of the proposed mechanisms in the isolated apical and central
regions. Red colour denotes regions of the inhibitor accumulation, the green colour denotes regions of the of the
inducer accumulation. The divergent arrows denote source regions, convergent arrows denote sink regions.
⇤ The mechanism proposed by Solly et al. [183]
** The mechanism supporthed by the results of the surgical assay
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4.3 Growth of the isolated apical and central regions
Since the proposed transport model is abstract and does not represent spatial representationof any particular plant
morphogen, it is impossible to reject any of the possible mechanisms without acquiring further biological evidence.
In an attempt to falsify some of the proposed mechanisms, the following assay was employed. Young gemmae were
removed from the gemma cups of a mature thallus and were surgically separated into three parts with two cuts
perpendicular to the axis connecting the two apical notches (Figure 4.2 A, subsection 2.1.2, subsection 2.1.5). By
doing so, it was possible to examine the development of the apical regions and the central region in isolation from
each other.
Under the assumptions of the model by Solly et al., the cells of both regions should have maintained their fates.
Production of the morphogen in the apical regions should have continued to promote proliferation of cells, while
the lack of morphogen in￿ux into the isolated central region should have maintained the cells in a non-proliferative
state. However, the results of the surgical assay contradicted the predictions of Solly et al.’s hypothesis.
In agreement with the previous experiments, in which the apical regions were excised from the gemmae[187] or
mature thallus [188], the cells of the isolated central regions underwent several rounds of division (Figure 4.3), estab-
lished new apical regions and regenerated the tissue architecture by the ￿fth day following the excision (Figure 4.2 B).
The regeneration of the central region can be divided into three stages. During the ￿rst stage, the majority of
the cells on the dorsal surface undergo division, phenocopying cells of the apical regions. At the same time, the
rhizoids on the dorsal surface elongate substantially. During the second stage, cell divisions continue to happen but
are localised to one or several apical precursor regions; the cells around the apical precursor regions elongate, new
borders between the apical and the central regions are established. During the third stage, the tissue returns to the
normal developmental pathway: apical regions split, forming the new apical notches, and development of the air
chambers takes place. This behaviour of the isolated central regions was noted in all observed samples, out of which
32 had microscopy evidence for the ￿rst stage, and eight had microscopy evidence for the second and the third stages.
The cells of the isolated apical regions continued to proliferate and followed a developmental pathway similar to
that of the apical regions in the intact tissue (Figure 4.4 vs Figure 1.3 ). Eight out of eight isolated and imaged apical
regions followed the same developmental course.
These results suggest that the cells of the central region are capable of reacquiring the proliferative state. However,
this does not happen unless the apical regions are excised. Therefore, it was hypothesised that the apical regions act
as lateral inhibitors of cell proliferation. This hypothesis is in agreement with the mechanismNo 2, i.e., apical regions
acting as sources of a growth inhibitor, which is transported to and accumulated in the central region (Figure 4.1 A).
Upon excision, the in￿ux of the inhibitor to the central region ceases, decreasing its concentration and causing cell
proliferation (Figure 4.1 B). Later, the regeneration of the apical precursor regions restarts inhibitor production and
export, thus reestablishing the boundary between the apical and the central regions.
The other proposed mechanisms do not agree with the observed regain of proliferation in the isolated central
region, as the central region would maintain high concentration of a growth inhibitor under assumptions of the
mechanism No 3; would maintain low concentration of a growth inducer under assumptions of the mechanism
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Figure 4.2: Surgical assay. A. colour photographs of a gemma before and after excision of the apical regions. The
dashed lines denote the cut sites. B.An example of the regenerating central region after excision of the apical regions
captured by the laser-scanning confocal microscopy. The contrast in the images was achieved by overlaying the
signal from a membrane-localised ￿uorescent protein under control of the proMpEF1↵ and inverted signal of the
chlorophyll auto￿uorescence. The red circlesmark the same rhizoid cell at the di￿erent stages of the regeneration, AP
denotes apical precursor regions, AC denotes air chambers, RC denotes examples of rhizoid cells,dashed lines denote
the cut sites.
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0 h 16 h 19 h
21 h 24 h 27 h
Figure 4.3: Tracking cell divisions in the isolated central regions. The ￿gure shows inverted signal of the
membrane-localised ￿uorescent protein under control of the proMpEF1↵ in the isolated central region of a gemma.
The dots mark cells that are either committed to division at the following time frame or have divided since the
previous time frame. The daughter cells maintain the colour of the marking after the division. The cells that share
a wall and are marked with the same colour have originates from the same parent cell. The titles above the images
denote the time after excision of the apical regions.
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Figure 4.4: Regeneration of the isolated apical regions. Excised apical regions continue to follow the normal
developmental pathway, i.e., expansion of the tissue during the ￿rst four days, followed by dorsal-ventral splitting of
the notch. The contrast in the images was achieved by overlaying the signal from a membrane-localised ￿uorescent
protein under control of the proMpEF1↵ and inverted signal of the chlorophyll auto￿uorescence.
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Day 0 Day 2
AN
500 µm
Figure 4.5: Growth of a gemma split along the line connecting the two apical notches. The ￿gure shows
inverted signal of a membrane-localised ￿uorescent protein under control of the proMpEF1↵. AN denotes the
location of the apical notches, the dashed line shows the cut site.
No 4; or would not receive any growth inducer under assumptions of the mechanism No 1.
In order to verify that the cell proliferation in the isolated central region resulted from the disturbance of the
signalling between the apical and the central regions, rather than being related to a wounding response, young
gemmae were cut along the imaginary line connecting the two apical notches. In this scenario, the split apical and
central regions maintained their fates, and no division of cells in the central region was observed (n = 2, Figure 4.5).
4.4 Role of auxin in cell proliferation
In the previous sections, it was postulated that the cell division and expansion in Marchantia gemmae might be
controlled by an inhibitor of the cell proliferation, produced in the apical regions. However, it was not clear whether
a morphogen that ￿ts the proposed hypothesis exists in Marchantia.
External application of auxin is known to restrain growth[186] and promote dormancy[189] of the gemmae. There-
fore, auxin was selected as a primary candidate for the proposed inhibitor of cell proliferation.
In order to examine the cells’ response to the exogenous auxin, gemmae (n = 8) were removed from the air cham-
bers of a mature thallus and placed into an imaging chamber (Chapter 3, subsection 2.3.1) ￿lled with solid medium
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supplemented with 100µg/L of synthetic auxin, 1-Naphthaleneacetic acid (NAA). The chamber was mounted on
the stage of a laser-scanning confocal microscope, and the growth of the gemmae was examined for 48h (Subsection
2.3.3). During the ￿rst 24h, the cells of the apical region elongated without progressing through a cell cycle, and by
the end of the 48h period elongation of the cells ceased (Figure 4.6 A). When applied to the isolated central regions,
auxin repressed their regeneration (Figure 4.6 B).
These experiments support the hypothesis that auxin acts as an inhibitor of cell proliferation in Marchantia and
is transported from the apical regions to the central region, where it accumulates.
4.5 Discussion
In this chapter, a tissue-level regulation of Marchantia gemma growth was studied. In particular, the question of the
maintenance of a border between actively proliferating apical regions and the stationary central regionwas examined.
A mathematical source–sink transport model was developed and analysed to propose four di￿erent mechanisms
of the growth pattern maintenance. The possible mechanisms were tested by performing a surgical assay, where the
apical and central regions of a gemma were physically separated, and their growth behaviour was studied in isolation
from each other. While the cell of the isolated apical regions maintained in the proliferative state, the mon-mitotic
cells of the central region reentered the cell cycle and formed new apical regions, which then drove the regeneration
of the tissue. This observation was in agreement with only one of the proposed mechanisms, namely production of
a cell-proliferation-inhibiting morphogen in the apical regions that is transported to and accumulated in the central
region. Proliferation of cells in the isolated central regions, as well as the apical regions of the intact gemmae, was
suppressed by application of the exogenous auxin, suggesting its potential role as the proposed growth-inhibiting
morphogen.
Although the proposed hypothesis was supported by the results of the surgical assays, there was no direct evid-
ence presented about the spatial pattern of auxin production and accumulation predicted by the hypothetical mech-
anism. In order to present such evidence, the endogenous Marchantia genetic parts involved in auxin biosynthesis
and response can be extracted from the genome and assembled in ￿uorescent reporter circuits. These circuits can be
further introduced into the Marchantia genome to study the spatial patterns of their expression. A framework for
the mining and extraction of functional genetic parts from the Marchantia genome is presented in chapter 5, while
the design and analysis of auxin transport reporters is presented in chapter 6.
The model-driven top-down approach taken in this chapter was a key factor for designing an experiment that
tested and rejected the state of the art model behind the regulation of tissue expansion inMarchantia. A criticismmay
be raised about the assumption that the tissue expansion rate is controlled by a single morphogen, auxin, whereas
the experiments in other plant systems suggest several other morphogens being involved. A recent study done in
Marchantia [190] presented evidence that cytokinins might playing an antagonistic role to auxin, i.e. promoting tissue
expansion.
For the purpose of this thesis, the involvement of cytokinins was not studied further based on the evidence that
the addition of cytokinin to the growth media did not in￿uence growth of the gammae during the ￿rst seven days,
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Figure 4.6: Cellular response to exogenous auxin. Signal of the membrane-localised ￿uorescent protein under
control of the proMpEF1↵ in the A. intact gemma and B. excised central region. In both cases, external application
of the NAA restrains cell proliferation.
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nor did it qualitatively a￿ect the regeneration process described in this chapter (Appendix B: Figure B.1, Figure B.2).]
Despite simplicity of shape, gemmae have several limitations as a platform for studying Marchantia morphogen-
esis. First, a gemma picked from a gemma cup already has an established cellular and tissue architecture. Therefore,
the processes leading to the formation of this architecture are inaccessible to observation. Also, the apical regions
of a gemma have highly curved boundaries that obstruct the view of tissue in proximity to the apical notches. As
demonstrated in this chapter, cells of an isolated central region of a gemma undergo a series of divisions, followed
by the establishment of new apical and central regions. Therefore, the isolated central regions can be used to study
the di￿erentiation of cells in Marchantia, and due to their ￿at geometry and availability of material, they are more
accessible for this purpose compared to intact gemmae or sporelings at the early stages of development.
Chapter 5
MarpoDB
Thework presented in this chapter was done in collaborationwith Bernardo Pollak, who performedDNA
and RNA extraction from the Cam-1 accession of Marchantia polymorpha, prepared sequencing librar-
ies, assembled the genomic and transcriptomic reads, and contributed to the frontend module. Mihails
Delmans developed the software and implemented the data model.
Delmans, M., Pollak Williamson, B. & Haselo￿, J., 2017, MarpoDB: An open registry for Marchantia poly-
morpha genetic parts. Plant and Cell Physiology. 58, e5.
PollakWilliamson, B., 2017, Frameworks for Reprogramming Lower Plant Systems. PhD Thesis, University
of Cambridge.
5.1 Introduction
Advances in plant synthetic biology[191,192] allow for the design and assembly of synthetic gene constructs, as well
as their introduction into the plant genome. The modular representation of genes has been adopted by the plant
synthetic biology community; the common syntax[92], de￿ning the standard for genetic parts for Type IIS restriction
enzyme DNA assembly[147,193–195], has been established.
The parts encoding promoter elements, ￿ve prime untranslated regions (5’ UTRs) and coding sequences (CDSs)
are of particular interest for the study and modi￿cation of developmental processes. Promoters and 5’ UTRs can
be fused to the coding sequences of ￿uorescent proteins to study the patterns of the endogenous gene expression.
Similarly, the CDSs of endogenous genes can be fused to ￿uorescent proteins to study their sub-cellular localisation.
In addition, by swapping endogenous or introducing exogenous regulatory elements, one can rewire the existing
genetic circuits in an attempt to control the natural developmental processes.
In order to amass Marchantia genetic parts, genome-mining tools that enable the searching of genes, and their
functional elements, by conserved protein motifs and homology with other plant systems, should be developed. Ad-
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ditional tools should be developed for the extraction and preparation of part sequences for DNA assembly, generating
registries of plant DNA parts.
A vast amount of data linking the function of proteins to their sequences has been collected over decades of
biological research[102,175]. This data comes from genetic screens, comparative sequence analysis, studies on protein
localisation and structure, as well as research on protein–protein and DNA–protein interactions[196]. This inform-
ation is now available through public databases and can be projected onto any organism, whose genome has been
sequenced, in order to infer the function of its genes and assist in choosing the right candidates for modi￿cation.
Such a projection has been performed on the Marchantia genome[132]. The most notable discovery resulting from
the study was a low genetic redundancy compared to other plant model systems. Whereas model plant systems con-
tain gene families of up to several tens of members, Marchantia often has one or two representatives. This particular
feature makes Marchantia an accessible platform for experimental genetics. However, the way the Marchantia gen-
omic data had been stored is not directly applicable to its downstream use in genetic engineering. The o￿cial release
of the Marchantia genome, hosted at Phytozome[93], represents the data from a genome-wide perspective, with an
emphasis on the relative location of the transcribed regions. This representation, although biologically accurate, does
not bring out the modular structure of the genes and therefore is not tailored to the purposes of synthetic biology.
Furthermore, the data also include the intergenic regions, which, while potentially functional [197], are not commonly
utilised in synthetic gene designs.
To better ￿t the engineering perspective, each gene can be represented as a modular, context-independent struc-
ture, composed of functional parts that can be disassembled and rearranged into new gene constructs. Additionally,
the intergenic regions can be removed, transforming the genome into an unordered collection of genes.
In this chapter, the Marchantia genome was reduced to a collection of genetic parts. The collection features
modular gene models, compliant with the common syntax; functional annotations of the putative proteins, provided
by the InterPro database[102], and comparative analysis with other plant species, powered by the UniProt database[175];
and a simple and intuitive user interface, along with tools for the extraction and preparation of part sequences for
DNA assembly.
5.2 Software architecture
MarpoDB is a software package that manages the database of Marchantia genetic parts. An overview of the software
architecture is presented in ￿gure 5.1 and is discussed in more detail in the following subsections.
5.2.1 Data model
The conventional data model of genome resources is built around the DNA sequencing data. The genome is repres-
ented as several strings that encode its sequence, one for each chromosome. In addition to the raw sequence data,
a representation of a genome usually contains annotation data, otherwise known as features. Each feature record
contains information about which DNA sequence (chromosome) it annotates, the index of the start and end of the
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Figure 5.1: MarpoDB software architecture. MarpoDB is comprised of three modules. The core module handles
import, export and storage of the genetic parts. A MarpoDB submodule of the core module abstracts the underly-
ing data processing and provides a high-level access to the database for the server module, or directly for the user.
The frontend module provides a graphical user interface for querying the database, exploring the annotation data
and handling the DNA sequences. The server module acts as a bridge between the core and the frontend; it trans-
lates HTTP requests coming from the frontend into the calls to MarpoDB submodule using functions de￿ned in the
backend submodule. MarpoDB modules are shown in grey rounded rectangles; the submodules are shown in white
rounded rectangles; hatched submodules represent third-party libraries; arrows denote the ￿ow of information; data
are represented by rectangles, databases by the stack of discs.
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annotation relative to the start of the sequence, the strand of the DNA being annotated, the type of the feature and
a list of tag-value pairs for additional feature attributes. In relation to the genome sequence, the features are used to
annotate the transcribed regions, introns and exons, coding regions and untranslated regions. A collection of coding
regions with introns removed and translated protein sequences are usually stored along with the raw genomic se-
quences and their annotations. The features of the protein sequences contain information about conserved protein
domains.
The bene￿t of such a data model is that it captures the comprehensive set of data that accurately represents the
genomic and functional aspects of a genome. This model, however, does not ￿t well the representation of a gene
that is used in synthetic biology and where the functional elements of a gene, such as promoter, coding sequence
and terminator, are considered to be modular and independent genetic parts. For a synthetic biologist, a genome is a
resource from which the sequences of these modular genetic parts can be extracted. Not much consideration is given
to the intragenic regions, which do not contain any coding regions, and hence cannot be used for mining the genetic
parts. In order to represent Marchantia genome in a form that is more suited for synthetic biology application, a
novel data model was developed.
In a classical relational database management system, data are divided into tables, each storing a particular type of
records. Each row of a table corresponds to a single record, while each column to a data ￿eld that stores information
of a particular type. Each table has a column that stores an identi￿er (ID), also known as a primary key, that is
uniquely de￿ned for each record. Two tables can be relationally linked together by storing the primary keys of each
other’s records. Combination of tables and their relations de￿ne a data model, also known as a database schema. The
overview of the MarpoDB schema is shown in ￿gure 5.2..
The central part of the MarpoDB schema is the gene table that stores a unique record for each Marchantia gene.
The gene records do not store the DNA sequence themselves; it is instead distributed between the records of the
corresponding parts, de￿ned in compliance with the common syntax: promoter, ￿ve prime untranslated region (5’
UTR), coding sequence (CDS), three prime untranslated region (3’ UTR) and terminator. Each part type is stored in
a separate table, and each gene record stores the relational links to the records of its ￿ve parts. In other words, the
genes are represented as if they were assembled from a prede￿ned repository of parts, where each part is only used
once in a unique gene construct. Each gene is related to a record in the dataset and the locus tables that preserve
information about where it was extracted from and position of the gene in the corresponding genome assembly. In
addition to the genomic sequence, CDS, 5’ UTR and 3’ UTR records store the coordinates of the exons relative to the
part sequence. This information allows reconstruction of the sequence of the ￿nal transcript of a gene.
Apart from the gene models, MarpoDB also stores annotation data that relates to the records of the parts. Each
type of annotation data is stored in a separate table. However, all annotation tables share the same structure. Each
annotation table has a target ID ￿eld, which stores primary keys of the corresponding part records, and a number
of ￿elds that store the information about the annotations themselves. The main ￿elds of the annotation tables are:
origin, description and reference ID. The ￿rst two store textual information about the nature of the annotation, while
the third stores a cross-reference to an external annotation database. These ￿elds create a list of keywords that can
be queried against by the user in order to ￿nd the related gene of interest. In addition, the annotation tables have
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Figure 5.2: MarpoDB schema. Tables on a green background are related to a gene model. Blue background denotes
tables that store gene annotation; purple coding sequence (protein) annotation. Fields marked with grey circles
denote non-unique data; a key symbol denotes a primary key; red arrow a foreign unique ID from a relational table;
yellow square a ￿eld that stores a secondary unique ID (dbid). Relationships are shown in black arrows.
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e-value, start and stop ￿elds. These ￿elds store information about the signi￿cance of the annotation and its location
relative to the sequence of the part. Apart from these six ￿elds, annotation tables are allowed to have extra columns,
if required.
All records in MarpoDB have a secondary unique identi￿er (dbid), in a format mpdb.table.xxx, where table is a
name of the table and xxx is a primary unique ID, e.g., mpdb.cds.1243 for a CDS record and mpdb.blastphit.1134 for
a BLAST annotation record.
5.2.2 Core module
After the data model was de￿ned, the core module for handling the data was developed . The ￿rst function of
the core module was to communicate with the SQL database, e.g., to process the queries, add or remove records
from the tables. The second function of the core module was to handle the DNA sequences: conversion the raw
genomic and transcriptomic data into a gene-centric representation, import of the annotations and export of the
part sequences. The functionality of the core module was encapsulated through aMarpoDB1 class, which provided a
high-level interface for management of the database and the DNA sequences.
5.2.3 Frontend module
The core module was su￿cient for establishing and operating a gene-centric database with given genomic and tran-
scriptomic data. However, operating the core module required Python scripting skills, and was not convenient for
an average user with no prior computational background. In order to create a publicly-available and accessible user
interface for MarpoDB, a frontend module was developed . It was implemented as a web application[198] that allowed
the remote database to be queried by a keyword search, BLAST[176] search or HMMER[199] search. An overview of
the frontend functionality is presented in Figure 5.3A.
The home page of MarpoDB presents an input ￿eld for querying the database by a keyword. Upon the query
submission, the keyword is compared with the description, origin and reference ID ￿elds of every annotation record
present in the database. The user has an option to select a particular dataset or annotation tables to query against.
All the annotation records with ￿elds that start with the submitted keyword are grouped by the corresponding gene
identi￿er and are presented to the user in a table. Alternatively, the user can submit a DNA or a protein sequence to
search for homologous gene records using BLAST algorithms. The BLAST search can be customised by selecting a
desired algorithm, similarity thresholds and a dataset to query against. For ￿nding sequences, belonging to a protein
family, a HMMER search can be used. It allows to submit a protein sequence alignment ￿le, and ￿nds proteins with
the similar sequence patterns.
From the table of results, the user can navigate to a details page of a particular gene, which displays an inter-
active gene model, information about the associated annotations, gene name and identi￿ers in the other Marchantia
databases. The interactive gene model can be used to select a particular part of the gene. Upon selection, the cor-
responding sequence highlights in the sequence viewer below. The selected sequence can be then copied to the
1Note an ambiguity in naming. Italic version relates to a Python class, while non-emphasised to the whole framework.
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Figure 5.3:MarpoDB frontend. A.A schematic representation of the frontendwork￿ow. The queries to the database
are made either through a keyword, BLAST or HMMER search (left). The results of the query are displayed in a table
(top). Each row of the table links to a Details page that presents an interactive gene model, sequence tools and
annotation data from the external databases (right). Users can assign stars to the gene records, which increases the
position of the gene in the popularity rank (bottom), and adds the record to a personal collection (right). The world
map, marking the locations of MarpoDB users, is shown in the centre. B. The BLAST hit visualisation tool. The top
and bottom black rectangles represent a query and a target sequences respectively. The lengths of the rectangles
are proportional to the lengths of the sequences. High scoring pairs are represented by coloured trapezoids. The
coordinates of trapezoid vertices denote the location of the overlap and colour denotes the identity score.
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clipboard or domesticated with the help of the embedded Recode2S tool [131,200], for its downstream use in a Type IIS
DNA assembly. The domestication refers to addition of ￿anking sequences containing the recognition site of the
enzyme used for the assembly together with the overhangs speci￿c for the part type (Section 2.2), and removal of the
recognition sites from the rest of the sequence by introduction of a silent mutation. In addition, a complete annot-
ated sequence of the gene can be exported in a GenBank[201] ￿le format. The details page also contains annotation
of conserved protein motifs and a custom BLAST hit visualisation tool (Figure 5.3 B) for exploring the comparative
data between other plant species.
Apart from sequence search and export, the frontend provides an opportunity to save genes in a personal collection
by pressing on a star image next to the title of the details page. Not only this allows to save the search results, but
also increases the rating of the gene. The top-rated genes are listed on a special page for a quick access.
Finally, a map page shows geographical location of all MarpoDB users.
5.2.4 Server module
In order to serve the frontend to users across the globe, a server module was developed . It was used to translate
the HTTP requests coming from the frontend into the calls to MarpoDB class in the core module. The translation of
the requests was implemented in the backend submodule of MarpoDB. In addition, the server module handled the
database of the users and their gene collections.
The MarpoDB source code was released under an MIT license[164], along with a snapshot of the database. A local
version of the database can be recreated on a local machine, such that users can have unrestricted access to the data.
5.3 Datasets and annotations
The previous section discussed the datamodel and the implementation details ofMarpoDB. The following subsections
will describe the pipeline that was implemented in order to collect Marchantia genomic and transcriptomic data and
transform it into the gene-centric representation.
5.3.1 Genome and transcriptome
Initially, MarpoDB was developed to store genomic data of the Cam accession of Marchantia (Subsection 2.1.1). The
collection of the genome and transcriptome data of the Cam-1 accession was performed by DNA and RNA isolation
from the youngmaleMarchantia gametophyte, library preparation and sequencing, and subsequent de novo assembly
of the short reads. As a result, 15,703 genome sca￿olds with a total length of 195.3Mbp and 93,315mRNA isoforms
were used as a starting point of the population and annotation pipeline.
In order to separate the coding isoforms from the non-coding ones, a CDS prediction algorithm, o￿ered by a
Transdecoder package[96], was applied. The algorithm selected only those isoforms that contained a potential CDS,
i.e., having length of a multiple of three, starting with a start codon (ATG) and ending in one of the three stop codons
(TAA, TAG, TGA). In addition, the CDSs were further ￿ltered by comparing the encoded protein sequences with the
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Figure 5.4: MarpoDB population and sequence annotation pipeline. A. The sequences of the assembled mes-
senger RNA isoforms (grey lines) were passed through a coding sequence (CDS) prediction software. The sequences
of the potential encoded proteins (green lines) were further subjected to a comparative analysis with known plant
protein sequences and identi￿cation of the conserved protein motifs. The isoforms containing at least one predicted
CDS and at least one match with either plant protein collection (Uniprot), or protein motif database (InterPro), were
considered positive and were used in the next stage of the pipeline. B. The selected isoforms were mapped against
the genome assembly (black line), which allowed to annotate the gene parts: putative promoters (yellow) and termin-
ators (red), coding sequences (green) and untranslated regions (blue). C. The gene models, and the corresponding
sequences were then used for the database population. Translated CDS sequences were then exported from the data-
base and annotated using the similar tools as for the CDS prediction. The annotation data (purple lines) were then
imported back to the database.
sequences of known plant proteins and conserved protein motifs. The isoforms with at least one potential CDS, and
at least one match with the known protein sequence were selected for the following step of the pipeline (Figure 5.4 A).
MarpoDB did not focus on preserving the accurate and detailed biological representation of the genome, but rather
on creating a functional and concise gene-centric resource. It is a common practice to use the sequence of the longest
CDS for downstream molecular and synthetic biology applications. To facilitate this, only the longest CDS for each
selected isoform was kept.
Next, the selected isoformsweremapped onto the genome assembly, and the genomic sequences containedwithin
the mapped regions were extracted together with 3 kb ￿anks upstream and downstream as proximal promoters and
terminators (Figure 5.4 B). In total, sequences of 12,722 gene models were extracted from the Cam dataset.
In parallel to the Cam accession sequencing, the Tak accession was sequenced as a part ofMarchantia polymorpha
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genome project [132]. The Tak genome version 3.1, together with annotation of exons, was acquired through Phyto-
zome portal and was used to generate the gene models, following the same approach as for the Cam dataset, i.e.,
extracting the transcribed regions with 3 kb upstream and downstream ￿anks. In total, 19,287 gene models were
extracted.
The gene models, acquired from both Cam and Tak datasets, were imported to MarpoDB using the functionality
of the core module, described earlier. The translated CDS sequences were then exported back from MarpoDB, and
were analysed using the annotation tools described below (Figure 5.4 C). The export of the sequences was required
to retrieve the unique identi￿er, associated with the sequence, which was then used to create relational links to the
corresponding annotation records.
5.3.2 Annotation pipeline
InterProScan5[101] software was used to ￿nd the conserved protein motifs in the protein sequences extracted from
MarpoDB. In total, 248,434 motifs matches were identi￿ed and exported in CSV and HTML format. The former was
used to populate the interprohit annotation table of MarpoDB and the later one was used for visualisation of the
motifs at the details pages of the frontend.
In order to enable a comparative analysis between Marchantia polymorpha and other plant species, the protein
sequences were exported from MarpoDB and aligned with the Viridiplantae protein sequences, extracted from the
Uniprot database. In order to minimise the number of hits, and hence the time it would take to process a query,
only the sequences having experimental evidence for existence were used for the BLAST alignment. In total, 278,607
sequences were used for the analysis resulting in 714,814 hits that were imported into the blastphit annotation table
of MarpoDB.
Since the Tak 3.1 dataset had been already published at Phytozome, the cross-database gene identi￿ers were
added for each gene record from the Tak dataset, and stored in the dbxref annotation table with the origin ￿eld set
to “Phytozome Tak3.1”.
Alignment of the Cam dataset reads against the Tak 3.1 genome assembly[202] revealed an average of 1.48 single
nucleotide polymorphisms per 1 kb of sequence in the predicted exon regions (Table 5.1). In order to ￿nd the corres-
ponding gene pairs between the two datasets, the open reading frame sequences and the complete gene sequences of
the Cam dataset were aligned against those in the Tak dataset using the nucleotide BLAST algorithm. All alignments
with at least 99% coverage and with at least 99% identity were considered as true homologs. In cases, where a Cam
sequence had several true homologs in the Tak dataset, the one with the best score, de￿ned by a product of coverage
and identity, was chosen. In total, 11,309 out of 12,722 Cam genes have been assigned a homologous gene in the Tak
dataset, which in total contained 19,287 genes (Figure 5.5). The discrepancy in the number of genes between the two
datasets might be explained by the di￿erences in the methods for genome and transcriptome assembly, transcriptome
mapping and CDS prediction. For Cam genes with an identi￿ed homolog the corresponding Phytozome IDwas added
as an annotation record.
The MarpolBase[203] resource hosted by the Marchantia Working Group and Genome Informatics Laboratory
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Region Number
of SNPs
% of all
SNPs
Length
(bp)
% of total
length
SNPs per 1kb
Intergenic 1,010,971 82 153,390,713 68 6.59
Intragenic 224,762 18 72,370,426 32 3.11
Exons 48,423 4 32,752,581 15 1.48
Introns 176,339 14 39,617,845 18 4.45
Total 1,235,733 100 225,761,139 100 5.47
Table 5.1: Single nucleotide polymorphisms betweenCam andTak datasets. The intragenic regions correspond
to those covered by an open reading frame; the intergenic to those between the two intragenic regions. Intragenic
regions are further separated into Exons(coding) and Introns(non-coding)
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Figure 5.5: Comparative analysis of Tak and Cam datasets. A. A comparative gene sequence analysis. B. A
comparative open reading frame sequence analysis. The datasets are represented by the grey cylinders, with the
total number of sequences indicated below. The arrows denote comparison by BLAST, with the numbers showing
how many sequences from the dataset the arrow is pointing from can be found within at least one sequence in the
dataset the arrow is pointing to, with a minimal identity and coverage of 99%. Where the datasets are compared
to themselves, the number excludes matches between sequences with identical ID, and represents the amount of
duplication within the dataset. The green arrow denotes the comparison that was used for transferring annotation
from the Tak dataset to the Cam dataset.
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Name MarpoDB ID Phytozome ID Description Dataset
MpY UCCA2 mpdb.gene.8238 Mapoly0063s0040 Auxin biosynthesis Cam
MpAux/IAA mpdb.gene.52065 Mapoly0034s0017 Auxin response Tak
MpARF3 mpdb.gene.51957 Mapoly0043s0098 Auxin response factor Tak
MpEF1↵ mpdb.gene.56948 Mapoly0024s0116 Translation elongation factor EF1A Tak
Table 5.2: The list of genes used in the work presented in this thesis.
stores a database of the registered Marchantia gene names. The list of registered gene names was acquired, and the
corresponding annotation records were added to the dbxref annotation table with the origin ￿eld set to ‘MarpolBase’.
5.4 Applications
The main advantage of MarpoDB compared to alternative resources is its application programming interface (API),
which enables the batch retrieval of parts with a common functionality, and the modular nature of its stored gene
models.
For example, I used MarpoDB to create a library of proximal promoters of Marchantia transcription factors (TFs).
The protein sequences of all genes in the Tak dataset were exported and analysed using a TF prediction tool o￿ered
by the Plant Transcription Factor Database[204]. In total, 398 genes were identi￿ed as belonging to one of the 51 TF
families. The unique identi￿ers of the selected genes were used to query MarpoDB for the corresponding promoters.
The promoter sequences were then extracted, domesticated using the Recode2S tool and sent for DNA synthesis.
MarpoDBwas also used as a tool to identify genes and parts relevant to thework presented in chapter 6 (Table 5.2).
5.5 Discussion
In this chapter, a gene-centric database of the Marchantia genome was presented. The database allows one to search
and extract sequences of gene elements for use in DNA assembly. In particular, the Recode2S tool allows in silico
domestication of parts for Type IIS assembly. MarpoDB is especially e￿cient for the batch retrieval of parts and
general programmatic access through the core module. Therefore, it can be easily integrated into applications that
require access to genomic data. As well as low-level access, MarpoDB features a simpli￿ed web frontend for users
lacking a computational background.
MarpoDBwas used to create a library of synthetic transcription factor promoters, which can be fused to sequences
of ￿uorescent proteins, creating reporters for the study of their expression patterns. Together with the recordings of
the tissue expansion patterns presented in chapter 3, these expression patterns enable the observation of processes
happening at the cellular and tissue scales. An example of this approach is presented in chapter 6, where the model
of auxin-dependent growth pattern maintenance was validated using ￿uorescent markers of auxin biosynthesis and
response.
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MarpoDB provides fast access to the sequence of a particular gene part, and also allows the categorisation of
annotation data for di￿erent functional aspects of a gene, e.g., annotation about promoter regulatory elements can
be stored separately from the conserved protein motifs in the CDS. The bene￿t of this separation is that information
about the parts, both sequence and annotation, can be distributed independently of other parts of the original gene.
The MarpoDB project was released open-source under the MIT license, and was designed with expansion in
mind. New annotation tables can be added to the database schema without breaking the integrity of the data model.
Therefore, new types of annotation data can be incorporated into the database as Marchantia research progresses.
The core module has an inbuilt functionality to establish a local copy of the central MarpoDB resource, such that
potential collaborators can have unrestricted access to both the source code and the data.
Finally, MarpoDB is agnostic to the source of the input sequences, and should be considered as a novel way to
store genomic data, rather than a one-o￿ resource designed speci￿cally for Marchantia. In other words, MarpoDB’s
approach can be applied to genome and transcriptome data of any other organism in order to convert it into a gene-
centric resource.
The comparative analysis between the Cam and Tak datasets presented in this chapter opens up a discussion about
the sensitivity of the genome annotation result based on the chosen pipeline and starting material. Each step of the
pipeline – DNA/RNA sample collection, library preparation, sequencing, genome assembly, transcript mapping, CDS
prediction and annotation – has myriad approaches and implementations, which are in an active state of research.
Therefore, each step introduces an additional source of noise to the ￿nal pipeline result, i.e. annotated genome.
Each genome assembly attempt will di￿er slightly from another, and without being able to compare to the ground
truth, it is very hard to assess the quality of the ￿nal assembly. Long-read sequencing, like that o￿ered by Oxford Nan-
opore Technologies, allows long reads of DNA to be produced and so might be a signi￿cant step towards increasing
our con￿dence in the accuracy of genome assemblies [205].
A second layer of variability comes from predicting genes inside the assembled genome. A classical approach,
which featured in this chapter as well, is to map the transcript sequences to the genome assembly in an attempt
to identify the trascribed regions that contain genes. The challenge lies in the fact that due to the transcript spli-
cing, there may be several locations on the genome from where the transcript could have theoretically originated.
Furthermore, the prediction of where the coding region is inside the transcript is also ambiguous and its quality is
determinend by the information gathered from the analysis of other genomes. The simplest way to predict a coding
region without relying on any extra information is to consider all stretches of DNA sequence that start with an ATG
codon and end in one of the stop codons. Usually there are several such stretches, while only one or several of them
would actually encode a gene. However, without conducting a detailed experimental analysis, it is impossible to
know for sure which of the potential CDSs is the true one. One may include additional information, like data on
sequences of conserved protein domains, to make an educated guess regarding the accuracy of the CDS prediction.
But even in this case, the decision relies heavily on the choice of the conserved protein domain database, its version
and many choices of threshholds that would inform the binary decision. Since the collection of genomic resources is
constantly growing, in order to keep up, the annotation pipeline should be re-run with every update of the databases
used in the analysis. Although one may argue that the annotations of the genomes will eventually converge to a
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single true state, it is not clear how much time is required for this to happen.
Taking into account this inbuilt noise, the way the genome resource is built and used should be in compliance
with the biological question in mind. The approach presented in this chapter was aimed at providing a resource
for engineering new life forms and hence was biased towards collecting less data but with the higher probability
of it being true. While disregarding a lot of data that might hold valuable biological insight and form the basis for
further basic questions, MarpoDB holds a collection of building DNA blocks that have a high probability of having
the function predicted through the annotation pipeline; hence, it is more suitable for engineering purposes.
Chapter 6
Patterns of auxin production and
accumulation
6.1 Introduction
In chapter 3, the growth of Marchantia gemmae was quanti￿ed, demonstrating that cell expansion and division
rates decrease as cells progress from the apical to the central region of a gemma. In chapter 4, a mechanism that
prevents cell proliferation outside of the apical regions was proposed. Based on the observation that the cells of
surgically isolated central regions reenter a proliferative state (Section 4.3, subsection 2.1.5), it was hypothesised that
cell proliferation in the central region of the intact gemmae is repressed by an apically-produced morphogen. The
morphogen was proposed to be transported to and accumulated in the central region, while its concentration in the
apical regions remained low, allowing cell division and expansion.According to this hypothesis, upon excision of the
apical regions, the ￿ux of the morphogen was disrupted, leading to the de-repression of the proliferative state in the
isolated central region. The exogenous application of auxin was shown to prevent cell proliferation in the isolated
central regions, as well as in the cells of the intact gemmae. Therefore, it was hypothesised that auxin is playing the
role of the hypothetical proliferation-repressing morphogen.
In accordance with the postulated model, auxin should be produced in the apical regions, while accumulating
in the central region of a gemma. In order to test the model predictions, evidence about spatial patterns of auxin
biosynthesis and accumulation should be collected.
It has been demonstrated that the two-step tryptophan (TRP)-dependent auxin-biosynthesis pathway is essential
for the normal development of Marchantia, and provides a limiting source of auxin (IAA)[189]:
TRP
MpTAA! IPA MpY UCCA1!
MpY UCCA2
IAA
Two enzymes, tryptophan aminotransferase (TAA) and ￿avin monooxygenase (YUCCA) are involved in the pathway:
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TAA catalyses the transformation of TRP into Indole-3-propionic acid (IPA), while YUCCA catalyses the transform-
ation of IPA to IAA. In Marchantia, TAA is encoded by a single copy of the MpTAA gene, while YUCCA by two
MpYUCCA genes (MpYUCCA1 andMpYUCCA2). However, onlyMpYUCCA2 is expressed in the gametophyte [189] and
hence is relevant to gemma development. Therefore, by ￿nding the spatial concentration pro￿le of the YUCCA en-
zyme it is possible to estimate the pattern of auxin synthesis. One way to do this is by fusing the promoter sequence
of the MpYUCCA2 gene(proMpYUCCA2) to the coding sequence of a ￿uorescent protein. In such a way, the strength
of the ￿uorescent signal may be assumed to be proportional to the concentration of the intracellular YUCCA enzyme.
Marchantia has a simple auxin-signalling system containing a single Aux/IAA and a single TIR1/AFB gene, which
are responsible for auxin sensing, and three ARF transcription factors, responsible for the regulation of the auxin
response[133,134]. It has been demonstrated that the DII motif, responsible for auxin-sensitive degradation of Aux/IAA,
can be fused to the coding sequence of a ￿uorescent protein to create a reporter of relative auxin distribution in the
roots of Arabidopsis [206].
In this chapter, two ￿uorescent reporters, measuring auxin production and concentration by proxy, were de-
signed based on proMpYUCCA2 and the DII region of theMpIAA. Their patterns were studied in order to validate the
predictions of the proposed mechanism of auxin-regulated cell proliferation in Marchantia gemmae.
6.2 Reporter design
6.2.1 Auxin-biosynthesis reporter
The genemodel ofMpYUCCA2, extracted from theMarpoDB (Chapter 5), was used to design primers for cloningproMpYUCCA2
from theMarchantia genome: two kilobase-pair region upstream of the translation start site was PCR-ampli￿ed while
adding the ￿anking regions, required for the Loop assembly[147](Figure 6.2 A). The size of the amplicon was veri￿ed
by gel electrophoresis and cloned into the modi￿ed pUDP2 [147] level 0 vector (Subsection 2.2.1). TheproMpYUCCA2
part was used to assemble a synthetic ￿uorescent reporter by fusing it to the coding sequence of cyan ￿uorescent
protein mTurquoise2[152] (CFP) with an N7 nuclear localisation tag[154] and nosT-35ST terminator [147] (Figure 6.2 C,
section 2.2, table 2.1). The resultant proMpYUCCA2:mTurquoise2-N7-nosT-35ST reporter was assembled into a level
2 mDYUC2 construct, together with genes encoding for hygromycin resistance, membrane-localised green ￿uores-
cent protein eGFP-Lti6b[156](GFP), and nuclear-localised yellow ￿uorescent protein Venus[153] (YFP), driven by the
constitutively-expressed proMpARF3 (Subsection 2.2.2, table 2.1).
Assuming that the di￿erence in post-transcriptional regulation and degradation rates between MpYUCCA2 and
mTurquoise2 is small, and that the changes in transcriptional activity of proMpYUCCA2 are slow, the output of the
proMpYUCCA2:mTurquoise2-N7 ￿uorescent reporter is proportional to the MpYUCCA2 concentration (Model 6.1 A).
Furthermore, since the MpYUCCA2 enzyme catalyses the ￿nal step of the tryptophan-dependent auxin-biosynthesis
pathway, the signal of the ￿uorescent reporter can be used as a proxy for the rate of auxin production (Model 6.1 B).
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Model 6.1 Reporter of auxin biosynthesis
A) Proxy of MpYUCCA2 concentration
Dynamics of MpYUCCA2 concentration, y, can be modeled with the following ordinary di￿erential equation:
dy
dt
= p  dyy
where p is a promoter-dependent production rate and dy is theMpYUCCA2 degradation rate. Themodel assumes only
the transcriptional control of the gene expression, and does not take into account any post-transcriptional factors.
The solution to the above equation is
y = y⇤ +Ae dyt
where y⇤ = p/dy is a steady state concentration and Ae dyt is a dynamic term, which decays with the timescale
proportional to the degradation rate dy .
Assuming that the temporal changes in promoter activity are slow compared to the degradation rate, and that there
is no transport of MpYUCCA2 between cells, the dynamic term is negligible and thepattern of the MpYUCCA2 con-
centration is proportional to the pattern of promoter-dependent production rate, i.e.,
y ⇡ y⇤ = p
dy
By analogy, the pattern of the ￿uorescent protein concentration (f) driven by the proMpYUCCA2 is
f =
p
df
where df is a rate of ￿uorescent protein degradation. Assuming that the patterns of the degradation rates dy and
df are consistent, i.e., there exists a real constant   such that df =  dy , the concentration of the MpYUCCA2 is
proportional to the concentration of the ￿uorescent protein, and hence its ￿uorescent signal:
y =  f
B) Proxy for auxin biosynthesis
As shown in A, the signal recorded from the ￿uorescent protein driven by the proMpYUCCA2 can be assumed to
be proportional to the concentration of the MpYUCCA2 enzyme, which catalyses the ￿nal step in the tryptophan-
dependent auxin-biosynthesis pathway:
TRP
MpTAA! IPA MpY UCCA2! IAA
where TRP is tryptophan, IPA is indole-3-pyruvate, IAA is indole-3-acetic acid or auxin and MpTAA is an amino
transferase. Following Michaelis–Menten kinetics, the rate of auxin biosynthesis is proportional to the concentration
of the MpYUCCA2 enzyme, and hence the signal of the ￿uorescent protein:
di
dt
⇠ y s
s+Km
where i is concentation of auxin (IAA), s is concentration of the reaction substrate (IPA) and Km is a Michaelis
constant of the substrate.
The model does not account for variation of the tryptophan and MpTAA in the tissue, nor for the other pathways
leading to auxin biosynthesis. Therefore, the recorded signal can only be used as an approximate auxin production
rate, which might be in disagreement with the actual rate of auxin production inside a cell.
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6.2.2 Auxin-signalling reporter
An auxin-signalling reporter was built based on the previous work of ratiometric auxin sensors in Arabidopsis [206].
The sensor design relies on aDII domain of anAUX/IAA protein gene. In the presence of auxin, DII binds to TIR1/ABF,
promoting degradation of the AUX/IAA protein. By fusing the DII domain to an open reading frame of a ￿uorescent
protein, it possible to obtain a signal that is sensitive to intracellular auxin concentration.
In order to build an auxin-sensitive reporter, a DII level 0 CDS1 part (Section 2.2) was designed based on the se-
quence of theDII-containingN-terminus sequence upstreamof the ntdTomato coding sequence from the pGreenIIMRPS5A-
mDII-ntdTomato/RPS5A-DII-n3Venus plasmid[206]. The original Arabidopsis Aux/IAA DII domain was substituted by
the sequence of the DII domain of Marchanita Aux/IAA, extracted from MarpoDB (Figure 6.1 A). To allow fusion of
the DII part to a ￿uorescent protein, the coding sequence of the Venus level 0 part (Section 2.2, table 2.1) was modi-
￿ed by introducing a sequence encoding a poly-A linker at the N-terminus (Figure 6.1 A). In addition, the restriction
digestion overhangs were changed to those characteristic for the CDS2 part, as de￿ned by the assembly schema
(Section 2.2, ￿gure 2.1).
The resultant DII and VenusCDS2 parts were synthesised using the Thermo Fisher Scienti￿c GeneArt service, and
delivered in pMa vectors with an ampicillin selection marker (Figure 6.2 B). The parts were then assembled into a
￿uorescent, nuclear-localised proMpARF3:DII-VenusCDS2-N7-nosT-35ST reporter (Figure 6.2 C, section 2.2, table 2.1).
The reporter was further assembled into a level 2 mDDII construct, together with genes encoding for hygromycin
resistance, membrane-localised GFP and nuclear-localised CFP driven by the proMpARF3 (Subsection 2.2.2).
In the mDDII construct, two ￿uorescent proteins were driven by the same promoter,proMpARF3. However, only
one was tagged by the DII domain and hence expected to degrade quicker in the presence of auxin. Assuming that
the activity of the proMpARF3 is context-independent, the radio between the signals from the CFP and YFP can be
used as a proxy for auxin concentration (Model 6.2).
6.2.3 Transgenic reporter lines
ThemDYUC2 andmDDII constructs were introduced into Marchantia spores (Subsection 2.1.3) using agrobacterium-
mediated transformation (Subsection 2.1.4). The spores were grown on a selective medium that contained hyromycin.
Therefore, only the sporeling that acquired the hyromycin resistance gene during the transformation carried on
normal growth, in contrast to the untransformed sporeling that died due to a lethal concentration of hygromycin
in the media. For each line, a dozen surviving transformants with bright green ￿uorescence in the membrane were
selected using a ￿uorescent stereo microscope (Subsection 2.3.2). The selected sporelings were then rescued by being
transferred to a growth medium without the antibiotic and were grown until they started to produce gemma cups
(Subsection 2.1.2).
Individual gemmaewere picked from the gemma cups of the transgenicMarchantia plants, transferred to a growth
chamber (Subsection 2.3.1) and imaged using the laser-scanning confocal microscope for two days with a⇠ 1h time-
step (Subsection 2.3.3). Four-channel 3D images were collected for each time frame and reduced to two dimensions
using maximal projection along the z-axis. The CFP channel collected the signal from the nuclei-localised cyan
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Figure 6.1: Design of synthetic parts. A. DII tag design. B.mV enusCDS2 design. Amino acids coloured in light
grey denote conservation between theDII of the pGreenIIMRPS5A-mDII-ntdTomato/RPS5A-DII-n3V enus
and DII ofMpIAA. The dashed lines denote the substitution region. The numbers on top of the amino acid sequence
denote position in a synthetic construct; the numbers on the bottom denote the position in the MpIAA protein
sequence. Blue denotes BsaI recognition site.
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Model 6.2 Reporter of auxin signalling
A) Reporter design
DII is a protein domain of Aux/IAA responsible for auxin-dependent degradation and has been previously fused
to a ￿uorescent protein to visualise the auxin-distribution pattern in the roots of Arabidopsis [206]. A degradation
rate of a ￿uorescent protein fused to the DII should be higher in the presence of auxin. Therefore, the steady state
concentration of the ￿uorescent protein should be modulated by the intracellular auxin concentration.
Similar to Model 6.1, dynamics of the concentration of the cyan ￿uorescent protein (CFP) driven by the proMpARF3
can be described with the following ordinary di￿erential equation:
dc
dt
= p  dcc
where c is concentration of the CFP, p is proMpARF3 activity and dc is CFP degradation rate. The dynamics of the
yellow ￿uorescent protein (YFP) fused to the same promoter but tagged with the DII can be described as
dy
dt
= p  (dy + daa)y
where y is concentration of the YFP, a is the concentration of auxin, dy is the YFP degradation rate and da is an
auxin-dependent degradation coe￿cient. The steady states of the ￿uorescent protein concentrations c⇤ and y⇤ are
then
c⇤ = p/dc
y⇤ = p/(dy + daa)
B) Estimating auxin concentration
Assuming that the system transitions through a steady state, and that the recorded signal is proportional to the
concentration of the ￿uorescent proteins, the ratio between the signals is proportional to the local concentration of
auxin:
sc/sy = gc/gy(dy/dc + ada/dc)
where sc = gcc0 and sy = gyy0 are the signals of the CFP and the YFP channels ampli￿ed by a gain gc and gy
respectively. Therefore, the ratio (R) of the two signals can be used as a proxy for auxin concentration:
a = kR  b
where
k = gy/gc · dc/da
b = dy/da
R = sc/sy
The model assumes that the biological factors in￿uencing the coe￿cients k and b are spatially homogeneous across
the tissue.
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Figure 6.2: Design of auxin signalling and biosynthesis reporters. Panel A depicts PCR-ampli￿cation strategy
of the proMpYUCCA2 based on the MpYUCCA2 gene model fromMarpoDB. The thick black line denotes Marchantia
genome, yellow bar annotates the promotore region, blue bar - untraslated regions, green bar - the coding sequece,
red bar - terminator. The thin black lines denote PCR primers, containing BsaI restriction enzyme site and overhangs
for the Loop assembly. Panel B depicts DII and VeusCDS2 DNA parts synthesised via GenArt service. Panel C shows
the level 0 DNA parts in the order they been assembled into level 1 constructs; auxin biosynthesis reporter on the
top, auxin signalling reporter in the bottom.
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Model 6.3 E￿ect of auxin on auxin sensor readings
In order to con￿rm that the auxin reporter is sensitive to auxin, three gemmae of a mDDII Marchantia line were
grown on substrate supplementedwith auxinwhile the signal of the reporterwas captured by themeans of ￿uorescent
microscopy. At the same time, a control group of three gemma of the same line was grown under the same conditions,
apart from auxin supplementation.
The ￿uorescent signal from individual nuclei was collected as discribed in Algorithm IP.3 and the output of the
reporter was calculated as a ratio between cyan and yellow channels (Model 6.2).
Since the global e￿ect of auxin on the sensor output was of interest, the obtained data was averaged for each timepoint
and sample. In addition, the signal was normalised by substracting the starting (t = 0) signal for each sample
independently. This normalisation allows to remove a biase of inta-sample variability. Finally, a following linear-
regression model was ￿tted into the data:
R = b+ k1t+ k2a
whereR is a ratio between readins of a cyan and yellow channel, supposedly capturing auxin response, t is time after
treatment, a is a categorical variable, which takes value of 1 for the treated samples and 0 for the control samples.
Coe￿cients of the regression model and their p-values are summarised below:
Coe￿cient Value p-value
b  31.8 -
k1 1.33 4.3 · 10 29
k2 27.8 1.1 · 10 15
The results suggest that application of auxin has a sigini￿can e￿ect on the reporter output. The r2 for the ￿tted
model was 0.78.
￿uorescent protein; the YFP channel collected the signal from the nuclei-localised yellow ￿uorescent protein; the
membrane channel collected the signal from the membrane-localised GFP and the chlorophyll channel collected the
chlorophyl auto￿uorescence signal (Table 2.4).
The pattern of the CFP expression driven by the proMpYUCCA2 inmDYUC2 had maxima in the apical regions and
the rhizoid precursor cells of the central region (Figure 6.3). The pattern of the CFP/YFP ratio in the mDDII line had
maxima in the proximal apical region and the central region (Figure 6.4).
In order to verify that the auxin-signalling reporter was responsive to auxin, the gemmae were placed in a growth
chamber ￿lled with 100µg/L NAA and imaged for 46 hours with 1 h resolution. The signal of the reporter in
the auxin-treated gemmae (n = 3) increased signi￿cantly compared to that of the untreated gemmae (Figure 6.5,
Model 6.3).
6.3 Average patterns of auxin biosynthesis and signalling
In order to study the relationship between the tissue expansion patterns recorded in chapter 3, and the patterns of
the auxin biosynthesis and signalling, the data recorded from both studies should have been represented in the same
form. The di￿erence between the recordings of the tissue expansion and those of the nuclear signal is that the former
was sampled for each pixel of an image, while the latter contained information only within the nuclear regions. In
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Figure 6.3: Auxin-biosynthesis reporter. The images at the top of the ￿gure show inverted signal from the indi-
vidual channels within a single time frame. The central image shows a false-colour signal of the CFP channel overlaid
on top of the sum of the membrane channel and inverted chlorophyll channel. The CFP channel captured the signal
ofmTurquoise2, driven by the proMpY UCCA2, and was used as a proxy for the auxin biosynthesis rate.
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Figure 6.4: Auxin-signalling reporter. The images at the top of the ￿gure show the inverted signal from individual
channels within a single time frame. The central image shows a false-colour signal of a ratio between the CFP and YFP
channels overlaid on top of the sum of the membrane channel and inverted chlorophyll channel. The YFP channel
captures the signal from DII-mV enus driven by the proMpARF3, while the CFP channel captures the signal of
mTurquoise2 driven by the same promoter. The CFP/YFP ratio was used as a proxy for auxin signalling.
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Figure 6.5: Induction of the auxin-signalling reporter. The traces on the graph denote the mean signal of the
auxin-singalling reporter with added synthetic auxin (red) and control (green). The ￿lled regions denote the signal
range in 10%   90% quantile. The images show the signal of the reporter at 0h, 22h and 47h after removal from
the gemma cups.
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order to convert the microscopy images capturing the cell-nuclei signal into a discrete sample of observations, a
nuclear segmentation algorithm was applied (Algorithm IP.3).
Due to technical constraints, the signal from the measurement channels (CFP in mDYUC2 and YFP in mDDII )
can fall below the sensitivity range of the microscope detector. In this case, it is impossible to distinguish a nucleus
with a low signal from the absence of a nucleus in the corresponding location. In order to capture the signal from
all nuclei independent of whether or not they have a detectable signal, a nuclear detection algorithm was applied to
the reference channel produced by proMpARF3:Venus in mDYUC2 or proMpARF3:mTurquoise2. The broad expression
pattern of proMpARF3 ensured that the locations of most of the nuclei in the picture were detected. By sampling the
measurement channel in the detected nuclei locations, it was possible to record data points even in cases where the
measurement signal was below the detection limit (Subsection 2.4.2:Algorithm IP.3, Figure 6.6).
As a result of nuclear segmentation, each nucleus was represented as a single datapoint containing information
about the time since removal from the parent gemma cup, sample index, position relative to the image frame and
average-per-nucleus intensity of the signals in the YFP and CFP channels. As discussed in the subsections 6.2.1 and
6.2.2, the intensity of the CFP channel in mDYUC2 was used as a proxy for auxin biosynthesis, while the ratio of the
CFP to YFP channels in mDDII was used as a proxy for auxin signalling.
The normalisation routine, previously applied to spatiotemporal data of relative tissue expansion rates in sec-
tion 3.4, was applied to the collected nuclear expression data from n = 6 gemmae samples for both mDYUC2 and
mDDII lines. In short, , the coordinates of the extracted nuclear regions were transformed relative to the position of
the closest apical notch and normalised by the gemma size (Subsection 2.4.2: IP.5). For this purpose, the position of
the apical notches was tracked using an image-registration algorithm (Subsection 2.4.2: IP.2, section 3.4, model 3.2).
The data were then averaged (n = 6) across all samples (n = 6) and time frames (n = 35) of the same line,
mDYUC2 or mDDII ( Section 3.4, Subsection 2.4.1) and minmax normalised, i.e.:
yi =
xi  minX
maxX  minX ,xi ⇢ X
whereX is a set of all observations of a particular property, and yi is a normalised value. For example, a normal-
ised auxin signalling value of 1 corresponds to the maximal recorded value, while value 0 corresponds to the minimal
recorded value.
By applying this normalisation, the tissue expansion rate pattern and patterns of auxin signalling and biosynthesis
may be compared despite being recorded from di￿erent gemma samples (Figure 6.7).
According to the collected pattern, auxin signalling was predominant in the central region with rn > 0.25,
where the rn value corresponds to the distance to the closest apical notch, normalised by the distance between the
two apical notches. It was in negative correlation with the tissue expansion rate (Figure 6.8Perason coe￿cient 0.85,
p-value 1.21 ⇥ 10 22). In addition, the reporter suggested elevated auxin signalling in the proximal apical region
with rn < 0.1.
The auxin biosynthesis pattern, on the contrary, was prevalent in the apical regions with rn < 0.25, and was
also in negative correlation with auxin signalling rates (Pearson coe￿cient  0.69, p-value 3.24 ⇥ 10 12). Sample
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Reference Mask
Signal Reconstruction
A B
C DND
Figure 6.6: Extraction of nuclear signal. A. An inverted signal from the reference channel (proMpARF3 ::
mTurquoise2   N7) in mDYUC2 gemma. B. Result of the nuclei detection algorithm. The regions containing
the nuclei are labeled in red. The centres of the black circles denote locations of the nuclei centroids, while their
radii are equal to twice the estimated nuclei radii. C. An inverted signal of the measurement channel (black) and
locations of the detected nuclei (pink). ND denotes examples of the nuclei that would not have been detected if
measurement signal was used for the nuclei detection. D. Example of the reconstructed signal, where each detected
nucleus is represented by a circle with the estimated radius and colour representing the corresponding signal from
the measurement channel.
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Figure 6.7: Average patterns of estimated auxin biosynthesis and signalling. A. Visualisation of the average
normalised patterns in relation to the closest apical notch (AN). The rnvalues denote distance from the closest apical
notch, normalised by the distance between the two apical notches of a gemma. Signal is normalised by the highest
value recorded. B. Overlay of the normalised patterns, highlighting the relationship between the relative tissue
expansion rates, rates of auxin biosynthesis and rates of auxin signalling. The traces of the graph denote the mean
values. The shaded regions denote 95% con￿dence interval of the mean estimation, i.e. mean ±1.96 SE, where SE
is a standard error. The vertical dashed lines correspond to the borders of the proximal apical region (rn < 0.1) and
apical region proper (rn < 0.25).
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Figure 6.8: Correlation between growth parameters. Auxin signalling versus auxin synthesis in A, auxin sig-
nalling versus relative tissue expansion rate in B.
variability of the signal is captured in ￿gure 6.9 for auxin biosynthesis reporter and ￿gure 6.11 for auxin signalling
reporter. The time variability if the signal is captured in ￿gure 6.10 for auxin biosynthesis reporter and ￿gure 6.12
for auxin signalling reporter.
6.4 Reestablishment of auxin signalling and biosynthesis in the isolated
central region
In order to study the signal of the reporters under conditions of the surgical assay (Chapter 4), the apical regions
were excised from the mDYUC2 and mDDII gemmae (n = 2), placed into a growth chamber and imaged for two
days. The readings of the auxin-signalling reporter dropped during the ￿rst stage of the regeneration (day 0 – day 1),
coinciding with active cell proliferation (Figure 6.13). At the second stage of the regeneration, the signal recovered in
most of the cells to levels comparable to those at day 0 after the surgery, but remained signi￿cantly lower in the apical
precursor regions (5.13 rel.u vs 5.78 rel.u p-value < 0.01). The signal from the auxin biosynthesis reporter, on the
contrary, increased constitutively during the ￿rst stage of the regeneration, while localising to the apical precursor
regions during the second stage of the regeneration (Figure 6.14).
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Figure 6.9: Average auxin biosynthesis reporter signal per sample. A.Normalised patterns of auxin biosynthesis
signal averaged over all 35 time frames for each of the six gemma samples. The circles represent rn = 0.1,rn = 0.25
and rn = 0.5. Each diagram represents a cumulative data from both of the gemma notches. The numbers in the
bottom right corner represent gemma index. B. Average signal for each gemma. Grey circles represent average
signal per time frame, red stars denote the average signal across all time frames.
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Figure 6.10: Average auxin biosynthesis reporter signal per time frame. A. Normalised patterns of auxin
biosynthesis reporter signal averaged over all gemma samples for each of the time frame. The circles represent
rn = 0.25 and rn = 0.5. Each diagram represents a cumulative data from both of the gemma notches. B. Average
signal for each time frame. Grey traces represent signals for each of the individual gemma samples, red trace is the
average across all samples.
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Figure 6.11: Average auxin signalling reporter signal per sample. A. Normalised patterns of auxin signalling
signal averaged over all 35 time frames for each of the six gemma samples. The circles represent rn = 0.1,rn = 0.25
and rn = 0.5. Each diagram represents a cumulative data from both of the gemma notches. The numbers in the
bottom right corner represent gemma index. B. Average signal for each gemma. Grey circles represent average
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Figure 6.12: Average auxin signalling reporter signal per time frame. A.Normalised patterns of auxin signalling
reporter signal averaged over all gemma samples for each of the time frame. The circles represent rn = 0.25 and
rn = 0.5. Each diagram represents a cumulative data from both of the gemma notches. B. Average signal for each
time frame. Grey traces represent signals for each of the individual gemma samples, red trace is the average across
all samples.
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Figure 6.13: Reestablishment of the auxin-signalling pattern. Reconstructed nuclear signal of the auxin-
signalling reporter overlaid on the inverted signal from the membrane channel of the two excised central regions
frommDDII . The dashed green lines denote the borders of the apical precursor regions.
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Figure 6.14: Reestablishment of the auxin-biosynthesis pattern. Pseudo-colour signal from the CFP channel
of the mDY UC2 line overlaid on the sum of the membrane channel and the inverted mask channel of the excised
central regions.
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6.5 Continuous model of auxin transport
According to the collected patterns of auxin reporters, cells in the apical regions were estimated to have high rates
of auxin production, while cells of the central region were estimated to have high rates of auxin signalling. In other
words, both auxin biosynthesis and tissue expansion rates were in negative correlation to auxin signalling. The
negative correlation between auxin signalling and auxin biosynthesis were also observed in the regenerating cells of
the isolated central regions.
These observations support the transport model established in chapter 4: high levels of auxin production in the
apical regions, predicted by the model, were con￿rmed by the pattern of the auxin biosynthesis reporter, while the
predicted accumulation of auxin in the central region was supported by the pattern of the auxin-signalling reporter.
In addition, the model predicted that the cell proliferation in the isolated central regions was caused by the disturbed
auxin in￿ux and resultant drop of auxin concentration. This prediction was supported by the drop in intensity of the
auxin-signalling reporter in the isolated central regions one day after the surgery.
In order to visualise the dynamics of the proposed auxin transport mechanism, a mathematical source–sink
model was developed based on the results of chapters 3, 4 and 6 (Model 6.4). The model was composed of a pair
of reaction–di￿usion equations describing the transport mechanism of auxin in the tissue. As in the source–sink
model in chapter 4, auxin existed in two phases: intracellular, with concentration ci, and extracellular, with concen-
tration ce. The production and degradation of auxin were allowed only for the intracellular phase, while its di￿usion
only for the extracellular phase. The conversion between the phases was allowed to happen through import and
export processes, mimicking the action of the auxin in￿ux and e￿ux transporters [207,208]. Following the assumptions
of the proposed mechanism and observations of the gemmae development, the parameters of the model depended
on the proximity to the apical notches. In order to establish this dependence, a concept of a tissue state was intro-
duced. It took values from 0 to 1, where 0 denoted ideal sink tissue, while 1 ideal source. The notch-centred gaussian
shape of the state function was chosen to represent the gradual transition from the apical region (source) to the
central region (sink), in agreement with the readings of the auxin-biosynthesis reporter (Figure 6.15A, ￿gure 6.7 A).
The parameters of the model were proportional to the value of the state function, with a positive proportionality
constant for production and export rates, and a negative proportionality constant for import and degradation rates
(Figure 6.15B). Therefore, the apical regions were predominantly producing and exporting auxin, while the central
region was predominantly importing and degrading it.
The reaction–di￿usion equations were solved on a three-dimensional mesh, which resembles the shape of a
gemma. The parameters of the model were chosen semi-arbitrarily: auxin degradation rate (d) was chosen to be
much smaller than the auxin export rate (ke) so that the auxin accumulation happened in the sink, based on the
analysis of the source–sink model in chapter 4. The auxin import rate (ki) was chosen to be the same as the auxin
export rate. The auxin di￿usion and production rates were chosen empirically to ensure stable simulation under the
chosen time-step. The simulation was run for 400 arbitrary time units, starting with a homogeneous initial condition
ci = ce = 0 (Figure 6.15 C). In the ￿rst 200 time units, the intracellular auxin concentration pro￿le was established,
transitioning from intracellular accumulation in the apical regions at t = 70, through equilibration between the apical
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Model 6.4 Continuous model of auxin transport
p · s d · (1-s)
ke · s
D
[ce]
[ci]
ki · (1-s)
∅ ∅
Description
Themodel describes the source–sink transport of auxin in plant tissue. The tissue is represented as a cellular material,
where intracellular and extracellular spaces are separated by a membrane that constrains passive transport of auxin
from one cell to another. Therefore in the model, auxin exists in two phases: intracellular, with concentration ci(x),
and extracellular, with concentration ce(x). Auxin is produced and degraded only in the intracellular space, while
its transport by di￿usion only happens in the extracellular space. Auxin can transition from the intracellular space
to the extracellular space, and vice versa, through the export and import processes.
The source–sink relationship is established by state function s(x)with a range [0, 1], where 0 corresponds to a perfect
sink, while 1 to a perfect source. Production and export of auxin are set to be predominant in the source tissue with
the rates equal to ps and kes, where p and ke are maximal production and export rates. On the contrary, import and
degradation are set to be predominant in the sink tissue with rates ki(1 s) and d(1 s), where ki and d are maximal
import and degradation rates. The complete model is captured by the following set of equations:(
dci(x)
dt = ps(x)  s(x)keci(x) + (1  s(x))kice(x)  (1  s(x))dci(x)
dce(x)
dt = D
d2ce(x)
dx2 ce + s(x)keci(x)  (1  s(x))kice(x)
where D is a di￿usion coe￿cient.
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Figure 6.15: Simulation of the auxin transport model. A. The state function s(x), marking the apical fate, was
prescribed on a three-dimensional mesh that resembled the shape of a young gemma. For simulating the surgical
assay, the domain of the mesh marked by the dashed lines was extracted, and a state function that mimicked the
apical region precursors was prescribed. B. Schematic representation of the model. The parameters of the production,
degradation, import and export were scaled by the value of the state function. Production and export (red arrows)
were predominant in the apical region (high state function values), while import and degradation (green arrows)
were predominant in the central region (low state function values). Dashed line denotes di￿usion in the intracellular
space. C. Extracts of the simulation frames, capturing the dynamics of the intracellular morphogen concentration.
The graphs show a line pro￿le of the concentration through a mid-section of the mesh. *At time t = 200 the
apical regions of the mesh were deleted, simulating the surgical assay. **At time t = 300 the state function was
changed, simulating the reestablishment of the apical regions. The simulation was runwith the following parameters:
D = 1.0, p = 0.05, ke = 0.5, ki = 0.5, d = 0.05. In total, the simulation was run for 4000 iterations with a time
step  t = 0.1.
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and the central region at t = 125 to accumulation in the central region at t = 200. The pattern was in agreement
with the readings of the auxin-signalling reporter, apart from the recorded accumulation of auxin in the proximal
apical region.
In the second stage of the simulation, the central region of the mesh was extracted, mimicking the surgical
assay. The concentration of the intracellular auxin dropped to levels comparable to those in the apical regions at
the earlier stages of the simulation by t = 300, thus recapitulating the recorded decrease of auxin signalling in the
isolated central region during the ￿rst stage of regeneration (Figure 6.13: Stage 1). At t = 300 a new state function
was prescribed on the isolated mesh fragment, simulating the emergence of the apical region precursors and the
localisation of proMpYUCCA2 activity (Figure 6.14: Stage 2). The simulation continued by reestablishing the border
between the apical regions (low ci) and the central regions (high ci) by t = 400, in agreement with the experimental
observations in the second stage of the regeneration (Figure 6.13: Stage 2).
6.6 Discussion
In this chapter, two DNA constructs mDYUC2 and mDDII, featuring ￿uorescent reporters of auxin biosynthesis and
auxin signalling, were introduced into the Marchantia genome. Six gemmae of each line were placed inside a growth
chamber and imaged for two days with ⇠ 1h interval recording signals from the ￿uorescent reporters, along with
chlorophyll auto￿uorescence and signal from the membrane-localised ￿uorescent protein. The nuclear-localised
signal was sampled using a nuclear detection algorithm. The coordinates of the sample points were transformed
relative to the position of the closest apical notch and normalised by the distance between the two notches. Finally,
the spatial distribution of signal from the six gemmae for each line was averaged and compared to the pattern of tissue
expansion recorded in chapter 3. In addition, the patterns of the reporters of auxin biosynthesis and signalling were
studied in relation to the patterns of cell proliferation in the isolated central regions. The results of the estimation
con￿rmed the hypothesis of the auxin transport mechanism established earlier in chapter 4.
The major ￿ndings of this thesis were summarised in a simulation of a computational model, capturing the
proposed transport mechanism of auxin in Marchantia gemma. The model demonstrated that the mechanism can
explain the maintenance of the border between the apical and the central regions. By no means does the model
capture the complete system that controls tissue expansion in Marchantia gemmae. As discussed in section 1.2, the
control of morphogenesis spans several levels of scale: from molecular processes inside the cells to physical aspects
at the level of cells and further to the transport events at the level of the whole organism. The model presented
in this thesis does not account for intracellular processes regulating cell expansion, e￿ects of other morphogens or
physiological aspects of tissue expansion, e.g. water and sugar transport. This model is only valid in the context of
the experiments presented in chapters 3, 4 and 6.
Although the ￿uorescent reporters supported the model of auxin transport mechanism, their readings should
not be taken as true representation of auxin concentration or auxin production rates. For example, the validity of
the auxin synthesis rate measurement relies on the assumption that the transport of the ￿uorescent protein and
its transcript is similar to that of MpYUCCA2. Furthermore, introduction of the additional copy of the promoter
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proMpYUCCA2 creates a competition for the transcription-regulation machinery of the original promoter down-
stream of theMpYUCCA2 coding sequence. This fact might produce an e￿ect on the totalMpYUCCA2 concentration
in the cell, and hence the normal rate of auxin synthesis. Therefore, the introduction of a ￿uorescent reporter to
measure a particular biological signal inevitably introduces biases to the signal being measured.
The linear model explained well the correlations between the measured signals of auxin concentration and tissue
expansion, and the signals of auxin concentration and auxin biosynthesis. However, it might not represent the
actual biological correlation and causation between the signals. In general, the transfer function between two causal
processes caused by ligand binding can be modelled by a sigmoid Hill function[209]. Therefore, the ￿xed di￿erence
in YUCCA2 concentration between two cells might produce a biologically high di￿erence in auxin synthesis or no
di￿erence at all, depending on the nominal YUCCA2 concentration.
In addition to the above concerns, the validity of the auxin concentration measurement relied on the assump-
tion that the DII-enabled degradation of the ￿uorescent protein was homogeneous across the tissue. For example,
non-homogeneous distribution of the TIR1/AFB protein, which is responsible for the degradation of the DII-tagged
proteins, could have introduced artefacts into the readings.
Furthermore, in the model, the establishment of the border between the central and the apical regions relied on
the manual speci￿cation of the state function that determined the fate of the cells in the virtual gemmae.
In order to increase the con￿dence of the auxin biosynthesis pattern, the expression patterns of genes encoding
other enzymes of auxin biosynthesis pathways should be collected. To increase the con￿dence of the auxin-signalling
pattern, the assumption about the homogeneous distribution of other enzymes involved in auxin-sensitive degrada-
tion should be veri￿ed. .
Another advancement to the model can be achieved by introducing the e￿ects of other morphogens on tissue
expansion and/or regulation of auxin transport. As mentioned in the discussion section of chapter 4, including
cytokinin (antagonist of auxin) into the model of Marchantia growth is a next logical step. An attractive model to
test would include the concentration-dependent production of auxin and cytokinin, similar to Turing’s models of
morphogenesis [43].
Chapter 7
Discussion and Conclusions
7.1 Summary of results
Thework presented in this thesis followed the line of research conducted by several previous members of the Haselo￿
Lab who worked towards a common goal of being able to manipulate the development of plants. Fernan Federici and
Lionel Dupuy provided insights into the hormonal regulation of cell division and introduced an in planta cytometry
method[112] for the simultaneous recording of the physical and genetic properties of plant cells. Nuri Purswani
introduced and characterised Marchantia as a model system for studying morphogenesis, and proposed using image
registration for measuring tissue strain[130]. Bernardo Pollak developed frameworks for reprogramming Marchantia
on the genetic level as well as introducing design standards for ￿uorescent constructs and the image-processing of
their signals in Marchantia [131].
The main contribution of this dissertation is the advancement and standardisation of the methods for the time-
lapse imaging of Marchantia gemmae; development of the image-processing algorithms for extracting the mean
pattern of relative tissue expansion and signals of the ￿uorescent markers; development of a novel data model for
representing genomic information; introduction of a surgical assay for accessible observation of cell proliferation
and di￿erentiation; and proposition of the mechanism of auxin-regulated cell proliferation in Marchantia.
7.1.1 Genome representation for synthetic biology
Since the engineering of biological organisms happens at the gene level, the future of programmable biology relies
on the ability to organise genomic data in a way that facilitates the fast prototyping and assembly of synthetic DNA
constructs.
MarpoDB, introduced in chapter 5, is a genomic resource with a unique data model that is ready for downstream
synthetic biology applications.MarpoDB represents the Marchantia genome as a registry of functional elements,
similar to the Registry of Standard Biological parts [210,211], and allows for fast access to the Marchantia genetic parts.
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Each gene in MarpoDB is presented as if it was arti￿cially assembled from functional gene elements. An integrated
sequence domestication tool, Recode2s [200], aids in preparing the Marchantia parts for use in Type IIS DNA assembly
systems, in particular, the Loop assembly[147]. The modular gene model together with the tools available at the web
interface allow sequences of functional Marchantia DNA elements to be extracted with a few clicks of a mouse.
In addition, MarpoDB in written in Python and is released open-source. This allows for and encourages the
development of third-party integrations, e.g. for
high-throughput construct design, batch extraction of promoter sequences, analysis of the annotation data and
multi-scale computational models of Marchantia development.
Similarly, the bioinformatics pipeline that allowed the conversion of raw genomic and transcriptomic sequencing
data into a collection of modular genes is distributed along with MarpoDB. This pipeline can be used to transform
the genomic data of any other plant genome into a MarpoDB-like resource. By doing so, the plant synthetic bio-
logy community can establish a standard way to represent plant genomes and corresponding genetic parts, thereby
promoting the exchange of knowledge and accessibility for comparative plant genome studies.
7.1.2 Methods for recording development of a gemma
Making links between tissue kinematics, cellular processes and genetic dynamics requires the collection of micro-
scopic observations. Marchantia gemmae are an attractive target for this purpose: they are small in size and resilient
to environmental conditions, and their development can be studied with cellular resolution using a low-power air
objective. Growing plants directly under a microscope allows a reduction in time-step between consecutive time
frames to minutes and the collection of data with high temporal resolution, making it possible to capture ￿ne details
of tissue movement.
In order to image Marchantia gemmae continuously for up to four days under a microscope, a 3D-printable
growth chamber was designed (Subsection 2.3.1). The chamber is small in size, and can be adhered to a standard
25⇥ 75mm microscope slide. It can hold up to 24 gemmae in the individual wells, allowing for separate treatment
conditions. The chamber is designed to be sealed by a coverslip, which prevents the evaporation of the solid media
inside. Preventing the media from evaporating is highly bene￿cial for obtaining time-lapse recordings; as media
evaporates, its volume decreases, causing any sample that is placed on top of it to shift downwards and out from
the imaging plane. An alternative approach is to trap a sample in-between the microscopy slide and the coverglass
in a drop of liquid media. If the coverglass is sealed, this approach provides a very stable setup with virtually zero
sample drift, however, the conditions of the gemma sample in this case are extremely unnatural, i.e. being submerged
in liquid and under dorsal-ventral stress exposed by the coverglass. The design of the 3D-printable growth chamber
presented in this thesis solves the problem of surface drift while maintaining the gemma in less unnatural conditions
and, more importantly, creates a standardised and reproducible micro-environment for the observation of gemmae
development.
In chapters 3 and 6, ￿uorescent reporters along with imaging and image-processing methods were developed.
Thesemethods allowed both the tissue kinetics and the dynamics of the gene expression to be tracked simultaneously.
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An image-registration-based pipeline, introduced in the earlier work[130], was advanced to enable the estimation
of tissue expansion of Marchantia gemmae with sub-cellular resolution using the signal of a membrane-localised
￿uorescent protein (Chapter 3). The same image registration technique was applied to track the positions of the
apical notches, which was an enabling step for the downstream normalisation and averaging of the spatial patterns
of tissue expansion and ￿uorescent-construct output (Section 3.4). The normalised and averaged spatial patterns
allow one to account for the natural variation in gemma size and enable the study of correlations between signals
obtained from di￿erent Marchantia lines.
The strategy for recording the expression pattern of the MpYUCCA2 gene, introduced in chapter 6, can be applied
to the study of expression patterns for any other Marchantia gene. The promoter regions of Marchantia genes can
be extracted from MarpoDB or alternative genomic resources and assembled into a ￿uorescent construct upstream
of the coding region of a ￿uorescent protein. When introduced to Marchantia, these constructs would create a
￿uorescent signal proportional to the activity of the cloned promoter. These ￿uorescent reporters combined with
confocal microscopy allow the pattern of gene expression to be recorded with high spatial resolution (< 1µm) of
cellular signals.
The image processing pipeline introduced in this thesis provides a standard for measuring the expression patterns
in Marchantia gemmae independent of their overall geometry. The bene￿t of the normalisation procedure is that the
patterns of expression from di￿erent experiments can be compared directly; the measurements of the gene expression
patterns can be conducted by introducing one ￿uorescent reporter at a time, and data from experiments separated
by both time and space can be analysed in relation to each other. This standard has the potential to play a critical
role in the way biological ￿ndings are shared and combined between people working on Marchantia in di￿erent labs
across the world.
7.1.3 Role of auxin in gemma development
The methods and tools developed in this thesis were used to study the role of phytohormone auxin in controlling
cell proliferation in Marchantia gemmae. In chapter 3, the imaging and image-processing pipeline was applied to
record patterns of relative tissue expansion from a sample of gemmae for the ￿rst two days of development. As a
result of the quanti￿cation, two cell-fate-speci￿c regions of a gemma were observed: the apical regions, where cells
proliferate, and the di￿erentiated central region, where cells are in a non-mitotic state and do not expand.
In chapter 4, gemmaewere surgically separated into central and apical regions, and their development was studied
in isolation from each other. After the surgical isolation, the cells of the central regions re-entered the cell cycle and
formed new apical regions. This observation led to a hypothesis that a hypothetical morphogen, synthesised in the
apical regions, is transported and accumulated in the central regions of a gemma, where it represses the proliferation
of cells. Upon excision of the apical regions, the ￿ow of the morphogen into the central region is disrupted and the
cells of the central region enter proliferation fate.
The application of the exogenous auxin suppressed the proliferation of cells in the isolated central regions, as
well as the cells in both the apical and the central regions in the intact gemmae. This led to the conclusion that auxin
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might play a role the hypothetical proliferation-repressing morphogen.
In order to support this conclusion, the approximate patterns of auxin concentration and biosynthesis rate were
collected chapter 6 by the means of the two ￿uorescent reporters
The ￿rst ￿uorescent reporter captured the expression pattern of the MpYUCCA2 gene, encoding an enzyme
that catalyses the ￿nal step in auxin biosynthesis. The second contained a ￿uorescent protein fused with the auxin-
sensitive DII domain of the MpAux/IAA gene. The reporters were introduced into the Marchantia genome, producing
two separate transgenic lines. Six gemmae of each transgenic line were imaged for two days, and the average spatial
pattern of ￿uorescent-reporter expression was calculated. Based on the mathematical models of protein dynamics,
the signal from the ￿rst reporter was assumed to be proportional to the rate of auxin biosynthesis, the second to the
cytosolic auxin concentration. The collected observations supplied evidence of high levels of auxin biosynthesis in the
apical regions, and elevated levels of auxin signalling in the central region. Furthermore, the expression of the auxin-
signalling reporter dropped in the isolated central regions, coinciding with the active cell proliferation, and further
reestablished high expression outside of the newly-formed apical regions. On the contrary, the expression of the
auxin-biosynthesis reporter in the isolated central regions increased during the ￿rst day following the surgery, and
later localised to the newly-formed apical regions, thus phenocopying the expression pattern in the intact gemmae.
These observations led to the formulation of the following model of auxin-controlled cell proliferation. Auxin
plays the role of the inhibitor of cell proliferation in Marchantia. It is produced in the apical regions before being
transported to and accumulated in the central region. The proliferation of cells is inhibited in the central region due
to the high concentration of auxin, while the low concentration of auxin in the apical regions allows cell division
and expansion. Upon excision of the apical regions, the in￿ux of the auxin is disrupted, leading to a drop in auxin
concentration in the cells of the central region and their re-entry into the cell cycle. A negative feedback of auxin on
its own biosynthesis induces the production of auxin in the cells of the isolated central region and the establishment
of new apical regions.
This model was summarised and visualised by means of computer simulation. An implication of this model
suggests that auxin plays a major role in controlling cell proliferation in Marchantia. Therefore, auxin transport is
an attractive system for the purpose of engineering the shape of Marchantia.
7.2 Future work
7.2.1 Model development
The research performed in this thesis laid out a model for the auxin-dependent regulation of Marchantia tissue
expansion rates. As discussed in chapter 6, the model suggests that the repression of tissue expansion happens
in areas of auxin accumulation. The signi￿cance of this model from the perspective of the engineering of plant
morphogenesis is that it enables auxin to be used as a means for establishing novel patterns of Marchantia tissue
growth. In order to proceed with this line of research, one has to understand howMarchantia regulates the formation
of auxin sources and sinks, i.e. how the regulation of auxin transport works. An attractive explanation, supported
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by earlier experiments and used as a foundation for many auxin transport models [212], is that auxin forms a feedback
loop on its own transport.
For example, it has been previously demonstrated that the activity of the YUC gene is transcriptionally down-
regulated upon external application of auxin in Arabidopsis [61] as well as other species, including Marchantia [62]. The
negative correlation of the proMpYUCCA2 reporter signal with the signal of the auxin-signalling reporter, demon-
strated in chapter 6, also supports the existence of the negative feedback auxin has on its own production.
It has also been previously shown that intracellular auxin inhibits endosomal compartmentalisation of the auxin
e￿ux protein PIN1 in Arabidopsis, promoting the localisation of the PIN1 at the plasmamembrane and increasing the
rate of auxin export [54]. Polarisation of the PIN1 proteins at the plasma membrane is attributed as a key mechanism
behind auxin pattern establishment, and therefore control of developmental processes. Development and analysis
of the auxin transport models where production and export rates depend on auxin concentration will provide new
insights into how auxin transport might be regulated, and hence what would be the best strategy to rewire and exploit
it for the formation of novel auxin source and sink patterns.
The computational models of auxin transport should be implemented on growing domains, where the expansion
rate is governed by the concentration of auxin. Not only will this allow the e￿ects of auxin on tissue expansion to
be better visualised, it would also add additional terms to the transport model, namely the dilution of auxin due to
tissue expansion and the advection of auxin due to tissue movement.Experimental methods
The range of methods for measuring transport of auxin inMarchantia gemmae should be expanded in order to test
themathematical models. The ￿uorescent reporters, based on the promoter fusion strategy, should be designed for the
auxin exporters (PINs) and auxin importers (LAX). Alternative methods for recording patterns of auxin concentration
should also be developed in Marchantia. Fluorescent reporters based on synthetic DR5[213] and DR5v2[214] promoters,
containing several auxin-response-factor-binding motifs, are a popular choice for measuring auxin signalling. A
DR5v2::Venus-containing construct was constructed using Loop assembly as part of the work presented in this thesis,
and introduced into Marchantia spores together with a hygromycin resistance gene. The growth of the sporelings
on the selective media indicated a successful integration of the construct into the Marchantia genome, however, no
￿uorescent signal was observed in the selected plants up to the mature stage⇠ 2 3weeks after the transformation.
The lack of observed ￿uorescent signal might be explained by the fact that the auxin-transcription-binding motifs
employed in DR5v2 were based on the crystal structure of the Arabidopsis ARF5 protein. These binding motifs might
not be compatible with Marchantia ARFs. Hence, an alternative synthetic promoter contacting Marchantia-speci￿c
ARF-binding motifs might be explored.
Similarly, the lack of ￿uorescent signal was noted in lines containing proMpPIN1:mVenus and proMpPIN1:MpPIN1-
mVenus with sequence of proMpPIN1 obtained as a 3kb region upstream of the MpPIN1 transcription start site. The
lack of ￿uorescent signals observed from these constructs may be explained by low activity among the promoters
or insu￿cient promoter length. To address the latter possibility, a ￿uorescent reporter using a longer extract of the
MpPIN1 promoter might be used.
In chapter 6, the promoter of the MpYUCCA2 gene was used to build a ￿uorescent reporter, providing a proxy
signal for auxin biosynthesis. A similar approach could be applied to study the expression patterns of other genes in
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the Marchantia genome related to the regulation of tissue expansion in Marchantia. For example, expression patterns
of aquaporins, cellulose syntheses and expansins can be used to draw further conclusions about auxin transport and
the cellular processes connected with water transport and cell-wall remodelling.
Inferring correlations between these signals still would not be su￿cient to conclude that auxin is causally re-
sponsible for the regulation of tissue expansion. To gain strong evidence about such causality one would have to
demonstrate the link between changes in auxin concentration and the resultant tissue expansion rate at the level of
single cells. One experimental technique that would allow such a demonstration relies on inducible promoters. For
example, a ￿uorescent reporter based on an endogenous Marchantia promoter proMpHSP17.8A1 has been shown
to produce a signal in response to a mild heat-shock of 37˚ [146]. It has been demonstrated that the induction of the
promoter can be achieved with a cellular resolution by heating individual cells with an infrared laser. The later de-
velopment of the heat-induction system in Marchantia showed that by fusing a glucocorticoid receptor (GR domain)
to a ￿uorescent protein under the control of proMpHSP17.8A1 it is possible to achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio
during combined dexamethasone and laser-heating treatment[131]. In addition, it was shown that this system can
be activated by heat generated by the laser of a confocal microscope, thus allowing induction between the image
acquisition cycles [131]. By introducing proMpHSP17.8A1:MpYUCCA2-GR together with the ￿uorescent reporters of
auxin signalling and hypothetical downstream targets of auxin, one would be able to record causal links between the
increase of auxin concentration and auxin response. Similar strategy might be employed to create a heat-inducible
auxin degradation construct based on the bacterial auxin conjugation enzyme iaaL [215], which is capable of deactiv-
ating auxin molecules by binding them to lysine.
Complementary approaches can be employed to identify the links between a cell’s epigenetic state and its func-
tion. For example, single-cell RNA sequencing (SCS) has been tested in Marchantia gemmae as part of the work
presented in this thesis, showing the segregation of cells by their epigenetic state (Figure 7.1). However, the link
between the cell clusters, identi￿ed in the SCS experiment, and actual cell types is yet to be determined.
The annotation data stored inMarpoDB can provide additional insight into the functional segregation ofMarchantia
cells. For example, Gene Ontology (GO) annotations were extracted from MarpoDB for each gene and recorded in an
annotation matrix, where each row corresponded to an individual gene and each column to a single GO term (Figure
7.1 B). The elements of the matrix were assigned to 1 if the gene contained the corresponding GO annotation, and
0 otherwise. The multiplication of the single-cell matrix with the gene expression data by the annotation matrix
resulted in a functional single-cell matrix the elements of which summarise the number of sequencing reads that
support a corresponding cellular function (Figure 7.1 C). Analysis of the matrix produced addition insight into the
organisation of the SCS data, which could be used for the identi￿cation of cell types in Marchantia (Figure 7.1 D).
7.3 General discussion
The work presented in this thesis covered a broad range of topics united under a general ￿ag of engineering morpho-
genesis. The breadth of this work is justi￿ed by that of the various scienti￿c disciplines and tools required to address
plant morphogenesis. The ability to ￿nd a solution to the problem relies on knowledge from physical disciplines
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Figure 7.1: Summary of the single-cell RNA-sequencing data. A.Visualisation of the single-cell RNA-sequencing
data. B. Visualisation of the gene clustering by biological function. C. Visualisation of the cell clustering by biological
function. D. Projection of the biological function clusters on the single-cell RNA-sequencing data. One of the top 5
representative Gene Ontology terms for each cluster is shown on the right. The pairs of the square brackets corres-
pond to the matrices, left to right: single-cell data (number of unique mRNA molecules in each cell), gene annotation
data (presence of the corresponding Gene Ontology term for each gene), functional single-cell data (weighted sum-
mary of the Gene Ontology terms for each cell). The axes of the scatter plots correspond to the ￿rst two components
of the uniform manifold approximation and projection[216] (U) of the given matrices. Each dot corresponds to the
individual cell in the single-cell and functional single-cell data, or individual gene in the annotation data. Dots of the
same colour belong to the same cluster, identi￿ed using the Louvain method (L) [217] .
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like ￿uid dynamics and morphoelasticity, and biological disciplines like plant physiology and cell biology as well as
myriad practical skills encompassingmolecular biology, microscopy, image processing and computational simulation.
Although some ￿nd it more appealing to research a particular topic in-depth rather than in-breadth, the broad
multidisciplinary approach allows knowledge from multiple ￿elds to be brought together into a united view of the
problem. Therefore, arguably the greatest value of this work is not in the main results outlined in the previous
section, but rather in illustrating an approach that might be taken when addressing the expansiveness of the problem
of engineering morphogenesis.
Following this principle, the approach taken in this thesis was aimed at gaining general biological and physical
intuition about the regulation of Marchantia gemmae growth rather than going deeply into the ￿ne details of the
underlying biological processes. Throughout the whole work, priority was given to practicality and transparency
rather than comprehensiveness. For example, during the normalisation of patterns of gemma tissue expansion in
chapter 3, the deformation of the original coordinate frames and the resultant loss of the true positional information
was chosen in favour of obtaining a biologically inaccurate yet theoretically clear result; in chapter 4, a simplistic yet
easily testable transport model was chosen to explain the growth pattern; in chapter 5, large sections of Marchantia
genome, i.e. its non-coding regions, were ignored in the data model in favour of producing a clean and usable dataset
of genes ready for the design of synthetic constructs; in chapter 6, a set of imprecise in vivo ￿uorescent reporters was
chosen instead of the in-depth biological and analytical analysis of auxin transport in the gemmae.
Particular care was taken when proposing the model of regulation of tissue expansion in Marchantia gemmae.
Most biological models su￿er from being introduced following an inductive approach, i.e. generalising observations
into the formation of new theories. The danger of using inductivism in biology is that there usually exist many
di￿erent ways to collect indirect observations of a phenomenon of interest, e.g. concentration of auxin can be estim-
ated by ￿uorescent or other reporters of several di￿erent designs, and each of the sets of observations due to their
imperfections might be interpreted and generalised into principally di￿erent theories. An alternative is to follow
a problem-solving approach, where theories play the primary role, while the role of experiments is to attempt to
disprove or test those theories.
For example, the state of the artmodel forMarchantia growth regulation, discussed in chapter 4, was derived using
the inductive approach. The authors observed that the rate of tissue expansion decreases as a function of distance
from the closest apical notch. They then formed a hypothesis that there exists a growth-inducing morphogen, which
is produced in proximity to the apical notches, and the pattern of tissue expansion can be explained by the drop
of the morphogen concentration as it di￿uses away from the apical regions. At this point in time, the authors did
not consider any alternative hypothesis and continued experimentation. They further acknowledged that their initial
model does not explain the behaviour of the tissue when subject to the surgical excision of the apical notches. Instead
of taking a step back to explore alternative equally simplistic hypotheses , they ‘patched’ their model by introducing a
di￿erential response to the growth-inducing morphogen in di￿erent tissue regions. In doing so, they upgraded their
initial model in a manner that gave it greater predictive power, but at the same time explained the phenomenon of
Marchantia growth in a less clear way; not only did it have to address the nature of the hypothetical morphogen, but
also the mechanism behind the di￿erential response of the tissue to that morphogen. Although by following such an
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approach, where each step opens up more and more questions, one can garner vast amounts of experimental data
about the ￿ner details of Marchantia cellular response, genetic regulation, etc., one can argue this does not increase
the general understanding of how the tissue expansion of Marchantia is regulated.
A problem-solving approach was instead employed to study the same question in chapter 4. Instead of diving
deep into an exploration of a particular hypothesis, several alternative hypotheses ￿tting the data were explored.
The follow-up experiment was designed to eliminate one or several competing hypotheses. As a result, three out of
four hypotheses were eliminated. In doing so, no extra details were introduced, no additional questions were opened,
and the mechanism of the regulation of tissue expansion was explained in a clear and simplistic model. To sum
up, both studies collected similar data and performed similar surgical experiments, yet come up with very di￿erent
models and explanations of the growth regulation. The only di￿erence was in the approach; the ￿rst study took a
depth-￿rst approach, where hypotheses are tested experimentally one by one until they break, while the second took
a breadth-￿rst approach, where several hypotheses are considered at once and experiments are designed to eliminate
a number of possible explanations. Since biology is inherently complex and full of details, the breadth-￿rst approach
might be better-suited for gaining conceptual understanding of biological systems required for solving problems like
engineering plant morphogenesis.
7.4 Conclusion
The work presented in this thesis contributed to the methods for studying multi-scale processes of development of
Marchantia gemmae.
The novel representation of the Marchantia genome will facilitate the extraction of functional elements and the
creation of ￿uorescent reporters for studying spatial patterns of cellular and genetic processes. The imaging and
image-processing tools will allow for the observation and correlation of these patterns with di￿erential expansion
of the gemma tissue. The developed model and observations of the role of auxin in cell expansion expanded the
understanding of the regulation of growth in Marchantia, and provided insight into possible ways of engineering
Marchantia shape through genetic manipulations.
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Protocol 1 Growth media
1.1 1/2 Gamborg B5
Materials
• 0.158% (w/v) Gamborg B5 medium including vit-
amins (Duchefa)
• 1M NaOH
• RO water
• Stock of antibiotic(s) (optional)
• 1  3% (w/v) agar (Sigma) for solid medium
Procedure
1. Mix Gamborg B5 medium in water using magnetic
stirrer.
2. Optionally add agar to the mixture for the solid me-
dium.
3. Adjust pH with NaOH to 5.8.
4. Autoclave in a glass bottle.
5. Add 1 : 1000 dilution of the required stock antibi-
otic (optional).
6. For solid medium, pour into 100 ⇥ 15mm petri
dishes, ⇠ 20mL per plate, or store at room tem-
perature.
1.2 Antibiotics
Antibiotic [Stock] [Working] Solvent
hygromycin 20mg/mL 20µg/mL Water
spectinomycin 100mg/mL 100µg/mL Water
rifampicilin 10mg/mL 10µg/mL DMSO
tetracyclin 5mg/mL 5µg/mL Ethanol
carbenicillin 50mg/mL 50µg/mL Water
kanamycin 50mg/mL 50µg/mL Water
cefotaxime 100mg/mL 100µg/mL Water
1.3 1/2 Gamborg B5 Supplemented
Materials
• 0.158% (w/v) Gamborg B5 medium including vit-
amins (Duchefa)
• 1M NaOH
• RO water
• 5% (w/v) sucrose (Fisher Scienti￿c)
• 0.1%(w/v) N-Z amine A (Sigma-Aldrich)
• 0.03% (w/v) L-glutamine (Sigma-Aldrich)
Procedure
1. Mix Gamborg B5 medium in water using magnetic
stirrer.
2. Add sucrose, N-Z amine A, L-glutamine.
3. Autoclave in a glass bottle.
1.4 LB medium
Materials
• 20 g/L LB broth Lennox (Formedium)
• RO water
• 1% (w/v) agar (Sigma)
• Antibiotics stock solution (optional)
Protocol
1. Pour water into an autoclave bottle.
2. Add LB broth.
3. Optionally add agar to the mixture for the solid me-
dium.
4. Autoclave the broth.
5. Add 1 : 1000 dilution of the required stock antibi-
otic (optional).
6. For solid medium, pour into 100 ⇥ 15mm petri
dishes, ⇠ 20mL per plate, or store at room tem-
perature.
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Protocol 2 Preparation of the Marchantia spores
2.1 Sterilisation of Marchantia
spores
Materials
• Dried Marchantia spore-heads
• Milton Mini Sterilising Tablets 3g (Laboratorie
Rivadis), active component Troclosene sodium
19.5%(w/v)
• Sterile RO water
• 100⇥ 15mm 1% (w/v) agar 1/2 Gamborg B5 me-
dium plate
Procedure
1. Prepare Milton solution by dissolving 1 tablet in
25mL of sterile RO water.
2. Crush dried Marchantia spore-heads in a 1.5mL
Eppendorf tube using metallic tweezers.
3. Add 1mL of the Milton solution to the Eppendorf
tube with the crushed spore-heads and ￿lter the
spores into a 50mL Falcon tube through a 40µL
cell strainer (greiner bio-one EASYstrainerTM).
4. Dilute the spores with the Milton solution, so that
the total volume in mL is equal to the number
of the spore-heads used. Aliquot the spores into
1.5mL Eppendorf tubes, 1mL per tube and let
them sterilise for 20min.
5. Spin the tubes for 1min at 13000 g, remove super-
natant and resuspend the spores in sterile water,
1mL per tube.
6. Repeat the previous step.
7. To plate the spores, transfer 1mL of the suspen-
sion to the 1% (w/v) agar 1/2Gamborg B5medium
plate, let the water to evaporate, seal the plate with
1.25 cm 3M Micropore tape.
2.2 Collection of Marchanita spores
from agar plates
Materials
• Marchantia spores grown on solid medium plate
• Liquid medium of choice / sterile water
Procedure
1. GrowMarchantia spores in a Petri dish in an inver-
ted orientation.
2. Remove the lid of the plate and add 1 5mL of the
liquid medium of choice / water on top of the solid
medium.
3. Detach the spores from the solid medium by gently
scratching the surface of the agar with a plastic
spreader.
4. Use a wide-bore pipet to transfer the spores into a
50mL Falcon tube.
5. If necessary, add more liquid into the plate and re-
peat the transfer.
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Protocol 3 Bacterial transformation
3.1 Preparation of electrocompetent
Agrobacterium cells
Materials
• Sterile LB medium
• 10% Glycerol chilled on ice
Procedure
1. Inoculate 3mL of liquid LB with Agrobacterium
seed stock in 14mL round-bottom Falcon tube and
incubate overnight at 28  C shaking at 140 rpm.
2. Inoculate 300mL of liquid LB with the overnight
culture in a sterile 500mL conical ￿ask. Incubate
for ⇠ 9h at 28  C shaking at 140 rpm.
3. Periodically check the optical density of the culture
until the OD 600 reading reaches 0.5.
4. Aliquot the culture into six 50mL round bottom
Falcon tubes and centrifuge at 4  C , 4000 g for
5min
5. Discard supernatant and resuspend the pellets in
25mL of glycerol. Repeat the centrifugation.
6. Discard supernatant, resuspend the pellets in 4mL
of glycerol, combine and aliquot the cells into the
two tubes. Repeat the centrifugation.
7. Discard supernatant, resuspend the pellets in 2mL
of glycerol, combine the cells into one tube. Repeat
the centrifugation.
8. Discard supernatant, resuspend the pellet in 2mL
of glycerol.
9. Aliquot the cells into 1.5mL Eppendorf tubes,
50µL each. Store at  80  C .
3.2 Agrobacterium transformation
by electroporation
Materials
• 50µL of electrocompetent GV2260 Agrobacterium
cells
• Liquid LB medium
• LB plate with added rifampicin, carbenicillin and
tetracycline + antibiotic for the plasmid selection
Procedure
1. Thaw tubes with electrocompetent Agrobacterium
cells on ice.
2. Add 20ng of DNA and transfer the cells to the
2mm electroporation cuvette (VWR). Keep the cu-
vette on ice.
3. Apply a 2.5 kV 5.5ms pulse, add 1mL of liquid
LB medium to the cuvette, transfer the cells into a
1.5mL Eppendorf tube and cool on ice.
4. Incubate the cells at 28  C incubator shaking at
120 rpm for 2h.
5. Innoculate the LB plate with 100µL of the cells and
incubate upside-down at 28  C for two days.
3.3 Heat-shock transformation of E.
coli cells
Materials
• TOP10 chemically-competent E.coli cells (Thermo
Fisher Scienti￿c)
• Assembly reaction
• Sterile LB medium
• LB plates with antibiotics for selection
Procedure
1. Thaw 25µL of the cells on ice.
2. Add 1µL of the assembly reaction.
3. Incubate the cells at 42  C water bath for 45 sec,
add 250µL of the LB medium and cool on ice.
4. Incubate the cells at 37  C incubator, shaking at
120 rpm for 1h.
5. Innoculate the LB plate with 100µL of the cells and
incubate them upside-down at 37  C overnight.
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Protocol 4 Ampli￿cation from genomic DNA
CTAB extraction bu￿er
Mix the following materials to a ￿nal volume of 10mL
per one extraction:
• 20mM EDTA (Sigma)
• 2% (w/v) PVP-40 (Sigma-Aldrich)
• 1.42M NaCl (Fisher Scienti￿c)
• 100mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 (Melford Laboratories)
• 2% (w/v) CTAB (Acros Organics)
• 10mM ß-mercaptoethanol (Merck)
• 1mg/mL ascorbic acid (Sigma-Aldrich)
Phusion Master Mix
For 20 reactions mix the following materials in the order
they are listed in a 1.5mL Eppendorf tube:
• 268µL HPLC grade water
• 80µL 5x HF Bu￿er
• 8µL dNTPs
• 4µL Phusion DNA Polymerase
4.1 PCR Ampli￿cation
Materials
• 2µL of 10µM forward and 2µL of 10µM reverse
primer
• 1µL of extracted genomic DNA
• 35µL Phusion master mix
Procedure
1. Mix the materials in the order listed in a PCR tube,
one tube per reaction.
2. Load the tubes into a thermal cycler and run using
the following program:
Step Temperature Time
1x 98  C 30 sec
35x 98  C 10 sec
T  mC 20 sec
72  C 30 sec per kb
Hold 4  C
T  m C - lowest melting temperature of the two primers.
4.2 Genomic DNA extraction from
Marchantia
Materials
• CTAB extraction bu￿er
• 100mg/mL RNAse A (Qiagen)
• Chloroform
• Isoamyl alcohol
• isopropanol (Acros Organic)
• 70% ethanol (Fisher Scienti￿c)
Procedure
1. Freeze two grams of 3 week-old Marchantia
gemmae with liquid nitrogen and grind into a
￿ne powder using mortar and pestle. Collect the
powder into 50mL Falcon tube.
2. Add 10mL of CTAB heated to 65  C into the tube
with the tissue powder and vortex for 30 sec.
3. Add 10µL of RNase A to the mixture and incub-
ate at 65  C for 15min, vortexing for 30 sec every
5min.
4. Combine 0.4mL of isoamyl alchohol with 9.6mL
of chloroform and add to the mixture. Mix the con-
tents of the tube by gentle shaking for 30 sec.
5. Centrifuge the mixture at 4500 g for 10min. Col-
lect the upper layer into a new 50mL Falcon tube.
6. Add 0.7 volumes of isopropanol, andmix by invert-
ing the tube four times. Centrifuge at 4500 g for
10min and discard the supernatant.
7. Resuspend the pellet in 1mL of 70% ethanol and
transfer to a 1.5mL Eppendorf tube. Centrifuge at
13000 g for 10min.
8. Discard the supernatant, resuspend 1mL of 70%
ethanol and centrifuge at 13000 g for 10min. Make
this step twice.
9. Discard supernatant, let the pellet dry for 10min
and resuspend in 50µL of TRIS-EDTA bu￿er
(10mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1mM EDTA).
10. Process the sample using the PowerClean Pro DNA
Cleanup Kit (MO BIO Laboratories).
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Protocol 5 DNA assembly
5x isothermal bu￿er
Mix the follwoing materials in HPLC water:
• 25%(w/v) PEG-8000 (Sigma-Aldrich)
• 500mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 (Sigma-Aldrich)
• 50mM MgCl2 (Fisher Scienti￿c)
• 50mM dithiothreitol (Thermo Fisher Scienti￿c)
• 1mM dNTPs (Bioline)
• 5mM NAD+ (New England Biolabs)
1.33x Gibson assembly master mix
Mix the follwoing components in a 1.5mL Eppendorf
tube:
• 320µL 5x isothemal bu￿er
• 0.64µL T5 exonuclease,10U/µL (New England
Biolabs)
• 20µL Phusion DNA Polymerase, 2U/µL (Thermo
Fisher Scienti￿c)
• 160µL Taq DNA Ligase, 2U/µL (New England
Biolabs)
• 860µL RO water
5.1 Gibson assembly
Materials
• 1.33x Gibson assembly master mix
• Linear DNA fragments with 20  40 bp overlaping
overhangs
Procedure
1. Mix equimolar ammounts of the linear DNA frag-
ments in a PCR tube to total volume of 1µL. Add
3µL of the Gibson assembly master mix and mix
by pipetting.
2. Transfer the tube to a themocycler preheated to
50  C immediatly after adding the master mix.
3. Incubate at 50  C for 1h.
5.2 Loop assembly master mix
Mix the following materials in a 1.5mL Eppendorf tube
per one reaction:
• 2µL HPLC water
• 1µL T4 DNA ligase bu￿er (NEB)
• 0.5µL of 1mg/mL puri￿ed Bovine Serum Albu-
min (NEB)
• 0.25µL T4 DNA Ligase, 400U/µL (NEB)
• 0.25µL BsaI (NEB) for odd levels, SapI (NEB) for
even levels
Loop assembly
Materials per reaction
• 4µL of Loop assembly master mix
• 1µL of the receiver plasmid (7.5 fmol/µL)
• 1µL of each of the DNA parts (15 fmol/µL)
Procedure
1. Mix DNA parts and the receiver plasmid in a PCR
tube. Add HPLC water to total volume of 6µL.
2. Add 4µL of the master mix into the PCR tube. Mix
by pipeting.
3. Transfer the samples into a thermocycler and run
the following program:
Step Temperature Time
26x 37  C 3min
16  C 4min
1x 50  C 5min
80  C 10min
Appendix B
E￿ect of kinetin on Marchantia gemma
growth and regeneration
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Kinetin (KIN)
1 µg/L 100 µg/L10 µg/L 1 mg/L 10 mg/L0 µg/L
Day 0
Day 1
Day 4
Day 7
Figure B.1: Dose-response to kinetin. The images presented show a characteristic response (n = 3 for each
concentration) of gemmae to various concentrations of kinetin. The maximal concentration in the assay was chosen
to exceed a typical concentration of kinetin (0.5  8mg/L) in tissue cultures based on the earlier studies [218–220].
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Kin +
Kin -
NAA - NAA+
Figure B.2: E￿ect of kinetin and auxin on regeneration of Marchantia gemma. Microscopy images of the
excised central region of gemma at day 0 (top image for each quadrant) and day 2 (bottom image for each quadrant)
supplemented with combination of synthetic auxin (100µg/L NAA, highlighted in blue) and synthetic cytokinin
(10mg/L kinetin, highlighted in red). The experiment (n = 4 for each out of four treatments) suggests indepenance
of auxin-repressed regeneration from application of cytokinin.
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Appendix C
Continuous model of pressure-driven
growth
Pressure-driven tissue expansion
Assuming a viscous model of growth, the velocity (v) of material points of a tissue are proportional to the applied
force (f ):
v =  f
where   is tissue extensibility. Excluding the external forces acting on the tissue, the force f results from the
gradient of the hydrostatic pressure between the cells:
f =  rp
Then, according to the model 3.1, the volumetric growth rate ( ) is equal to
  = r.v =   r2p (1)
Water transport model
The movement of the water through a cellular tissue can be modelled by a ￿ow through a porous medium, governed
by Darcy’s law:
u =  KwrP (2)
where u is water velocity,Kw is water permeability and P is water potential equal to the di￿erence between the
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Protocol 6 Continuous model of pressure-driven tissue expansion
osmotic pressure (⇧) and hydrostatic pressure (p):
P = ⇧  p (3)
Expansion due to water accumulation
Assuming that the volume of a cell is approximately equal to the volume of the water inside the cell, the volumetric
growth rate must be equal to the rate of water accumulation, i.e.:
  = r.v =  r.u
Substituting equations (2) and (3) results in
  = Kwr2p Kwr2⇧
Eliminating the hydrostatic pressure term from the above equation by substituting equation (1) gives an equation
of the osmotic pressure-driven tissue expansion:
  =   Kw 
Kw +  
r2⇧
